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ABSTRACT
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by Benedicto
Rodriguez Castro
This thesis explores a very recurrent modeling scenario in ontology design that deals
with the notion of real world concepts that can be classied according to multiple crite-
ria. Current ontology modeling guidelines do not explicitly consider this aspect in the
representation of such concepts. Such void leaves ample room for ad-hoc practices that
can lead to unexpected or undesired results in ontology artifacts. The aim is to identify
best practices and design patterns to represent such concepts in OWL DL ontologies
suitable for deployment in the Web of Data and the Semantic Web.
To assist with these issues, an initial set of basic design guidelines is put forward, that
mitigates the opportunity for ad-hoc modeling decisions in the development of ontologies
for the problem scenario described. These guidelines relies upon an existing simplied
methodology for facet analysis from the eld of Library and Information Science. The
outcome of this facet analysis produces a Faceted Classication Scheme (FCS) for the
concept in question where in most cases a facet would correspond to a classication
criterion.
The Value Partition, the Class As Property Value and the Normalisation Ontology De-
sign Patterns (ODPs) are revisited to produce an ontology representation of a FCS. A
comparative analysis between a FCS and the Normalisation ODP in particular, revealed
the existence of key similarities between the elements in the generic structure of both
knowledge representation paradigms. These similarities allow to establish a series of
mappings to transform a FCS into an OWL DL ontology that contains a valid rep-
resentation of the classication criteria involved in the characterization of the domain
concept. An existing FCS example in the domain of \Dishwasher Detergent" and exist-
ing ontology examples in the domain of \Pizza", \Wine" and \Fault" (in the context of
a computer system) are used to illustrate the outcome of this research.Contents
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Introduction
The main topic of this thesis deals with the problem of modelling multiple classication
criteria of domain concepts to be represented in ontologies suitable for deployment in the
Semantic Web. Part of what this introductory chapter will clarify is what this problem
means in the context of Ontology Engineering and the Semantic Web. The notion of
multiple classication criteria is presented using examples of domain concept representa-
tions found in disciplines such as Library Information Systems, Object-Oriented Design
and more importantly, in Ontology Engineering. The natural connection between rep-
resenting multiple classication criteria and the presence of multiple inheritance in the
resulting models, is also examined. The concept of Ontology Design Patterns within
Ontology Engineering is another key element acknowledged in this introductory review,
because it provides an ideal modelling template for capturing the potential solutions
that may result as part of this endeavour. To navigate readers through this chapter,
Section 1.1 starts with a recollection of the rationale that led to, and motivated the focus
of this work. Section 1.2 is then responsible of providing a detailed characterization of
the problem in question, while Section 1.3 outlines the main research areas that will be
considered in addressing such problem, that is, predominantly Ontology Engineering,
in addition to Object-Oriented Design and Library Information Systems. The rest of
sections, Sections 1.4, 1.5 and 1.6, conclude the chapter, putting forward the research
questions, contributions and structure of this thesis respectively.
1.1 Motivation
The general problem of modelling multiple classication criteria of domain concepts in
ontologies for deployment in the Semantic Web, was identied as part of the work carried
out for a particular project. This project required the creation of an ontology model
for a specic domain concept, whose characteristics, after a process of examination,
provided the starting point that originated the main focus of this research. In essence,
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this focus can be seen as the result of extrapolating this ontology modelling challenge to
any domain concept that shares similar characteristics to those of the concept that this
section describes. The project in question and the aforementioned modelling use case,
are presented throughout the rest of this section.
1.1.1 ReSIST: An EU Network of Excellence
ReSIST stands for Resilience for Survivability in Information Society Technologies (IST)
and it is a Network of Excellence (NoE) project funded under the Sixth Framework
Programme of the European Union (EU) ReSIST (2005{2008). One of the objectives of
the ReSIST project is to create a Knowledge Base (KB) application in the domain of
resilient computing, partly inspired by the features demonstrated by the semantic web
application CS AKTive Space, and sharing many of the same requirements [Glaser et al.
(2004); Shadbolt et al. (2004)].
The ReSIST Knowledge Base (RKB) provides an ontologically mediated web portal (the
RKB Explorer1), that enables the end-user to browse and search dierent type of in-
formation in the area of resilient systems: projects, people, institutions, publications,
communities of practice, courses, etc. [Anderson et al. (2007)]. The RKB Explorer em-
ploys various semantic web technologies to meet its goals such as RDF data repositories,
RDF stores and ontologies. Further information of the main components, technologies
and challenges found in the development of the RKB application can be found in Glaser
et al. (2009, 2007b,a); Millard et al. (2006).
The RKB features several ontologies to assist with the interoperability of the various data
sources that conform the knowledge of the application. Suitable ontologies have been
reused to represent common concepts such as people, projects or publications, however,
a key ontology had to be developed from scratch. This is an ontology on Dependability
and Security (D&S), required to facilitate the exploitation of all knowledge related to
concepts of computer resilience hosted by the ReSIST Project. It is certain aspects of
the creation of the D&S ontology that will narrow the focus of this research.
1.1.2 The \Fault" Domain Concept in ReSIST
The D&S ontology is derived from the denitions and taxonomies presented in the paper
\Basic Concepts and Taxonomy of Dependable and Secure Computing" Avizienis et al.
(2004). The domain experts in the ReSIST Network agreed on the use of the cited
reference as a valid source for the terminology and concepts to be represented in the
D&S ontology. This approach allowed to bootstrap the knowledge acquisition phase
required during the ontology development process. At the core of the D&S ontology
1http://www.rkbexplorer.com/Chapter 1 Introduction 3
lies the domain concept of \Fault". The denition of \Fault" to be represented in the
ontology is given by Avizienis et al. (2004) as follows:
[In a computer system], a service is a sequence of the system's external
states, a service failure means that at least one (or more) external state of
the system deviates from the correct service state. The deviation is called
an error. The adjudged or hypothesized cause of an error is called a fault.
The paper complements the denition of \Fault" presenting a taxonomy of faults. The
taxonomy classies all faults that may aect a system during its life according to 8 basic
viewpoints that lead to 16 elementary fault classes. The tree hierarchy in Figure 1.1
shows (a) the 8 basic viewpoints of faults in the rst level of the tree; and (b) the 16
elementary fault classes in the second level of the tree. Note that each fault viewpoint
is covered by two mutually exclusive elementary fault classes.
If all combinations of these 16 elementary fault classes from the 8 basic viewpoints
were possible, the total number of combined fault classes would be 256. However, not
all combinations occur in reality and Avizienis et al. (2004) have identied 31 likely
combinations of the elementary fault classes (although, the authors also acknowledge
that more combinations may be possible in the future). Figure 1.2 and 1.3 illustrate the
composition of these 31 likely combination of faults (fault numbers 1 to 31) as a matrix
and a tree representation respectively.
Figure 1.2 presents the following information:
 At the top of the matrix, three major partially overlapping groupings to which the
31 combined faults belong to, namely: Development Faults, Physical Faults and
Interaction Faults.
 On the left side of the matrix, the 16 elementary fault classes from the 8 basic
viewpoints of the taxonomy of \Fault" introduced in Figure 1.1.
 At the bottom of the matrix, the 31 likely combined faults numbered from 1 to 31.
 At the bottom of the gure, a series of boxes identifying 9 illustrative examples of
known faults, namely: Software Faults, Logic Bombs, Hardware Errata, Produc-
tion Defects, Physical Deterioration, Physical Interference, Intrusion Attempts,
Viruses & Worms and Input Mistakes.
On the other hand, Figure 1.3 presents for the most part the same information as a tree
view, specically:
 On the left hand side of the tree, the 8 basic viewpoints of \Fault" shown in
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Figure 1.1: \The elementary fault classes." (Fig. 4 in Avizienis et al. (2004) p. 15)
 Every node of the tree denotes one of the 16 elementary fault classes shown in
Figure 1.1.
 At the bottom of the tree, the leaf nodes, correspond to the 31 likely combined
faults numbered from 1 to 31.
 At the bottom of the gure, the three major partially overlapping groupings to
which the 31 combined faults belong to, again: Development Faults, Physical
Faults and Interaction Faults.
Additional details and background information regarding each one of the concepts pre-
sented by these three gures is available in the original paper by Avizienis et al. (2004),
but in essence, the three gures capture the denition and taxonomy of \Fault" to
include in the D&S ontology as part of the ReSIST Knowledge Base.Chapter 1 Introduction 5
Figure 1.2: \The classes of combined faults (a) Matrix representation." (Fig. 5(a) in
Avizienis et al. (2004) p. 16)6 Chapter 1 Introduction
Figure 1.3: \The classes of combined faults (b) Tree representation." (Fig. 5(b) in
Avizienis et al. (2004) p. 16)Chapter 1 Introduction 7
It is important to note that this taxonomy of \Fault" that classies all faults that may
aect a system during its life, seems to suggest multiple classication criteria for all
faults in this domain of discourse, such as: (a) the 16 elementary fault classes from the
8 basic viewpoints, (b) the 31 likely combinations of the elementary fault classes, (c) the
9 examples of known faults; or even (d) the three major overlapping groupings that the
31 likely combinations of fault belong to. And it is these multiple classication criteria
of a particular domain concept and the possible approaches to model them in a given
ontology that will narrow even further the focus of this research.
1.1.3 The \Fault" Ontology in ReSIST
Figures 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3 illustrate the dierent classication of the concept of \Fault"
that should be captured in the D&S ontology for ReSIST. The background rationale of
the gures in the context of dependable and secure computing can be further studied in
Avizienis et al. (2004).
The ReSIST project intended several uses of the \Fault" ontology model including:
Scenario (a): the representation and classication of instances of faults in real world
systems; and
Scenario (b): as a terminology or keyword index for publications, projects, research
interests and the resilient mechanisms of computer systems.
Scenario (a) and (b) are specically put forward because forthcoming sections through-
out this work will refer back to them, discussing their involvement on the research carried
out and how they are addressed.
1.2 Problem
This section outlines the problem of modeling multiple classication criteria and multiple
inheritance in the framework of this research. That is, handling this aspect inherent to
certain domain concepts when these are represented in an ontology model to be deployed
in the Semantic Web. The section provides as well, some evidence on the percentage
of existing ontology models currently available on the Web that might be subject this
problem.
1.2.1 Multiple Classication Criteria
General examples of domain-specic concepts that exhibit the characteristics of multiple
classication criteria described so far abound, going from a \Dishwasher Detergent" as in8 Chapter 1 Introduction
Denton (2003), (which includes classication criteria such as \brand", \scent", \form",
etc.); to a \Sock" as presented by Broughton (2006), (which could be classied based
on \material", \function", \length", etc.). The list of examples can go on.
There are other examples that are particularly interesting because they are used in well-
known ontology development literature using OWL and as it will be revealed throughout
this research, they t into the modeling scenario presented as well. They include: \Wine"
by Welty et al. (2004), \Person" (in the context of family history relations) by Kr otzsch
et al. (2009), or \Pizza" by Horridge et al. (2009).
In the \Wine" ontology model, Welty et al. (2004) consider classication criteria such as:
wines by type of grape, wines by region, wine by color, etc. Kr otzsch et al. (2009) look
at the concept of \Person" in the family history ontology model, based on: person by
gender and person by type of kinship relation (parent, child, sibling). In the case of the
\Pizza" ontology model, Horridge et al. (2009) think of pizzas in terms of: pizza by type
of base, pizza by type and number of toppings and pizza by country. However, in none of
them they refer explicitly to the various classication criteria of the domain concept they
target, nor attempt to represent these criteria explicitly in the respective ontology models
developed. Classication criteria are not discussed and they are modeled implicitly.
1.2.2 Multiple Inheritance
One assumption was made in the process of surveying the existing methodologies to
build ontologies from scratch and the modeling of domain concepts subject to multiple
classication criteria. The assumption is that a modeling scenario involving multiple
classication criteria is very likely to lead to a scenario of multiple inheritance.
To illustrate this claim, consider for example an individual fault that belongs to the
\Fault" universe of discourse described in previous sections: an individual fault in the
real world that is a type of \Virus & Worm" (one of the known examples of faults
presented at the bottom of Figure 1.2). Based on the relationship between \Virus &
Worm" faults and the 16 elementary fault classes from the 8 basic viewpoints of the
taxonomy of \Fault" visible in the matrix of Figure 1.2, a particular \Virus & Worm"
individual fault is also a fault of type: \Operational", \External", \Human-made",
\Software", \Malicious", \Deliberate" and \Permanent". Thus, every individual that
belong to the \Virus & Worm" class of faults, is also a member of the \Operational",
\External", etc. classes of fault, which is a typical case of multiple inheritance.
A similar rationale could be drawn for the domain concepts already mentioned, \Pizza",
\Wine" ,"Person", \Dishwasher Detergent", \Sock" or the many more open ended list
of concepts prone to be characterized based on multiple classication criteria (or by
extension, multiple inheritance) of key aspects that dene them.Chapter 1 Introduction 9
To obtain a better idea of the multiple inheritance landscape for the ontologies in the
Web, Wang et al. (2006) shows the shape of class hierarchies for 1275 ontology les
sampled in the survey, (688 OWL and 587 RDFS ontologies). Out of the 688 OWL
ontologies, 122 (17.7%) were Directed Acyclic Graphs (DAGs), and 64 (9.3%) were
multitrees2. This gives a total of 27% were most likely some type of multiple inheritance
modeling in their class hierarchy is taking place. In the inferred ontology this number
goes up to 30.2%. In the case of RDFS ontologies, out of 587 included in the survey, a
total of 77 (13%), had a DAG (6.8%) or a multitree (6.3%), as the shape of their class
hierarchy.
The combined result is that about 20% of all ontologies on the Web considered in the
survey include some type of multiple inheritance modeling scenario. This value seems
too low based on how common multiple inheritance occurs in the real world [Meyer
(2000); Sowa (2000)]. Or, as John Sowa puts it in White et al. (2008)3:
\Every animal, vegetable, and mineral on planet earth can be classied
in an open-ended number of ways. Arbitrarily picking one and prohibiting
the others is unnatural, confusing, and horribly dicult to use".
A possible interpretation for this could be due to a lack of best practice guidelines on
how to model this problem, which in turn could be causing ontology developers to nd
creative ways to circumvent it.
On a similar study by d'Aquin et al. (2007), surveys indicate that the number of ontolo-
gies and their presence in the traditional Web increases rapidly according to the latest
gures. The number of OWL and RDF-S ontologies available online is approximately
6200 and 1700 respectively (see Figure 1.4). These numbers are in the order of nearly
ten times larger in the case of OWL ontologies and more than double for RDF-S when
compared to the survey in Wang et al. (2006) about a year earlier. The latter reported
688 and 587 OWL and RDF-S ontologies respectively.
This seems to indicate that since the adoption of the OWL specication language as
a W3C standard in 2004 [Dean and Schreiber (2004); McGuinness and van Harmelen
(2004); Welty et al. (2004)], the ontology development community has been active and
embraced the latest technology available in a detriment to its RDF-S predecessor. More
importantly, it brings an interesting question to the forefront. How are these ontologies
being built? What modeling problems and challenges are ontology developers facing
and what approaches are they taking to solve them? As the number of ontologies
present in the Semantic Web increases, the more important is to have in place guidelines
to facilitate their construction and strengthen their processes to deliver the intended
ontology artifact.
2Multitrees can be seen as a directed acyclic graph where each node can have a tree of ancestors and10 Chapter 1 Introduction
Figure 1.4: \Usage of the ontology representation languages (a) and of the three OWL
species (b)." (Fig. 1 of d'Aquin et al. (2007) p. 3)
1.3 Approach
The starting point of this research involves conducting a survey of the existing method-
ologies to build ontologies from scratch in the context of the Semantic Web, with the
objective of using the guidelines in place to model multiple classication criteria (or
even multiple inheritance) of a target domain concept. The survey will focus mainly in
the area of Ontology Engineering, with an emphasis on the topic of Ontology Design
Patterns, and the areas of Object-Oriented Design and Faceted Classication due to
their relevance with the modeling problem.
1.3.1 Ontology Engineering
Ontologies have emerged as one of the key components needed for the realization of
the Semantic Web vision [Berners-Lee et al. (2001); Shadbolt et al. (2006); Alani et al.
(2008)] and they bring with them a broad range of development activities that can
be grouped into what is called Ontology Engineering [Hoekstra (2009); Gomez-Perez
et al. (2004)]. A detailed overview of what an ontology is, including the evolution of its
denition in the literature, can be found in Hoekstra (2009)(Chapter 4) or Gomez-Perez
et al. (2004)(x 1.2).
Ontology Engineering for the Semantic Web is a very active research area and has
experienced remarkable advancements in recent years, although it is still relatively new
a tree of children. There cannot be a diamond structure in a mulitree [Wang et al. (2006)]
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compared to other engineering practices within Computer Science or other elds. The
NeOn Project4, whose aim is to advance the state of the art in using ontologies for
large-scale semantic applications in distributed organizations, with the involvement of
its 14 partners, has attempted to build consensus in the ontology research community
regarding the processes and activities that are part of the Ontology Engineering eld.
Figure 1.5 illustrates the glossary of processes and activities that resulted from this
endeavor. A brief description of what each activity entails is provided by Suarez-Figueroa
et al. (2008); Suarez-Figueroa and Gomez-Perez (2008b,a). The glossary is not intended
to be exhaustive given that new activities continue to appear as ontologies and the
applications they are used for, continue evolving. It can be seen as an updated review
of previous work by Gomez-Perez et al. (2004); Fernandez-Lopez et al. (2002, 1997).
A constant ongoing eort in Ontology Engineering deals with harnessing the eld with
sound development practices analogous to those successfully employed in Software En-
gineering for decades. Some notable adaptations would include those by Vrandecic
and Gangemi (2006), Gomez-Perez et al. (2004), Sure et al. (2003), Devedzi c (2002) or
Fernandez-Lopez et al. (1997). One of the objectives of this eort is to address areas
of the ontology development process vulnerable to ad-hoc practices that could lead to
unexpected or undesirable results in ontology artifacts, similar to the ndings gathered
by Rector et al. (2004) or Poveda et al. (2010).
The experience during my involvement in the ReSIST Project indicates that the con-
ceptualization and representation of multiple classication criteria of domain concepts
in the context of the Semantic Web, (such as \Fault" in the D&S ontology), is one of
such areas in the Ontology Engineering eld that is vulnerable to ad-hoc practices. As
the literature survey accompanying this research suggests, there seems to be a lack of
specic design guidelines for the ontological conceptualization and representation of the
modeling scenario described, leaving ample room for ad-hoc practices and their negative
consequences.
For example, common misconceptions when trying to represent several classication
criteria are to use subsumption relations between classes when in fact a part-of relation
would be in order, or to use subsumption to model relationships that are outside OWL
DL expressivity altogether (i.e. a meta-class { a class whose elements are other classes5
as presented by Foxvog (2005)).
Using the NeOn glossary of Ontology Engineering processes and activities in Figure 1.5
as a guide, the focus of this work is set on Ontology Conceptualization, Ontology For-
malization, Ontology Implementation and (with a special emphasis) Ontology Design
Patterns (ODPs) [Hammar and Sandkuhl (2010); Egana-Aranguren (2009); Hoekstra
(2009); Allemang and Hendler (2008); Presutti et al. (2008); Gangemi (2005); and the
4http://www.neon-project.org
5http://ontolog.cim3.net/forum/ontolog-forum/2010-04/msg00066.html12 Chapter 1 Introduction
- solid line arrows denote \type of"
- dashed line arrows denote \a process divided into activities"
- dotted line arrows denote \synonymy"
Figure 1.5: \NeOn Glossary of Processes and Activities". (Figure 4 in Suarez-Figueroa
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Semantic Web Best Practices and Deployment Working Group (SWBPD-WG)6 of the
World Wide Web Consortium W3C (2004{2005)].
Ontology Design Patterns have evolved within Ontology Engineering from the notion of
design pattern, dened in Gangemi (2005) as \archetypal solutions to design problems
in a certain context" and they are justiably receiving a signicant amount of attention
by ontologists due to the preceding success achieved by design patterns in the context
of Software Engineering [Gamma et al. (1995)]. ODPs will be reviewed thoroughly as
part of Section 2.
1.3.2 Object-Oriented Design and Faceted Classication
Not only the area of Ontology Engineering and Ontology Design Patterns was explored.
Given the characteristics of the modelling issue, two other areas were included in the
survey because of their relevance: (a) Object-Oriented Design; and (b) Faceted Classi-
cation in the eld of Library and Information Science (LIS).
Object-Oriented Design [Meyer (2000); Rumbaugh et al. (1991)] was included because
of the prominent role that multiple inheritance has in this area, where its pros and cons
has been discussed at length during decades. In addition, Gamma et al. (1995) intro-
duced the paradigm of design patterns to Object-Oriented Design receiving a signicant
amount of attention and justiably becoming the precursor and a point of reference for
Ontology Design Patterns in Ontology Engineering.
Faceted Classication [Ranganathan (1960); Vickery (1960); Broughton (2004, 2006)]
was considered because it represents a natural t to the notion of multiple classication
criteria. In fact, Ranganathan (1960) conceived Facet Classication as a consequence to
his discontent with the inability of traditional enumerative bibliographic classication
systems, such as the Dewey Decimal Classication (DDC)7 and the Library of Congress
Classication (LCC)8, to support compound subjects. Subjects that could be classied
according to multiple views, topics, attributes or criteria.
One of the main topics covered as part of the related research review in Section 2, is how
these three dierent elds of practice, Ontology Design Patterns, Object-Oriented Design
and Faceted Classication, overlap on their approach to address multiple classication
criteria in the domain concepts of the conceptual models that they produce.
6http://www.w3.org/2001/sw/BestPractices/
7http://www.oclc.org/dewey/
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1.4 Thesis Statement
As stated in previous sections, ontologies are one of the key components for the real-
ization of the Semantic Web vision and the number of new ontologies being built is
rapidly increasing in recent years. A constant ongoing eort of the Ontology Engineer-
ing community is to strengthen the eld with sound development practices similar to
those successfully employed in Software Engineering already, aiming at minimizing the
opportunities for ad-hoc practices that could lead to suboptimal ontology artifacts. A
common trait of many domain concepts being represented in these ontologies, is that
they can be modeled based on multiple classication criteria (or in some cases, by exten-
sion, multiple inheritance) of key characteristics that dene them. Under these premises,
this thesis tries to provide answers to the research question below:
Research Question 1: Are there consistent and systematic techniques
and guidelines to represent multiple classication criteria (or to some extent
multiple inheritance) of domain concepts in ontology models suitable for
deployment in the context of the Semantic Web? What could be learnt
from elds such as Object-Oriented Design and Faceted Classication, which
have already been exposed to the design of multiple classication criteria
conceptual models for much longer than Ontology Engineering?
Ideally, the outcome of this endeavor seeks to provide the Ontology Engineering commu-
nity means to strengthen the representation of multiple classication criteria of domain
concepts, based on the use of consistent and systematic modeling decisions in detriment
of ad-hoc practices.
A sensible approach to address Research Question 1 is to explore the use of Ontology
Design Patterns (ODPs). Design-pattern driven ontology construction, whether man-
ual or (partially) automated, relies on the availability of curated repositories of ODPs
adequately characterized. However, patterns that are not fully detailed, or that leave
opportunity for ambiguity, may not be applied properly or consistently, which can lead
to interoperability issues among the ontology models involved. Under these premises,
and in the context of Research Question 1, this thesis considers answering the following:
Research Question 2: Are there ODPs that could be applied to represent
multiple classication criteria of domain concepts? If so, are they fully de-
tailed or is there opportunity for ambiguity? In the case of having several
ODPs, how do they relate to each other and what could be learnt from this?
In order to bring all this work full circle from the generic to the specic, it will be also
important rstly, to evaluate the 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how they t into the context of the \Fault" domain concept of the D&S ontology of
ReSIST. That is, both Scenario (a) and (b) as described in Section 1.1.3.
In summary, the mission of this thesis could be stated as follows:
\Achieve a signicant advancement in the current Ontology Engineering
state of the art, with regards to the modeling of domain concepts prone to
be characterized by multiple classication criteria (or by extension, multiple
inheritance), suitable for deployment in the Semantic Web. Such advance-
ment, seeks to promote the use of existing or new Ontology Design Patterns,
learning from elds of practice already familiar to the conceptualization of
multiple classication criteria, specically Object-Oriented Design and Li-
brary Information Science".
1.5 Contribution
There are several novel contributions in the work presented here that can not be found
in the existing literature. This section details all of them and for traceability purposes,
highlights: (a) where they appear throughout this thesis; (b) previous work published by
myself et al. relevant to a given contribution, (also available in the front matter section
\Declaration of Authorship" in chronological itemized format); and (c) the research
question(s) they target from Section 1.4.
Table 1.1 summarizes these novelties together with the traceability information men-
tioned above and serves as a schematic guide to the subsections that follow. For conve-
nience, the acronyms and abbreviations used, are reproduced here: Research Question
(RQ), Ontology Design Pattern (ODP), Faceted Classication Scheme (FCS), Class as
Property Value (CPV), Value Partition (VP), Normalisation (Norm.), Dependability
and Security (D&S).
Faceted Classication Scheme ODP
Perhaps the most notable contribution is a new reengineering Ontology Design Pattern
(ODP) to transform an existing Faceted Classication Scheme (FCS) of a given concept
from a specic domain, into an OWL DL ontology model (Chapter 6). Leveraging
on the methodology of facet analysis and the existing Normalisation ODP, the new
FCS reengineering ODP puts forward a systematic guideline to convert a well-known,
widely spread non-ontological resource such as a FCS, into an ontological model that
meets the best practice criteria set out by the Normalisation ODP and thus, suitable for
deployment in the Semantic Web. This guideline provides a partial solution to one of the
challenges in Ontology Conceptualization, Formalization and Implementation: minimize16 Chapter 1 Introduction
Contribution Content Research
Question
Previous Publication
Faceted Classication
Scheme ODP
Chapter 6 RQ 1 Rodriguez-Castro et al.
(2010b,a, 2009)
Visual notation of
ODPs
Section 3.1 RQ 2 Rodriguez-Castro et al.
(2010b,a)
Decoupling of the CPV
ODP
Chapter 3 RQ 2
Alignment of VP and
CPV ODPs
Chapter 4 RQ 2 Rodriguez-Castro and
Glaser (2008c,b,a)
Alignment of Norm.,
CPV and VP ODPs
Chapter 5 RQ 2
Evaluation of FCS
ODP (\Dishwasher
Detergent", \Pizza",
\Wine" and \Fault"
ontology models)
Chapter 6,
7, 8, 9
RQ 1
\Fault" ontology model
(ReSIST D&S ontol-
ogy)
Chapter 9 RQ 1, 2 Rodriguez-Castro and
Glaser (2008c,b,a);
Glaser et al. (2007b);
Millard et al. (2006)
Table 1.1: Summary of contributions.
the opportunity for ad-hoc practices that could lead to unexpected or undesired ontology
model artifacts when representing multiple classication criteria of a target domain
concept. Chapter 6 initially evaluates the new pattern using an existing FCS example
in the domain of \Dishwasher Detergent".
The contributions in Chapter 6 cater to answer Research Question 1, and were rst
published as a conference research paper in Rodriguez-Castro et al. (2010b) and con-
densed as a workshop poster in Rodriguez-Castro et al. (2010a). It is worth noting that
both references were well received by the community at their respective venues, given
that the former was nominated as \Best Student Research Paper"9, and the latter re-
ceived the distinction of \Best Pattern Award"10. One more preliminary eort that led
to the Faceted Classication Scheme ODP in Chapter 6, was published as a workshop
poster in Rodriguez-Castro et al. (2009). This poster explored a specic pattern in
Object-Oriented Design to model multiple classication criteria and a tentative adapta-
tion to the Ontology Engineering eld. Thus, tting as well into the resource portfolio
to address Research Question 1.
The completion of Chapter 6 was possible thanks to the concatenation of a series of
supplementary, incremental, and partial contributions that take place in various existing
ODPs. These are summarized below.
9http://iswc2010.semanticweb.org/awards
10http://ontologydesignpatterns.org/wiki/WOP:2010#Accepted_patternsChapter 1 Introduction 17
Visual Notation of ODPs
Introduction of a simple visual notation, yet expressive enough, to illustrate the generic
structure and elements that characterize all ODPs covered. One of the motivations for
this notation is to facilitate the visual side-by-side comparison of the conceptual elements
of several ODPs simultaneously. This type of comparison is important because it helps
to identify structural and semantic relationships, or the lack thereof, across dierent
ODPs. Section 3.1 details this notation in full and a preliminary version was already
used in Rodriguez-Castro et al. (2010b,a).
Decoupling of the CPV ODP
The characterization of the generic structure of the Class As Property Value (CPV) ODP
as featured in Approach 4 of Noy (2005) (Chapter 3). This structure generalizes the
possible uses, implementation and applicability of the pattern and it allows to decouple
Approach 4 of the CPV ODP into two versions: (a) a most generic version, where the
meaning of a class used as value of a property is re-interpreted or overloaded; and (b) a
simplied version, where the meaning of a class used as value of a property is preserved.
Alignment of the VP and CPV ODPs
The characterization of the generic structure of the Value Partition (VP) ODP featured
in Rector (2005), Presutti et al. (2008) and Egana-Aranguren (2009) (Chapter 4). The
generic structure is presented in a similar notation to that of the Class As Property
Value ODP. This allows to perform a comparative analysis between the two patterns
identifying: (a) dierences and similarities between the two at the structural and se-
mantic level; and (b) how the Value Partition ODP can be described as a renement or
specialization of the simplied version of the Class As Property Value ODP where the
meaning of a class used as value of a property is preserved.
A prelude to the work concerning the relationship between the CPV and the VP ODPs in
Chapters 3 and 5, was originally published in Rodriguez-Castro and Glaser (2008c,b,a).
Alignment of the Norm., VP and CPV ODPs
The characterization of the generic structure of the Normalisation ODP as introduced
in Rector (2003) and detailed in Egana-Aranguren (2009) (Chapter 5). The generic
structure of the Normalisation ODP described here, expands that found on the literature
by identifying: (a) how to include multiple modules or semantic axes in the application
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examples of ontology normalisation in the literature dealt with only one module or
semantic axis and with only one of the possible implementations in OWL, making it
unclear how to use or apply the pattern outside of those constraints.
Thanks to this characterization of the generic structure of the three ODPs under a
similar notation it is possible to perform a comparative analysis among all three of them
(Chapter 5). As a result, the analysis reveals signicant ontological alignments in the
main elements of the patterns that indicate mainly: (a) how a single instantiation of the
Normalisation ODP can be formed by combining together multiple instantiations of the
Value Partition ODP and(or) the Class As Property Value ODP; and (b) how a similar
set of OWL idioms is employed by three dierent ODPs to handle three dierent target
modeling scenarios.
Contributions contained in the previous three sub-sections together with the current
one, seek to collectively address Research Question 2 by expanding the characterization
and understanding of the three ODPs revisited and compared.
Evaluation of FCS ODP
There are various examples to evaluate the new FCS ODP. The rst example can be
found in Chapter 6, and uses an existing Faceted Classication Scheme in the domain
of \Dishwasher Detergent" to build the associated ontology model from scratch. Part
of this evaluation was previously featured in Rodriguez-Castro et al. (2010b).
The second is located in Chapter 9. The target domain is the concept of \Fault", and
in this case a new Faceted Classication Scheme is built from scratch as well as the
corresponding ontology model as per the FCS ODP.
The third and fourth examples correspond to Chapters 7 and 8 respectively. The ap-
proach here is slightly dierent. Two popular existing ontology models in the Ontology
Engineering literature, one for the concept of \Pizza" and another for the concept of
\Wine", are analysed and decomposed to reveal the underlying multiple classication
criteria (and hence, the underlying Faceted Classication Scheme) that both ontology
models implicitly include. The purpose of this approach is to demonstrate: (a) the
alignments identied between a generic FCS and the Normalisation ODP that allowed
the creation of the FCS ODP; and (b) that the FCS ODP could also be applied to build
both ontology models.
All of these examples are presented as a partial solution to the issues raised within
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\Fault" Ontology Model
Chapter 9 is put forward to test all the contributions claimed throughout this work to
address the problem of modeling multiple classication criteria of ontology domain con-
cepts, promoting a pattern-driven ontology construction. To bring everything together,
the domain concept chosen is the \Fault" ontology model developed for the D&S ontol-
ogy in the ReSIST project. Once again, the FCS ODP is applied to deliver the ontology
model of \Fault", and the various alignments identied among the Class as Property
Value, the Value Partition, and the Normalisation ODPs are exhibited as part of the
ontology building process.
The purpose of Chapter 9 is to address both Research Question 1 and 2, and using the
\Fault" concept as a use case, seeks to do so in the framework of both Scenario (a) and
(b) as outlined in Section1.1.3.
An early version of parts of the evaluation dealing with the alignment between ODPs
can be found in Rodriguez-Castro and Glaser (2008c,b,a), while part of the background
that motivated Scenario (a) and (b) of Section1.1.3 is featured in Glaser et al. (2007b);
Millard et al. (2006).
1.6 Thesis Structure
The additional material contained throughout this document is organized as follows:
Chapter 2 presents a brief overview of relevant work in the areas of ontology creation
methodologies, Ontology Design Patterns (ODPs), Object-Oriented Design, and Faceted
Classication regarding how they handle design scenarios that involve multiple classi-
cation criteria of concepts and to some extent multiple inheritance.
Chapter 3 revisits a well known pattern in ontology design: the Class As Property
Value ODP. It presents the elements that form the pattern in a generalized structure,
and it characterizes the role of two key notions: interpretation and terminology. It then,
generalizes the pattern showing how it can be used to accommodate multiple interpre-
tations, multiple terminologies, or on the contrary, how the notion of interpretation and
terminology can be conated into a single element.
Chapter 4 revisits another popular pattern in ontology design: the Value Partition ODP.
It presents the elements that form the pattern in a generalized structure, and it goes
through a comparative analysis that results in identifying interesting alignments between
the Value Partition and the Class As Property Value ontology models.
Chapter 5 revisits the Normalisation ODP following a similar procedure to that in
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comparative analysis among this and the Value Partition and Class As Property Value
ODPs. The result puts forward additional alignments among the three models very
relevant to the overall aim of this work.
Chapter 6 introduces Facet Analysis and Faceted Classication. A dierent approach for
the conceptualization of a domain from the eld of Library and Information Science. The
chapter characterizes the elements of a generic Faceted Classication Scheme (FCS) and
again, a comparative analysis between this and the generic structure of the Normalisation
ODP reveals a series of mappings between the two representation paradigms that allows
to transform a given FCS into a normalised OWL DL ontology model. An existing
example of a FCS in the domain of \Dish Detergent" is retrieved from a very signicant
paper by Denton (2003) and used to illustrate the process.
Chapters 7, 8 and 9 provide three examples of three dierent domain concepts (\Pizza",
\Wine" and \Fault") that t the modeling problem of the representation of multiple
classication criteria. The rst two examples, \Pizza" and \Wine" come along with
an ontology model already built for a tutorial and educational purpose. They will
be examined from a reverse engineering point of view, highlighting occurrences of the
various ODPs revisited and introduced throughout this work; and how they align to or
deviate from the generic structure of these patterns in the terms they were presented.
On the other hand, the last example, \Fault", requires an ontology model to be built
from scratch.
Chapter 7 examines a very popular ontology model in the ontology design literature.
The model represents the concept of \Pizza" and it is used as a tutorial for the Protege11
free open source ontology editor, illustrating at the same time the main features of the
W3C OWL specication Horridge et al. (2004) Horridge et al. (2009).
Chapter 8, looks into the second ontology example, also well-known in the ontology
bibliography. It represents the concept of \Wine" and it is used as an initial tutorial
on how to create your rst ontology Noy and McGuinness (2001) and as a guide to go
through the features of the rst version of the W3C OWL specication, OWL 1.0 Welty
et al. (2004). Nonetheless, the ontology model used for this particular evaluation focuses
on the latter in Welty et al. (2004).
The last evaluation example in Chapter 9, addresses the concept of \Fault" as introduced
in the motivation section of this work and it builds the ontology model of \Fault"from
scratch. The example presents how the background knowledge provided by Avizienis
et al. (2004) to represent the concept of \Fault" ts into the generic structure of a
Faceted Classication Scheme, and how this FCS can be converted into an OWL DL
ontology model applying the transformation guidelines put forward in previous chapters.
Chapter 10 covers the conclusions gathered from this endeavor and proposes additional
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opportunities for improvement and paths for further investigation.Chapter 2
Related Research
This chapter presents a survey and a critical review, of previous work that can contribute
to answer the research questions raised in Section 1.4. As stated in the introductory
chapter, not only the area of Ontology Engineering has been covered in the context of the
design problem under study, but also Object-Oriented Design and Faceted Classication
from Library and Information Science (LIS). Figure 2.1 illustrates the overlap among the
three conceptual modeling paradigms surrounding the scenario of multiple classication
criteria. It is this particular overlap among the three that will be the target of the
related research that follows.
2.1 Ontology Engineering
Ontology Engineering provides several methodologies and approaches to build ontologies
from scratch. A comprehensive survey of the most relevant methodologies is provided
Figure 2.1: Overlap of Three Conceptual Modeling Paradigms regarding Multiple Clas-
sication Criteria.
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by Fernandez-Lopez and Gomez-Perez (2002), Corcho et al. (2003), Pinto and Martins
(2004), Cristani and Cuel (2005), Dahlem et al. (2009) and Dahlem and Hahn (2009).
The results from the various surveys indicate that dierent methodologies provide dif-
ferent levels of detail on the various activities that conform the ontology building de-
velopment process. However, some of them do not look in detail into the activities of
Ontology Conceptualization, Ontology Formalization or Ontology Implementation re-
ferred to in Section 1.3.1; and those that do, such as Gomez-Perez et al. (2004), Sure
et al. (2003), Uschold and King (1995) or Gruninger and Fox (1995), do not discuss in
depth the modeling problem subject of this research (or its possible solutions). They
look at the ontology building process in broader terms, from a higher level perspective,
or from the point of view of what role in the overall development lifecycle a given ac-
tivity plays and what dependencies it has with others. In addition, the methodologies
referenced above are dated prior to the adoption of the Web Ontology Language (OWL)
by the W3C as the recommended ontology implementation language, thus, they do not
take into account modeling elements specic to OWL. These factors cause these method-
ologies to deviate from the requirements behind the research questions in Section 1.4.
They provide consistent and systematic steps to build an ontology model, but not at the
required level of detail to transfer these consistent and systematic practices to address
the modelling scenario of multiple classication criteria in the context of a Semantic
Web built predominantly upon W3C standards.
A partial exception to the previous arguments is the methodology proposed by Noy
and McGuinness (2001). The ideas behind their guide \Ontology Development 101"
are inspired in the literature of object-oriented design, such as Rumbaugh et al. (1991).
They propose a step by step methodology to develop an ontology from scratch but they
also facilitate guidelines to questions more in line to the scope of this research, namely:
how many siblings in a class hierarchy are too many and how few are too few? when
to introduce a new class versus a new property? or a new class versus an individual?
even the modeling of multiple inheritance is acknowledged. Although their guidelines
throughout the guide are based on frame-based systems rather than on standard W3C
Semantic Web technologies, their rationale could be easily extrapolated to the latter.
In summary, there are several ontology construction methodologies available in the lit-
erature, however in general they do not provide enough detailed information about the
phases of Ontology Conceptualization, Formalization and Implementation. None of them
treat these activities in the context of standard W3C Semantic Web technologies either
and none of them addresses the specic scenario of modeling multiple classication cri-
teria. Therefore, let us zoom in on the granularity level of the Ontology Engineering
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2.2 Ontology Design Patterns (ODPs)
Within the area of Ontology Engineering, an activity that is receiving a signicant
amount of attention is Ontology Design Patterns (ODPs). This is strongly due to the
preceding success in the eld of Software Engineering of the renowned book by Gamma
et al. (1995) \Design Patterns - Elements of Reusable Object-Oriented Software", (au-
thors which are also known as the Gang-of-Four or GoF).
Similarly to how ODPs evolved from the concept of design patterns in Object-Oriented
design introduced by Gamma et al. (1995), the latter were strongly inuenced and
inspired in the work of Alexander et al. (1977) in the domain of urban architecture and
civil engineering. Alexander et al. (1977) initially dened a design pattern as:
\Each pattern describes a problem which occurs over and over again in our
environment, and then describes the core of the solution to that problem, in
such a way that you can use this solution a million times over, without ever
doing it the same way twice".
This denition positions design patterns as a successful solution to a recurrent design
problem. They document and record design experience, allowing practitioners, whether
in urban architecture, object-oriented systems or now Ontology Engineering, not having
to start a new design from scratch, developing an optimal design faster.
The notion of design pattern in the work of Alexander et al. (1977) and later in Gamma
et al. (1995), is brought to the Ontology Engineering eld by Gangemi (2005). The
author already uses the term Ontology Design Pattern and puts forward a series of
foundational and core patterns encoded using the W3C OWL language.
The characterization of ODPs in Gangemi (2005) was the precursor to the work in
Presutti et al. (2008), producing one of the rst catalogues of ODPs. The catalogue
is available online1, published as an open collaboration portal to foster discussion sur-
rounding the various aspects of ODP development. Furthermore, Blomqvist (2007, 2008,
2009); Blomqvist et al. (2009, 2010) attempt to automate the ontology construction pro-
cess relying on the repository of ODPs advanced by Gangemi (2005) and later expanded
in Presutti et al. (2008).
Hoekstra (2009) provides a thorough survey of the Ontology Engineering landscape,
motivated by the development of a core ontology for the legal domain, referred to as Legal
Knowledge Interchange Format (LKIF) Core. The survey revisits some of the various
ODPs introduced by Gangemi (2005) and formalize them further. In addition, Hoekstra
(2009) discusses in detail three particular patterns used in the development LKIF Core,
and although critical of viewing patterns as the holy grail of ontology building, the
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author acknowledges the benets that their use bring into the ontology development
process.
Egana-Aranguren (2009) considers ODPs as a key element to the vast knowledge repre-
sentation needs in the eld of bio-ontologies, ontologies used in life sciences. To assist
bio-ontologists, Egana-Aranguren (2009) puts together a catalogue of ODPs built upon
experiences in the development of large biological ontologies, with online2 presence as
well. The author demonstrates that the application of ODPs improves the quality of
the resulting ontology models in various areas.
More pragmatic works aimed at ontology practitioners, are bringing ODPs from the
research domain into the Semantic Web mainstream. Allemang and Hendler (2011,
2008) cover various ODPs at dierent levels of granularity in their review and examples
of the core technologies involved in the development and deployment of Semantic Web
applications and systems.
There is yet, another indicative factor of the attention that the Ontology Engineering
community has devoted to ODPs recently. As Hammar and Sandkuhl (2010) reveals,
the number of ODP publications in the research track and workshops of the three main
Semantic Web conferences, namely the International, European (now Extended) and
Asian Semantic Web Conference, has considerable increased since the 2005 edition until
2009 (year of the last edition sampled in the survey); going from the 4 papers in 2005
to 24 in 2009.
2.2.1 Public Catalogs of ODPs
For the purpose of this research two repositories of ODPs in the context of standard W3C
Semantic Web technologies have been considered: (a) the public catalog of ODPs focused
on the biological knowledge domain developed as part of Egana-Aranguren (2009); and
(b) the library of ODPs developed by the NeOn Project3 published in Presutti et al.
(2008) and Suarez-Figueroa et al. (2007).
A signicant contribution to both of these repositories, is the documents released by the
W3C Semantic Web Best Practices and Deployment Working Group (SWBPD-WG)4,
namely: Noy (2005), Rector (2005), Rector et al. (2005) and Noy and Rector (2006).
They already explored the paradigm of a design pattern solution to a given modelling
problem as characterised by Gamma et al. (1995) but now in the context of semantic
technologies W3C Standards.
The presentation and structure of the ODPs included in the library gathered in Suarez-
Figueroa et al. (2007) and Presutti et al. (2008) can be seen as an extension and evolution
2http://odps.sourceforge.net/
3http://www.neon-project.org/
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Figure 2.2: \Ontology Design Patterns types". (Figure 2.2 in Presutti et al. (2008) p.
19).
to the work of Gangemi (2005). Gangemi denes the notion of Conceptual (or Content)
Ontology Design Patterns (CODePs) and includes several examples, such as the Partic-
ipation, Role-Task and Design-Artifact ODPs.
In Presutti et al. (2008) several levels of ontology patterns are discussed in the context of
networked ontologies. They present six families of ODPs based on the kind of problem
that they address and they can be represented at dierent levels of formality. These
are: Structural, Correspondence, Content, Reasoning, Presentation, and Lexico-Syntactic
ODPs.
The six families of ODPs can be seen at the rst level of the taxonomy exhibited in
Figure 2.2. The online catalog supporting the library of ODPs uses the taxonomy in
Figure 2.2 to organize the various content in relation to the patterns.
Conversely, the public catalog of ODPs released as part of Egana-Aranguren (2009)5,
focused on the biological knowledge domain and it reects experiences in the develop-
ment of large ontologies in the area. This separate catalogue classies all ODPs in three
main dierent groups based on their functionality:
 Extension ODPs by-pass the limitations of the knowledge representation language,
in this case OWL and they include: Exception, Nary Relationship, Nary DataType
Relationship.
 Good Practice ODPs are applied to obtain a more robust, cleaner and easier to
maintain ontology. They include: Entity-Quality, Entity-Property-Quality, Entity-
Feature-Value, Selector, Value Partition, Dened Class Description, Normaliza-
tion, Upper Level Ontology, Closure
 Domain Modelling ODPs oer ways of modelling concrete requirements of the
domain being represented. They include: List, Adapted SEP (Structure - Entity
- Part), Interactor-Role-Interaction, Sequence, Composite Property Chain.
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Figure 2.3: \Comparison of proposed ODPs (left) and previous work (right). Three
criteria are used for comparison: application and target spotting methodologies, doc-
umentation and types of formalisms." (Figure 11 of Egana-Aranguren et al. (2008) p.
11).
Ironically, these two existing classications of ODPs provide another ideal example of
multiple criteria to classify the abstraction of a certain domain concept, in this case the
\ODP" concept itself!
The dierences between the classication of ODPs in Presutti et al. (2008) and Egana-
Aranguren (2009) has to do with the criteria applied. The classication in Egana-
Aranguren (2009) is based on the way they are used, while the classication in Pre-
sutti et al. (2008) is based on the kind of problem they address. Additional compar-
isons between both approaches are captured in Figure 2.3 originally included in Egana-
Aranguren et al. (2008), where the author considers his catalog of ODPs complemen-
tary to the notion of Conceptual (or Content) Ontology Design Patterns (CODePs) in
Gangemi (2005), which in turn can be seen similar to the notion of Content ODPs as
described in Presutti et al. (2008).
Another aspect where the catalogs from both camps dier is in the template used to de-
scribe each pattern. The template in both Egana-Aranguren (2009) (initially introduced
in Egana-Aranguren (2005)) and Presutti et al. (2008) is inspired in the original struc-
ture presented by Gamma et al. (1995), although they dier slightly in their respective
adaptation. Table 2.1 provides a side-to-side comparison of all the sections identied in
these three templates. Some of the sections mapped between the two OPD templates
may not be an exact match however with simplicity in mind, sections with the most
overlap were combined together.
It is reasonable to think that as the research surrounding ODPs consolidates and the
application of these becomes common practice in the Ontology Engineering community,
the two catalogs including their templates will unify and expand into a single repository.Chapter 2 Related Research 29
Object-Oriented
Ontology Design Pattern
Design Pattern
Gamma et al. (1995) Egana-Aranguren (2005) Presutti et al. (2008)
Name and classication Name
Intent
Also known as
Motivation Example
Applicability Requirements
Structure Diagram
Participants Elements
Elements
Collaboration Relationships
Consequences
Implementation n/a
Sample code Building block
Known uses
Related patterns
n/a
References
n/a Extracted from
Additional information n/a
Table 2.1: Side-to-side comparison of sections in templates to describe design patterns
by author.
2.2.2 Conclusions
From all the ODPs explored, three in particular stand out for their applicability to
the representation of multiple classication criteria (or multiple inheritance) of domain
concepts. These are:
 The Class As Property Value ODP introduced by Noy (2005) and referred to in
Suarez-Figueroa et al. (2007)(x 2.1.1.4) and Presutti et al. (2008)(x 2.2.1).
 The Value Partition ODP introduced by Rector (2005), developed further in
Egana-Aranguren (2005)(x 4.3.2.2) and Egana-Aranguren (2009)(x A.17); and re-
ferred to in Suarez-Figueroa et al. (2007)(x 4.2.16).
 The Normalisation ODP introduced by Rector (2003), and shaped further into
a pattern structure in Egana-Aranguren (2005)(x 4.3.2.1) and Egana-Aranguren
(2009)(x A.13).
The importance of the rst two patterns stems from the aim by both of using a taxonomy
of concepts in the ontology model to annotate or characterize a separate set of concepts
placed in a separate taxonomy of the same ontology. In fact, both use the same technique
of employing anonymous individuals as values for the properties that relate the concepts
from the separate taxonomies. Despite these similarities there are subtle dierences
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and their implications in the context of domain concepts prone to be represented based
on the multiple classication criteria that dene them, are discussed and presented in
subsequent chapters thanks to a comparative analysis between the two patterns.
The importance of the Normalisation ODP stems from its aim to automate the man-
agement of multiple inheritance relations among the concepts in the ontology model.
As described in Section 1.2.2, multiple inheritance (and hence poly-hierarchies in the
ontology) can be a symptom of the existence of multiple classication criteria in the
representation of the concepts that participate in such relations.
The Normalization ODP analyzes the implications of having a high number of multiple
inheritance relations and it refers to the notion of modeling dierent semantic axes as
the cause that can lead to poly-hierarchical structures or a tangled ontology. It then
outlines a eective step by step procedure that would untangle the ontology becoming
a collection of independent modules easy to maintain.
However, the normalisation mechanism focuses more on the implementation side of the
modeling problem. It looks at the consequences of having multiple semantic axes but
not as much at the ontological aspects that may have introduced those axes in the rst
place or at the characteristics that those axes may present. The notion of semantic axis
seems closely related to what it is referred hereto as classication criterion.
Interestingly enough, there are also similarities in the generic structure of the Normali-
sation ODP when compared to the previous two patterns: Class As Property Value and
Value Partition. Again, a comparative analysis among the three of them reveals key
ontological alignments in the main elements of the patterns such that a single instantia-
tion of the Normalisation ODP can be formed by the combination of multiple instances
of the other two patterns. The results of this analysis is presented in the chapters to
follow.
2.3 Object-Oriented Design
Another topic of research involved in the modeling of numerous classication criteria is
multiple inheritance. Multiple inheritance is often the most common manifestation of
multiple classication criteria and it has been an aspect of extensive research in the eld
of Object-Oriented Design and programming.
However, there are crucial dierences between the eld of object-oriented application
design and ontology construction that condition to what extent the ndings in the
object-oriented paradigm can be extrapolated to the ontology modeling world. Noy and
McGuinness (2001) already acknowledge these dierences even though their methodol-
ogy to build an ontology model was inspired in object-oriented design principles such as
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A detailed discussion regarding the dierences between the two disciplines takes place
in Oberle et al. (2006) which covers ontology development from an object-oriented de-
veloper point of view. Table 2.2 reproduces Section 3.3 of the cited reference, which
summarizes the main similarities and dierences between Object Oriented languages
and standard W3C Semantic Web languages.
2.3.1 Multiple Inheritance (MI)
A very informative analysis regarding the need for MI in object-oriented languages,
and in the C++ language particularly, takes place in Cargill (1991) and Waldo (1991).
Cargill claims no need for MI based on the lack of an example that will prove the
requirement for it and provides comprehensive mechanisms that do not require MI to
achieve the same functionality. Waldo on the other hand, identies three dierent types
of MI: implementation, interface and data. He denes each one of them as follows:
Implementation inheritance. It is characterized as the relationship a derived class
has with its base class when some of the functions of the derived class are delegated
to functions that have been implemented in the base class.
Interface inheritance. The reason for using this sort of inheritance is to allow the
same functional interface to be presented by all objects that are members of classes
that derive from that class.
Data inheritance. It allows the derivation of a new class that shares only data mem-
bers with no implication that the functions that can be called on instances of such
a derived class or the behavior of those instances will have anything in common
with the base.
According to this distinction, Cargill is solely referring to implementation inheritance.
At the same time, Waldo provides a compelling example of interface and data MI that
cannot be addressed by Cargill alternatives which sustains the need for the feature in
the C++ language.
Unlike in the case of C++, the Java object-oriented language opted for not allowing
multiple inheritance across classes. In Java, a class can only inherit behavior and imple-
mentation from a single parent class. However, Java introduces the concept of interface
conformance. Java interfaces could be seen as abstract classes, (where no implemen-
tation is provided). Java allows classes to implement or conform to multiple interface
classes, which in turn can provide certain support for the type of multiple inheritance
labeled by Waldo (1991) as interface inheritance. Tempero and Biddle (2000) provides
an overview of dierent implementation techniques to simulate MI in the Java language
and the limitations that still exists. The MI simulation is achieved by combining single
inheritance, delegation and interface conformance.32 Chapter 2 Related Research
Object-Oriented Languages OWL and RDF
Domain models consist of classes, properties and instances (individuals). Classes can
be arranged in a subclass hierarchy with inheritance. Properties can take objects or
primitive values(literals) as values.
Classes and Instances
Classes are regarded as types for instances. Classes are regarded as sets of individuals.
Each instance has one class as its type.
Classes cannot share instances.
Each individual can belong to multiple
classes.
Instances can not change their type at run-
time.
Class membership may change at runtime.
The list of classes is fully known at compile-
time and cannot change after that.
Classes can be created and changed at run-
time.
Compilers are used at build-time. Compile-
time errors indicate problems.
Reasoners can be used for classication and
consistency checkingat runtime or build-
time.
Properties, Attributes and Values
Properties are dened locally to a class (and
its subclasses through inheritance).
Properties are stand-alone entities that can
exist without specic classes.
Instances can have values only for the at-
tached properties. Values must be correctly
typed. Range constraints are used for type
checking.
Instances can have arbitrary values for any
property. Range and domain constraints can
be used for type checking and type inference.
Classes encode much of their meaning and
behavior through imperative functions and
methods.
Classes make their meaning explicit in terms
of OWL statements. No imperative code can
be attached.
Classes can encapsulate their members to
private access.
All parts of an OWL/RDF le are public and
can be linked to fromanywhere else.
Closed world: If there is not enough infor-
mation to prove a statement true, then it is
assumed to be false.
Open world: If there is not enough informa-
tion to prove a statement true, then it may
be true or false.
Role in the Design Process
Some generic APIs are shared among appli-
cations. Few (if any) UML diagrams are
shared.
RDF and OWL have been designed from the
ground up for the Web. Domain models can
be shared online.
Domain models are designed as part of a
software architecture.
Domain models are designed to represent
knowledge about a domain,and for informa-
tion integration.
UML, Java, C# etc. are mature technologies
supported by many commercial and open-
source tools.
The Semantic Web is an emerging technol-
ogy with some open-source tools and a hand-
ful of commercial vendors.
Miscellaneous Features
Instances are anonymous insofar that they
cannot easily be addressed from outside of
an executing program.
All named RDF and OWL resources have a
unique URI under which they can be refer-
enced.
UML models can be serialized in XMI, which
is geared for exchangeamong tools but not
really Web-based. Java objects can be seri-
alized intovarious XML-based or native in-
termediate formats.
RDF and OWL objects have a standard se-
rialization based on XML, with unique URIs
for each resource inside the le.
Table 2.2: \A Comparison of OWL/RDF and Object-Oriented Languages" (Section 3.3
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2.3.1.1 The Bridge Pattern
The work of Gamma et al. (1995) provides a valuable framework for the description
and development of Object-Oriented software design patterns. Many of the principles
it outlines have been reused and adapted to the construction of ODPs. A review of
the patterns put forward, reveals two structural patterns, the Adapter and the Bridge,
together with the notion of mixin class, that rely on the use of multiple inheritance.
The Bridge pattern is particularly interesting because it addresses a modelling scenario
that aligns to the characteristics of the multiple classication criteria described hereto;
consisting on the decoupling of an abstraction from its implementation.
Consider a situation where there is a taxonomy of abstract user-interface (UI) elements
to represent (an abstract Window, an abstract IconWindow, etc.) and a taxonomy of
operating system (OS) platforms to be supported (X-Window System, IBM Presentation
Manager, etc.). The implementation of all the UI elements for all OS platforms results
in what Rumbaugh et al. (1991) denominated as nested generalization.
The Bridge solves this nested generalization separating these two classication criteria
of a given class (UI element, OS platform) and enabling clients to select an abstract
UI element and an implementation in a particular OS platform (Figure 2.4) This tech-
nique is referred to by Amborn (2004)(x 5.2) as a facet-oriented design with two facets:
Abstraction and Implementor.
This conceptualization coincides with the design principles of a Faceted Classication
Scheme (FCS) used in Library and Information Science as subsequent sections will dis-
cuss and to some extent includes similarities to the Class As Property Value ODP by
Noy (2005), where two independent taxonomies in the ontology model are intended to
be bridged via a property.
2.3.1.2 View Inheritance
Meyer (2000) is regarded as a foundational resource in the design and construction
of object-oriented software. The author covers in detail from his extensive experience
most, if not all, key aspects to consider when building a software artifact using an object-
oriented methodology: classes, objects, inheritance, generic programming (also referred
to as the use of templates), design patterns, etc. Meyer attempts to justify what in
his opinion constitutes optimal design choices, laying out the principles that support
his decissions. One of the topics discussed extensively is the correct use of inheritance
and multiple inheritance. His elaborate explanations linking an abstraction in the real
world to an object-oriented conceptual model facilitates the reader task to grasp complex
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Figure 2.4: Bridge Pattern example (reproduction of Figure in Gamma et al.
(1995)(Chapter 4, x Motivation, p. 152).
Meyer characterized 12 dierent kinds of inheritance in object-oriented design grouped
into three categories, that he denes as follows:
Model inheritance, which reects \is-a" relations between abstractions in the model.
Software inheritance, which expresses relations within the software itself rather than
the model.
Variation inheritance, which describes a class by how it diers from another class (a
special case that may pertain either to the software of to the model).
Figure 2.5 presents the complete taxonomy, including the 12 kinds of inheritance. Each
type was originally dened in Meyer (1996) and detailed even further later in Meyer
(2000)(x 24.5).
Meyer also addresses the modeling of multiple inheritance in the object-oriented world.
The whole Chapter 15 of Meyer (2000) is devoted to this topic. He covers various
scenarios where multiple inheritance is the natural mechanism to use to achieve the
ability to combine several abstraction into one; a situation favored by the construction-
box approach to software development in the object-oriented paradigm. This is supported
from his experiences building general-purpose reusable software libraries.Chapter 2 Related Research 35
Figure 2.5: \Classication of the valid categories of inheritance" (Figure 1 in Meyer
(1996) and Figure in Meyer (2000)(x 24.5, p. 824).
On the other hand, Meyer is aware of the technical problems that arise for a language
that supports multiple inheritance, namely, name clashes due to repeated inheritance.
Repeated inheritance occurs whenever a class is a descendant of another class in more
than one way, which can cause some potential ambiguities. Snyder (1987) labeled such
scenario as the diamond problem6, Sakkinen (1989) referred to it as fork-join inheritance,
or Truyen et al. (2004) as the common ancestor problem.
But more importantly, for every drawback that multiple inheritance may entail, Meyer
discusses sophisticated mechanisms that an object-oriented language should support as
a viable solution. Thus, for every case of a name clash that repeated inheritance may
introduce, he puts forward an approach to overcome it based on the renaming of the
features from the various classes involved in the ambiguity.
From the 12 types of inheritance identied by Meyer, there is one in particular that,
as in the case of the Bridge pattern, is relevant to the research questions hereto. This
is View Inheritance or classication through views, as detailed in Meyer (2000)(x24.10
p. 851). The design scenario that View Inheritance addresses is phrased in very similar
terms to that of the \Fault" domain concept of ReSIST, such as:
Perhaps the most dicult problem of using inheritance arises when al-
6http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Diamond_problem36 Chapter 2 Related Research
Figure 2.6: \Classication through views" (Figure in Meyer (2000)(x 24.10, p. 853).
ternative criteria are available to classify the abstractions of a certain appli-
cation area. Meyer (2000)(x 24.10, p. 851).
To illustrate this scenario, Meyer uses the example of a class Employee in a personnel
management system that can be classied based on two dierent criteria: (a) by contract
type, such as permanent versus temporary; and (b) by job type, such as engineering,
administrative, managerial.
Similarly to the motivation example of the Bridge pattern, this can be seen again as a
case of what Rumbaugh et al. (1991) called nested generalizations, even though, Meyer
does not refer to it in these terms. The author positions View Inheritance as a solution
to represent the possible combinations of classes that may result from the Employee
example, leveraging the benets of multiple inheritance. The class hierarchy of the
Employee example is given in Figure 2.6. The separation of the contract type and job
type criteria (symbolized by the classes Contract Employee and Specialty Employee
respectively), aligns with the separation of abstraction and implementation described in
the Bridge pattern, or to the mentioned faceted-oriented design of Amborn (2004)(x 5.2)
with two facets again, in this case: contract type and job type.
In Meyer's opinion, the use of View Inheritance is not a beginner's mechanism and it is
appropriate when the following three conditions are met:
 The various classication criteria are equally important, so any choice of a primary
one would be arbitrary.
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 Reusability. The classes under consideration are so important as to justify spending
signicant time to get the best possible inheritance structure. This applies in
particular when the classes are part of a reusable library with large reuse potential.
Interestingly enough, Meyer acknowledges an alternative design to View Inheritance
very similar to what he calls the handle-based design pattern, which in turn aligns to the
generic structure proposed by Gamma et al. (1995) in the Bridge pattern.
2.3.2 Conclusions
This overview to the design, use and justication of multiple inheritance in the area of
Object-Oriented Design, reveals that object-oriented technologies are not foreign to the
abstract modelling of multiple classication criteria.
The notion of nested generalization characterized by Rumbaugh et al. (1991) is closely
related to the existence of multiple classication criteria.
Gamma et al. (1995) puts forward the Bridge pattern and Meyer (2000) puts forward the
technique of View Inheritance to tackle the drawbacks of nested generalization modelling
scenarios. In fact, Meyer acknowledges an alternative to View Inheritance, the handle-
based design pattern, that aligns to the main implementation proposed by the Bridge
pattern.
Both, the Bridge pattern and View Inheritance can be seen as a faceted-oriented design
with various facets, one for each classication criterion involved in the nested general-
ization scenario in the terms described by Amborn (2004)(x 5.2).
The tree representation of the \Fault" domain concept in Figure 1.3, reveals the explosive
combination of likely types of faults that the nested generalization of the 16 elementary
fault classes may cause.
The representation of the \Fault" domain concept in the D&S ontology of ReSIST can
benet from the good practices to handle nested generalizations captured in the Bridge
pattern and in View Inheritance, provided that these can be adapted to standard W3C
semantic technologies suitable for the ReSIST project and thus, for deployment in the
Semantic Web.
2.4 Faceted Classication
So far, we have seen existing techniques and patterns in both, Ontology Engineering
and Object-Oriented Design, to deal with modelling scenarios that involve abstractions
of concepts subject to multiple classication criteria and multiple inheritance.38 Chapter 2 Related Research
Ontology Engineering puts forward the Normalisation ODP to untangle the poly-hierarchies
that may exist in ontology models due to the existence of a high number of multiple
inheritance relations among the concepts involved by identifying \semantic axes" to
decouple such relations.
Object-Oriented Design puts forward the Bridge Pattern and View Inheritance to handle
the modeling of nested generalizations and decouple the abstraction/implementation
aspects of a concept or other available classication criteria that needs to be represented.
However, there is an important element in the application of these techniques that is
acknowledged but not fully discussed, which has to do with questions such as: what
constitutes a semantic axis? Or why do nested generalizations occur in the rst place?
And when building an ontology from scratch, how do you identify that the concepts
to represent are subject to multiple semantic axes or nested generalizations? Facet
Classication and Facet Analysis from Library and Information Science, can help with
that part of the equation and assist ontologists to nd answers to these questions.
The Normalization ODP, the Bridge Pattern and View Inheritance focus more on the
implementation side in a post-conceptualization or post-modelling phase, while Faceted
Classication and Facet Analysis can assist in the conceptualization or modelling phase
to identify and characterize the reasons why the application of the former techniques is
appropriate.
Not surprisingly, the origins of Faceted Classication and Facet Analysis are rooted to
the works of Ranganathan (1933, 1960, 1967) as a consequence of his disappointment
with traditional enumerative bibliographic classication systems to support subjects that
could be classied according to multiple views, topics, attributes or criteria (compound
subjects). As a result, S. R. Ranganathan released his Colon Classication in 1933,
which is regarded as the rst universal (or general) FCS. Colon Classication is viewed
as a universal scheme as it is intended to cover the whole body of human knowledge.
2.4.1 What Is a Facet?
The available literature concerning Faceted Classication and Facet Analysis is very vast
dating from Ranganathan's initial works. Notable reviews of the eld, have subsequently
followed such as Vickery (1960) and Broughton (2004). More recently, La Barre (2006)
also provided an excellent recapitulation of the use and evolution of Faceted Classica-
tion and Facet Analysis over the years. More importantly, it studied the topic in the
context of the design and construction of websites in the traditional World Wide Web.
The core element of a Faceted Classication is the notion of facet. The denition of
facet has evolved over the years, since its introduction by Ranganathan (1933, 1967).Chapter 2 Related Research 39
Ranganathan introduced the concept of facet, as part of his methodology to conduct
facet classication, which included a series of 46 canons, 13 postulates, and 22 principles.
One of such canons, \The Canon of Dierentiation", as noted in Spiteri (1998) states that
\when dividing an entity into its component parts, it is important to use characteristics
of division (i.e., facets) that will distinguish clearly among these component parts". As
an example, the entity \human beings" and the characteristic of division \gender" are
used, which will produce 2 distinctive components parts. Thus, Ranganathan introduces
the notion of facet of a given entity as a characteristic of division of that entity.
A very similar denition emerged from the Classication Research Group (CRG) in
the UK. The CRG expanded on the works by Ranganathan and developed a similar
methodology to create and implement a faceted classication. Spiteri (1998) aggregated
the principles of faceted classication published by the CRG across multiple sources in
a wide span of years [Broughton (2011)]. One of such principles is the \Principle of
Division", which states that \a facet must represent only one characteristic of division
of the parent universe". A denition very much in line with that in \The Canon of
Dierentiation" by Ranganathan and reiterated by two renowned members of the CRG:
Broughton (2006) (p. 53, 59); and Vickery (2008) (x 4, p. 148; x 5, p. 150).
From Spiteri (1998), it follows that both Ranganathan and the CRG, laid out additional
characteristics that a facet should meet, such as being mutually exclusive (with respect
to the other facets in the domain of discourse, and permanent. Mutual exclusivity
in this sense, should follow naturally provided that each facet actually aligns to the
main principle of representing one single characteristic of division. The characteristic
of permanence on the other hand, refers to facets reecting permanent qualities of the
target entity they aim to classify.
This notion of permanence is particularly interesting from an ontology modelling point
of view, as it evokes the notion of essence in the OntoClean methodology by Guarino
and Welty (2009). OntoClean was developed precisely to assist ontology practitioners
on evaluating the correctness of ontological relations, and as per the methodology, \a
property of an entity is essential to that entity if it must be true of it in every possible
situation". As Spiteri (1998) shows, Ranganathan illustrates the notion of permanence
of a facet using breed as a characteristic of division of a \Dog", given that a dog can
not cease of being of one particular breed for as long as it is a dog. At the same time,
Guarino and Welty (2009) uses being human as an essential property of a \Person" for
the same reason. A person can not cease of being a human for as long as it exists. Such
alignments between facet analysis and ontology modelling, reinforces one of the main
ideas that are part of this research, namely that facet analysis and faceted classication
can play an important role in Ontology Engineering.
Kwasnik (1999) (p. 39) provided another relevant aspect regarding the concept of facet.
The author noted that \the notion of facets rests on the belief that there is more than40 Chapter 2 Related Research
one way to view the world." La Barre (2006) (x 2.1, p. 47) also alludes to this aspect
of facets as a mean to support multiple viewpoints when refers to them as \the ability
to analyze an entity in a way that enables one to view it from every conceivable angle".
This perspective of facet as a mean to support multiple viewpoints, is worth highlight-
ing because it resonates with the terminology used by Avizienis et al. (2004) to dene
the concept of \Fault" and its associated taxonomy. The taxonomy of \Fault" is pre-
sented based on 8 basic viewpoints from which dierent fault classes can be characterized
(Figure 1.1).
The idea of multiple viewpoints (as facets) seems to apply as well to the other examples
of domain concepts previously mentioned and found in the literature. For instance,
the type of grape, color, region of origin for \Wine" in Welty et al. (2004) or the type
of topping, or base for \Pizza" in Horridge et al. (2009), appear as valid alternative
viewpoints to consider in the respective ontological representation of those concepts.
Although in these cases, the authors do not refer to the notion of multiple viewpoints
explicitly when approaching the conceptualization of \Wine" and \Pizza", as Avizienis
et al. (2004) do when describing the concept of \Fault".
This denition of facet, as a principle of division or multiple viewpoint of a particular
domain, suggests a signicant similarity to: (a) the notion of semantic axis in the Nor-
malisation ODP (Sections 2.2 and 5); and (b) the idea of classication through views
to address nested generalizations that is put forward by View Inheritance in Object-
Oriented Design (Section 2.3). Gnoli (2008) already notes how the notion of facet and
Facet Analysis has proved useful in other disciplines outside LIS, ranging from Philoso-
phy, Psychology, Linguistics, Musicology to specially Computer Science (i.e. Graphical
User Interfaces or Information Systems). In Computer Science for example, simplied
models of faceted approaches have been commonplace across graphical user interfaces
of web-based applications and services for several years until now [La Barre (2006); Ud-
din and Janecek (2007); Vickery (2008)]. As Gnoli concludes, facets can be seen as "a
natural way or analyzing and organizing any kind of concepts".
In that sense, this research also aims to explore how Facet Analysis and Faceted Classi-
cation can be useful outside the LIS eld. More specically, the idea is to leverage on the
conceptual alignments between these key elements (facet, semantic axis, nested gener-
alization) within each domain modelling paradigm respectively (Faceted Classication,
Ontology Design, Object-Oriented Design) to reveal any evidence on how they can aid
our ultimate goal: identifying ontology design patterns to model multiple classication
criteria of domain concepts in the Semantic Web.Chapter 2 Related Research 41
2.4.2 Examples of Faceted Classication Schemes
The aforementioned Colon Classication by Ranganathan (1933, 1960, 1967) is regarded
as the leading exponent of a universal (general) FCS. S.R Ranganathan, devised 5 main
facets for the classication system, labeled as: Personality, Matter, Energy, Space and
Time (PMEST). Each one of the facets represents a main principle of division of the
target subject under classication. Personality refers to the core topic studied by the
subject. Matter denotes the notion of substance that might be involved in the target
item. Energy stands for processes, activities or actions, and nally the omnipresent
characteristics of Time and Space.
In addition to Colon Classication, other notable example of universal FCSs include
the second Bliss Classication (BC2) developed by the Classication Research Group
(CRG) in the UK, and released by Mills and Broughton (1977). The BC2 expands the
5 initial facets of the Colon Classication into 13, namely: thing, kind, part, property,
material, process, operation, agent, patient, product, by-product, space and time. It
was the view of the BC2 editors that the original ve facets introduced by Ranganathan
did not suce to accommodate all aspects of knowledge, specially in certain disciplines.
Lastly, it is also worth noting the Universal Decimal Classication (UDC) originally put
forward by Otlet and Fontaine (1905). The UDC was derived from the Dewey Deci-
mal Classication (DDC), and was not originally conceived as a faceted classication.
Nonetheless, UDC incorporated a synthetic nature from the beginning that gave the
scheme a sense of faceted-like features. The system provided a series of operators that
allowed to combine multiple class descriptors for a target subject. Moreover, UDC has
undergone plenty of subsequent revisions, such as McIlwaine and Williamson (1994), that
have stressed the features and functionality of a proper faceted classication approach.
An important characteristic of these three examples, Colon Classication, BC2 and
UDC, is that they are designed as universal (or general) FCSs. Yet, not all FCSs have
to be universal. As remarked by Denton (2003), an FCS can be used to classify all
human knowledge or simply the clothes in your wardrobe. Broughton (2006) also refers
to more specic FCS for a particular subject or domain like for example \Sock". Wild
et al. (2009) refers to \simplistic domains as exemplars" as a way to illustrate FCSs
using simple concepts along the line of \Wine" or "confectionary ingredients", which is
the case in Wilson (2006)7, or \Dishwasher Detergent" as in Denton (2003).
Drawing an analogy between Library Information Science and Ontology Engineering,
universal (faceted) classication schemes in LIS could be seen at a similar level of gran-
ularity as upper (or top-level) ontologies in Ontology Engineering [Gomez-Perez et al.
(2004)]. Upper ontologies aim to represent concepts at the highest level of abstraction
possible so that they would apply to any conceivable domain. By contrast, a FCS for
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a simple domain could be seen at a similar level of granularity as a domain-specic
ontology, aimed at represent only the concepts relevant to the target domain.
This distinction between universal or domain-specic is key, given that the scope of
this thesis is not set on universal representation schemes. This thesis is set on the
representation of specic domain concepts according to multiple classication criteria.
As such, domain-specic FCSs are favored throughout this review of the LIS eld.
2.4.3 Faceted Classication and Ontology
Kwasnik (1999) (p. 40-42), in her overview of the role of classication in Knowledge
Representation, performs a comparison of the strengths and weaknesses of four dierent
classication schemes: hierarchical, trees, paradigms and nally, faceted classication.
The author lists several features in favour of faceted classication, such as: (a) they
do not require complete knowledge of the entities or their relationships; (b) they are
hospitable (can accommodate new entities easily); (c) they are exible; (d) they are
expressive; (e) they can be ad-hoc and free-form; and (f) they allow many dierent
perspectives on and approaches to the elements to be classied. Conversely, she ac-
knowledges three major disadvantages: (a) the diculty of choosing the right facets; (b)
the lack of the ability to express the relationships between them; and (c) the diculty
of visualizing it all.
In fact, Faceted Classication has been noticed in the past in the Ontology Engineering
community. John Sowa, as part of one of his regular involvement in the Ontolog Forum8
(an open virtual community of practice devoted to advancing the eld of Ontology
Engineering), praises the virtues of Ranganathan's facet-oriented Colon Classication
and states:
Ranganathan's colon classication system is of fundamental importance.
I would strongly urge everybody with any interest in ontology to get a basic
acquaintance with the system9.
Sowa justies his statement in the same post because in his opinion: \Single inheri-
tance is hopelessly inadequate for classication". To emphasize this idea, he closes his
intervention as follows:
Summary: Every single-inheritance ontology is obsolete. Any single-
inheritance system that is currently in use should be replaced or updated
to a multiple-inheritance system in order to make it suitable for further
development and extension9.
8http://ontolog.cim3.net/
9http://ontolog.cim3.net/forum/ontolog-forum/2008-06/msg00028.html (John F. Sowa,
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There has been previous eorts to bridge the modelling of faceted classication systems
into ontologies. One such example is Tzitzikas et al. (2006). To the features of Faceted
Classication outlined by Kwasnik (1999), Tzitzikas et al. (2006) add three additional
advantages from a computational point of view: conceptual clarity, compactness (they
takes less space) and scalability (easier to update and maintain). In addition, Tzitzikas
proposes two extensions to a faceted ontology to infer valid and invalid combination of
facet terms that can assist with the indexing and navigation of the system employing
his approach.
Going beyond Faceted Classication, there has been previous approaches to convert
other types of classication schemes (non-faceted per se), into RDF-S and OWL ontolo-
gies. Hepp and de Bruijn (2007) presents GenTax, a methodology for deriving ontologies
from schemata such as hierarchical classications, thesauri or inconsistent taxonomies.
However, such methodology is out of the main scope of the research hereto, which is
bound to the proposal of similar procedures for the transformation of domain-specic
faceted classication schemes in line with the representation of multiple classication
criteria.
Even in broader terms, the research of Garcia-Silva et al. (2008) presents a pattern based
approach to derive a light-weight ontology model for various types of Non-Ontological
Resources (NORs) beyond classication schemes. These include glossaries, lexicons,
thesauri and even folksonomies. The approach consists of a framework, in which one of
the steps deals with the transformation of a specic NOR into an ontology model based
on a pre-existing catalog of re-engineering patterns. As of now, the catalog does not
include yet a pattern to re-engineer faceted classication schemes per se, although if such
a pattern was to be developed, it can be added to the catalogue and used in the overall
framework. The ndings that will be revealed in the chapters ahead can contribute to
this catalogue of re-engineering patterns for the faceted classication scheme NOR.
The two sections that follow, explore two previous existing methods respectively, that
derive an ontology model from a faceted classication scheme specically. The rst
approach is based on the Resource Space Model (RSM) by Zhuge et al. (2008). The
second, is based on the universal faceted classication schemata proposed by Bhat-
tacharyya (1979) and used by Giunchiglia et al. (2009) as background knowledge to
build a lightweight ontology model. The two approaches are compared to the method-
ology proposed in Chapter 6 as part of the results of this research.
2.4.4 Resource Space Model (RSM)
Previous work that denes mappings between dierent semantic models include Zhuge
et al. (2008). The authors perform a rigorous and comprehensive comparative analysis
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Language (OWL), the Relational Database Model (RDBM), and the Resource Space
Model (RSM). Based on the identied mappings between every two models, a detailed
set of criteria is provided to transform one of them into the other. The most relevant to
us is the mapping between RSM and OWL because of its similarities with the conversion
between a FCS and OWL that we propose here.
The RSM is dened as a semantic model for specifying, organizing and retrieving diverse
multimedia resources by classifying their contents according to dierent partition meth-
ods and organizing them according to a multidimensional classication space. A FCS is
also a multidimensional classication space and comparing the primitive elements of a
FCS and a RSM the following mapping is instantly revealed:
 The domain or universe of discourse of the FCS (the target domain concept) cor-
responds to the overall resource space, the RS element in the RSM.
 A facet in the FCS corresponds to an axis Xi in the RSM.
 A facet term in the FCS corresponds to a coordinate Ci in the RSM.
 A facet is covered and exhausted by the set of terms associated to it in a FCS. The
same principle holds in a RSM for an axis and the set of coordinates associated to
it, Xi = hCi1;Ci2;:::;Cini.
 An item to be classied by the FCS corresponds to a point p in the RSM.
These mappings show that a generic FCS can be converted into a RSM, which in turn
can be converted into an OWL model using the RSM to OWL mappings in Zhuge et al.
(2008). Now there are two possible paths to convert a FCS into an OWL model.
 Path 1: FCS to RSM via the mappings above and RSM to OWL via the mappings
in Zhuge et al. (2008). Let us refer to this OWL model as O1.
 Path 2: FCS to OWL via the mappings presented in Chapter 6 and Rodriguez-
Castro et al. (2010b) using the Normalization ODP. Let us refer to this OWL
model as O2.
There are important dierences between the ontologies O1 and O2. An important dif-
ference is due to the RSM to OWL conversion in Zhuge et al. (2008). RSM describes
mainly classication semantics and as the authors explain, this means that there is no
semantic loss when converting from RSM to OWL but there might be semantic loss
when transforming an OWL model that includes richer semantics into a RSM. This also
means that, in terms of W3C standards, the expressivity level of the resultant OWL
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On the other hand, the ontology O2 is within OWL DL and presents richer OWL seman-
tics than O1, provided by the Normalization ODP. These additional OWL DL semantics
in O2 enable one of the main features of the normalization pattern such as the automatic
classication and maintenance of complex subsumption relations by a reasoner. So while
O1 is a valid OWL description of the FCS that it is based on, O2 using the proposed
method in Chapter 6 provides additional semantics at the OWL DL level that support a
richer description and additional features of the classication criteria considered in the
initial FCS.
2.4.5 Faceted Lightweight Classication Ontology
Previous work that made use of facet analysis in Library and Information Science to
build computational ontologies includes Giunchiglia et al. (2009). Giunchiglia et al.
introduces the concept of Faceted Lightweight Classication Ontology as \a lightweight
(classication) ontology where each term and corresponding concept occurring in its
node labels must correspond to a term and corresponding concept in the background
knowledge, modeled as a faceted classication scheme".
Similarities to the approach presented in Chapter 6 and Rodriguez-Castro et al. (2010b)
include:
 The use of a FCS to model certain background knowledge and to derive an ontology
based on it.
 Each concept in the ontology model obtained using the method in Chapter 6 also
corresponds to a concept in the source FCS.
There are important dierences where the approach in Giunchiglia et al. (2009) deviates
from that in Chapter 6 and Rodriguez-Castro et al. (2010b) probably due to the dierent
type of problems that both are trying to address respectively. Giunchiglia et al. are
trying to counteract the lack of interest and diculties on the user side to build and
reuse ontologies while the concern in the latter, focuses on identifying explicit guidelines
to represent the notion of multiple classication criteria in domain concepts. Additional
dierences include:
 The expressive level for the resultant ontology model in the method presented
in Chapter 6 hereto is OWL DL. In contrast, Giunchiglia et al. (2009) focuses on
lightweight classication ontologies which expressive level would loosely correspond
to no more than RDF Schema in terms of W3C Standards. Key features provided
by the Normalization ODP found in the former method, can not be implemented
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 The type of FCS used in Giunchiglia et al. (2009) is based on the universal faceted
classication system by Bhattacharyya (1979). On the other hand, the approach
in Chapter 6 focuses on simpler custom domain-specic FCSs to serve as a starting
point for the initial proof of concept. This helped limiting the complexity of the
classication criteria to consider and represent in the corresponding ontology.
2.4.6 Conclusions
It is important to note, however, that the focus of this research is not set on universal
faceted classication schemes such as that of Ranganathan of the Second edition of the
Bliss Bibliographic Classication because their granurality is too coarse and beyond
the scope of the type of domain concepts that are being considered: \Fault", \Pizza",
\Wine", \Dishwashing Detergent", \Sock", etc. Such approach could be seen analogous
to attempting the representation of these type of very domain-specic concepts using an
existing upper ontology, which by denition are domain agnostic.
Instead, the focus of this research is narrowed down to domain specic Faceted Classi-
cation Schemes (FCSs) such as that developed by Spiteri (1998) and illustrated with
an example in the domain of \Dishwasher Detergents" by Denton (2003). Spitieri put
forward a \Simplied Model for Facet Analysis", that is based on the same principles
that led Ranganathan and the Classication Research Group to develop their universal
schemes, yet they are presented in a more accessible format.
Based on the presented review of Faceted Analysis and Faceted Classication together
with its applicability to disciplines outside of the LIS eld, allows one to think that
Ontology Engineering can not aord not to include this powerful knowledge organization
technique as an important component of its tool-set.
More specically, this research aims to demonstrate how Facet Analysis and Faceted
Classication Schemes, can assist the ontology creation process when attempting to rep-
resent domain concepts prone to be viewed according to multiple classication criteria.Chapter 3
Revisiting the Class As Property
Value ODP
This chapter presents a revision to the Class As Property Value ODP introduced by
Noy (2005) and further revisited in Presutti et al. (2008)(x 2.2.1).
The revision here concentrates on one of the specic approaches of the pattern dis-
cussed in Noy (2005). An abstract general structure of the ontology schema behind this
approach is proposed and a generic implementation in OWL of the elements in that
structure is also provided. This generic structure allows one to expand the pattern to
decouple the notion of interpretation and terminology that some elements of the pattern
perform in various scenarios.
This revision of the Class As Property Value ODP will be also used to illustrate the
alignments among this approach of the pattern, the Value Partition ODP and the Nor-
malisation ODP. These alignments are revealed by a comparative analysis of the generic
ontology schema behind these patterns, that is key to the contributions of this research
and to be discussed in subsequent chapters.
3.1 Visual Notation to Characterize ODPs
Prior to the revision of the Class As Property Value ODP, this section presents a simple
notation that will be used to characterize the various ODPs and ontology models that
will be examined hereafter. The motivation to introduce this notation is driven by
simplicity, a light-weight footprint while being t-for-purpose; and evolved from the need
of illustrating examples of ODPs in a plain text format that facilitated collaboration via
in-line comments and peer-reviews in open virtual settings such as specialized mailing
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lists 1; 2.
Its main features can be summarized as follows:
 To convey at-a-glance the key conceptual elements that participate in the ODP.
 To convey likewise the structure of how these elements are arranged in the ODP
(the subsumption hierarchy).
 The characterization of the ODP in general terms (so that it can be populated
with an indenite number of specic examples).
 The use of a plain-text based representation that: (a) provides a visually richer
representation than the corresponding RDF/XML or N3 version; and (b) enables
side-by-side visual comparison of the conceptual elements of several ODPs simul-
taneously.
 To capture only the subset of the W3C OWL specication needed to address the
specic design issue under discussion.
 To serve as an additional resource to ease collaboration among a wider audience
of ontology practitioners that may be familiar with the W3C OWL specication
but not necessarily with the underlying Description Logic formal theory in Baader
et al. (2003) (for example, in the eld of Faceted Classication or Knowledge
Organization Systems in Library and Information Science).
At the moment, this notation is not aimed at supporting the full range of OWL con-
structs or a proposal to become a standard in the ontology development community.
Such goals are beyond the scope of this work. Yet, I have found it to be an eective tool
to illustrate design issues in ODPs in virtual forums, which led me to use it previously
in Rodriguez-Castro et al. (2010b).
The rest of this section describes the symbols and the elementary building blocks that
compose the notation to characterize ODPs, according to how they will appear in the
various gures going forward to illustrate dierent design aspects of the patterns in-
volved.
A brief inventory of the symbols introduced is presented below:
 The symbol \|--" denotes one of the relations: rdfs:subClassOf, rdfs:subPropertyOf
or rdf:type; based on the elements involved.
 The symbol \()" denotes that the adjacent element is a dened owl:Class.
1http://ontolog.cim3.net/forum/ontolog-forum/2010-04/msg00051.html
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 The symbol \()" denotes that the adjacent element is an owl:NamedIndividual.
 The expression \[ :Element j () :Element ]" denotes that :Element can be
either an owl:Class or an owl:NamedIndividual.
 The symbol \(I)" denotes that the adjacent element is an owl:Class, but it is
implicit or hypothetical, not implemented explicitly and not part of the asserted
ontology model.
 The symbol \()(P)" denotes that the adjacent element is a dened owl:Class
and is implemented as a value partition.
 Expressions between parenthesis \(...some text ...)" denotes some comment,
annotation or relevant description in natural language.
What follows, is a detailed description of the elementary building blocks that employee
these symbols and their ontological meaning.
Class or Property Subsumption
Listing 3.1 depicts that :Element is an owl:Class subsumed by owl:Thing.
owl:Thing
|-- :Element
Listing 3.1: :Element is an owl:Class
Listing 3.2 depicts that :Element1 is an owl:ObjectProperty subsumed by owl:topObjectProperty.
(The construct would be analogous in the case of an owl:DatatypeProperty).
owl:topObjectProperty
|-- :Element
Listing 3.2: :Element is an owl:ObjectProperty
More generally, Listing 3.3 depicts that :Element1 subsumes :Element2, where:
 If :Element1 is an owl:Class, then :Element2 is an owl:Class and the subsumption
relation represented is rdfs:subClassOf.
 If :Element1 is an owl:ObjectProperty (or owl:DatatypeProperty), then :Element2
is an owl:ObjectProperty (or owl:DatatypeProperty) and the subsumption relation
represented is rdfs:subPropertyOf.
Therefore, in these two cases, the symbol \|--" denotes either the relation rdfs:subClassOf
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:Element1
|-- :Element2
Listing 3.3: :Element1 subsumes :Element2
Individual Instantiation
Listing 3.4 depicts the instantiation relation rdf:type, where :Element2 is an owl:Individual
of the owl:Class :Element1.
In these case, the symbol \|--" denotes the relation rdf:type because of the elements
involved.
:Element1
|-- () :Element2
Listing 3.4: :Element2 is an owl:NamedIndividual
Dened or Primitive Class
Listing 3.5 depicts that :Element2 is a dened owl:Class subsumed by the owl:Class
:Element1.
:Element1
|-- () :Element2
Listing 3.5: :Element2 is a dened owl:Class
The concept of dened class, and by contrast primitive class, are detailed in Rector
(2003); Rector et al. (2004); Horridge et al. (2009).
A dened owl:Class refers to a class that makes explicit the properties that suce to
infer whether a given owl:NamedIndividual is a member of the class. In practical terms,
a dened owl:Class represents a bidirectional implication and participates in at least one
owl:equivalentClass relation in the ontology model. Being a member of the class implies
exhibiting certain properties and exhibiting certain properties implies being a member
of the class.
On the other hand, a primitive owl:Class refers to a class that makes explicit the proper-
ties that a given owl:NamedIndividual asserted to be a member of the class, will exhibit.
In that sense, a primitive class represents a one-way implication and it does not par-
ticipate in any owl:equivalentClass relation in the ontology model. Being a member of
the class implies exhibiting certain properties but exhibiting certain properties does not
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Because of the information that they provide in order to infer class membership, prim-
itive classes are also known as partial classes and dened classes are also known as
complete classes.
All owl:Class elements that appear in the notation being specied here are primitive
classes by default, unless they are annotated with the dened class symbol \()".
Class Subsumption or Individual Instantiation
Listing 3.6 depicts that :Element2 can be either an owl:Class or an owl:Individual,
where:
 In case of an owl:Class, :Element2 is subsumed by the owl:Class :Element1.
 In case of an owl:Individual, :Element2 is an instance of the owl:Class :Element1.
:Element1
|-- [ :Element2 | () :Element2 ]
Listing 3.6: :Element2 is either an owl:Class or an owl:NamedIndividual
Implicit Class Not Asserted
Listing 3.7 uses the symbol \(I)" to depict that :Element is an owl:Class but implicit
or hypothetical and not implemented explicitly in the asserted ontology model.
owl:Thing
|-- (I) :Element
Listing 3.7: :Element is an implicit owl:Class (not asserted in the ontology model)
Partition
Listing 3.8 uses the symbol \()(P)" to depict that :Element2 is a dened owl:Class
and is implemented as a value partition.
:Element1
|-- ()(P) :Element2
|-- [ :Elementi | () :Elementi ]
Listing 3.8: :Element2 is an owl:Class implemented as a value partition
The concept of value partition is detailed in full in Chapter 4, based on the work from
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In brief, the term value partition is derived from the notion of partition of a set in
mathematics 3; 4, where a given set is divided into a non empty nite number of subsets
that cover (also referred to as exhaust) the given set. That is: (a) all subsets are mutually
exclusive to each other (also referred to as pairwise disjoint); and (b) the union of all
subsets is equivalent to the given set being partitioned.
In terms of the notation in Listing 3.8:
 \()(P) :Element2" is an owl:Class that represents the element being partitioned.
 \()(P) :Element2" is also a dened owl:Class because it is equivalent to the
union of all elements :Elementi.
 :Elementi is either an owl:Class or an owl:NamedIndividual that represents each
one the elements that partitions the :Element2 owl:Class. (As Chapter 4 will
present following Rector (2005), OWL allows to implement a value partition using
a series of either owl:Class or owl:NamedIndividual elements).
 All elements :Elementi are pairwise disjoint.
 The union of all elements :Elementi is equivalent to the :Element2 owl:Class.
Note that Listing 3.8 reuses and combines the notation in Listing 3.5 and Listing 3.6
to depict a value partition. From the denition of value partition, it follows that the
partitioned class is also a dened class. In that sense, the use of the combined symbol
\()(P)" could be seen as redundant, given that symbol \(P)" alone, implies \()".
Nonetheless, for clarity, both would be displayed to depict a value partition class.
In summary, these are all the symbols and building blocks that conform the notation to
be used hereafter to characterize, illustrate and compare the various ODPs in the scope
of this research.
3.2 Class As Property Value ODP
Noy (2005) presents ve dierent approaches on how a hierarchy of classes can be used
as the value of a property. The modelling scenario occurs when a hierarchy of classes is
to be reused as a terminology to annotate individual elements of other domain concepts
in the ontology. To illustrate this scenario, an example of an existing hierarchy of classes
in the domain of \animals" is used as a subject index to annotate the topic of a collection
of specic book instances. The author provides a discussion of the implications of each
3http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Partition_of_a_set
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Figure 3.1: \Using members of a class as values for properties" (Fig. 4 in Noy (2005)).
approach for the resulting ontology model in the context of RDF-S and the various
semantic expressivity levels of OWL (Lite, DL or Full).
The revision of the pattern throughout this chapter focuses on the fourth approach
of Noy (2005), entitled \Approach 4: Create a special restriction in lieu of using a
specic value". Figure 3.1 depicts a partial ontology model illustrating the scenario in
question. An existing subsumption hierarchy formed by the classes :Animal, :Lion and
:AfricanLion is reused as values of the property dc:subject to annotate the subject of
a collection of individual books (\Lions: Life in the Pride" and \The African Lion"),
that are members of a separate subsumption class hierarchy of the ontology formed by
:Books, :BookAboutAnimals, etc.
There are several aspects of Approach 4 by Noy (2005) based on the proposed imple-
mentation of the classes in the hierarchy subsumed by :Books and their instances that is
particularly important when compared to the Value Partition and Normalisation ODP,
namely:
 The expressivity of the ontology model in the pattern is within OWL DL.
 The use of anonymous individuals in the :Animal class hierarchy as the value of the
property dc:subject, for the instances of the class :BooksAboutAnimals. Figure 3.1
depicts these anonymous individuals as \Unidentied Lion(s)" and \Unidentied
African Lion(s)".
 The use implicitly, of another semantic interpretation in the real world of the
reused class hierarchy subsumed by :Animal. In theory, any instance of :Animal54 Chapter 3 Revisiting the Class As Property Value ODP
owl:Thing
|-- (I) :Interpretationa (Implicit. Not Asserted)
|-- :Terminologyi
|-- :TiClassj
|-- (... rest of potential subclasses)
|-- :TargetDomainConcept (or :TDC)
|-- () :IaTerminologyiTDC
|-- () :IaTiClassjTDC
|-- (... rest of defined subclasses of :TDC based on
an existing interpretation _:Interpretation
I
a
and all existing subclasses of :Terminologyi)
|-- [:SpecificTDCx | () :SpecificTDCx]
owl:topObjectProperty
|-- :hasInterpretationa
Figure 3.2: Generic structure of \Approach 4" in Noy (2005).
represents an actual animal in the real world but in the case of the pattern, it
could also stand for a generic animal interpreted as a book subject.
The rest of this section abstracts the ontology schema behind Approach 4 of Noy (2005)
providing a generic structure that accommodates all the elements that participate in
the pattern and a generic implementation that preserves all the characteristics of the
approach.
3.2.1 Structure and Elements
Figure 3.2 illustrates the generalized structure of the abstract ontology schema behind
Approach 4 of the Class As Property Value ODP by Noy (2005) using the notation
introduced in Section 3.1. The structure includes a generic representation of all the
elements that conform the pattern, maintaining the same functionality and semantic
expressivity of Noy's example. This generic structure will be used from hereon to anchor
the discussion of the pattern.
The generic structure and elements used in Figure 3.2 are explained below. Additionally,
Figure 3.3 applies the proposed generic structure to the example in Approach 4 of Noy
(2005), mapping the elements from the example in Figure 3.1 to their corresponding
counterpart of the proposed generic structure in Figure 3.2. The ontology model used in
Figure 3.3 for the example in Noy (2005) is provided by the author and available online
(Approach 45). Therefore:
 :Terminologyi denotes the top class of the terminology, the vocabulary of the hi-
erarchy of concepts that will be used as property values to annotate other elements
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owl:Thing (ODP Generic Structure)
|-- (I) :Subject (Implicit. Not asserted) (:Interpretation1)
|-- :Animal (:Terminology1)
|-- :Lion (:T1Class1)
|-- :AfricanLion (:T1Class1Class1)
|-- :Book (:TargetDomainConcept)
|-- () :BookAboutAnimals (:I1Terminology1TDC)
|-- () :BookAboutLions (:I1T1Class1TDC)
|-- () :BookAboutAfricanLions (:I1T1Class1Class1TDC)
|-- () :TheAfricanLionBook (:SpecificTDC1)
|-- () :LionsLifeInThePrideBook (:SpecificTDC2)
owl:topObjectProperty
|-- dc:subject (:hasInterpretation1)
owl:topDataProperty
|-- :bookTitle
Figure 3.3: Placement of the elements in the Approach 4 example of the Class As
Property Value ODP by Noy (2005), in relation to the generic structure in Figure 3.2.
in the ontology model.
 :TiClassj, :TiClassjClassk, etc. denote the concepts or terms that form the termi-
nology, the vocabulary or the hierarchy of concepts represented by :Terminologyi.
 :Interpretationa denotes the implicit intended semantic reinterpretation given to
the hierarchy of classes subsumed by the terminology :Terminologyi that will
be used as values for the object property :hasInterpretationa. In other words,
it indicates the concept that would correspond to the expected range of the the
object property :hasInterpretationa. The :Interpretationa element is implicit or
hypothetical and not asserted in the ontology model. Displaying this element in
Figure 3.2, aims to illustrate that reusing a class as a property value may have the
side-eect of modifying implicitly the intended original semantics of the class in
the new context. This element is further explained in Section 3.2.3.
 :hasInterpretationa denotes the object property that will use the classes in the
terminology :Terminologyi as values. The rest of this chapter explores two dis-
tinct scenarios, based respectively on the alignment or deviation between: (a) the
expected semantics of the range of this property (captured by the hypothetical
class :Interpretationa); and (b) the original intended semantics of the classes used
as values (those subsumed by :Terminologyi).
 :TDC denotes the target domain concept (the scope and universe of discourse
of the pattern). The elements of the class :TDC are annotated by the property
:hasInterpretationa using the classes in the terminology :Terminologyi as values.
 :IaTerminologyiTDC, :IaTiClassjTDC, :IaTiClassjClasskTDC, etc. denote a
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interpretation based on :Interpretationa, of the class :Terminologyi, :TiClassj,
:TiClassjClassk, etc. respectively, via the object property :hasInterpretationa.
Note that there is a one-to-one relationship between one of these dened classes
and the specic class from the :Terminologyi hierarchy of classes that it derives
from. The generic naming notation of these dened classes attempts to capture
their intended semantic in the ontology. The prex \Ia" attempt to convey that
the class is an interpretation based on :Interpretationa and the sux \TDC" the
condition of subclass of :TDC.
 :SpecificTDCx denotes the element of the target domain concept :TDC that is
annotated using concepts of the terminology Terminologyi as values of the object
property hasInterpretationa. Note, that there might be a one-to-many relation-
ship between an element :SpecificTDCx and various concepts provided by the
terminology Terminologyi. An element :SpecificTDCx can be implemented as
either an owl:Class or an owl:NamedIndividual, depending on its intended semantic
in the ontology model.
Based on the generic structure, elements and notation from Figure 3.2 just introduced,
the mappings shown in Figure 3.3 for the concrete example in Noy's Approach 4, can
be further described as follows:
 :Terminology1, :T1Class1 and :T1Class1Class1 are populated by the classes :An-
imal, :Lion and :AfricanLion respectively, denoting the terminology that will be
reused as a subject of, in this case a book.
 :Interpretation1 is populated by a class :Subject that is not asserted, denoting
the implicit interpretation of the :Animal terminology as a subject of, in this case
a book.
 :hasInterpretation1 is populated by the object property dc:subject, denoting that
the elements that participate as value of this property will be considered as a
subject of, in this case a book. In this case, the concept expected to be the
range of the property dc:subject (a book subject represented in Figure 3.3 by the
hypothetical class :Subject), deviates from the concept to be reused as the value
of the property (an animal represented in Figure 3.3 by the classes :Animal, :Lion
and :AfricanLion).
 :TDC is populated by the class :Book, denoting and delimiting the universe of
discourse of the elements that use the :Animal class hierarchy as value of the
property dc:subject.
 :I1Terminology1TDC, :I1T1Class1TDC and :I1T1Class1Class1TDC are popu-
lated by the de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Class As Prop. Value OWL Implementation
:Interpretationa (Implicit. Not asserted)
:Terminologyi
owl:Class (primitive)
:TiClassj
:TiClassjClass:::
:TDC
:IaTerminologyiTDC
owl:Class (dened) () :IaTiClassjTDC
:IaTiClassjClass:::TDC
:SpecificTDCx
owl:Class (primitive)
owl:NamedIndividual ()
:hasInterpretationa owl:ObjectProperty
Table 3.1: OWL Implementation of the Class As Property Value ODP.
:BooksAboutAfricanLions. Each class represents a subclass of the target domain
concept :Book interpreted as a :Subject of the hierarchy of classes formed by :An-
imal, :Lion and :AfricanLion, via the object property dc:subject.
 :SpecificTDCx is populated by the individuals of the target domain concept
:Book, associated to the book titles \Lions: Life in the Pride" and \The African
Lion", which are annotated using concepts of the :Animal class hierarchy as values
of the object property dc:subject.
Table 3.1 summarizes the elements of the generic structure of the Class As Property
Value ODP in Figure 3.2 and their corresponding OWL implementation.
3.2.2 Implementation
This section provides a template implementation of the main elements of the Class As
Property Value ODP that enable the pattern to meet its objective. The implementation
preserves the semantic of the corresponding elements of Noy's Approach 4, except that
in this case is formulated in terms of the elements of the generic structure of the pattern
introduced in Figure 3.2.
The rst element is one of the generic dened classes, in this case :IaTiClassjTDC, that
in Approach 4 of Noy (2005) corresponds to the class :BookAboutLions.
Denition 3.1. The implementation of a generic dened class :IaTiClassjTDC is given
as follows:
1 :IaTiClassjTDC
2 rdf:type owl:Class ;
3 rdfs:subClassOf :TDC ;
4 owl:equivalentClass [ rdf:type owl:Restriction ;
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6 owl:someValuesFrom :TiClassj
7 ] .
Listing 3.9: Implementation of a generic dened class :IaTiClassjTDC
The implementation of the dened class :IaTerminologyiTDC is analogous to the imple-
mentation of :IaTiClassjTDC above replacing the class :TiClassj in the owl:someValuesFrom
restriction, for the class :Terminologyi. The same principle applies to any other poten-
tial subclass in :Terminologyi hierarchy of classes, such as :IaTiClassjClassk, etc.
The second element is :SpecificTDCx, that in Approach 4 of Noy (2005) is imple-
mented as :LionsLifeInThePrideBook, the owl:NamedIndividual associated to the book
title \Lions: Life in the Pride".
Denition 3.2. The generic element :SpecificTDCx can be implemented as either an
owl:NamedIndividual or an owl:Class. Both implementations are given below respec-
tively:
1 :SpecificTDCx
2 rdf:type :TDC ,
3 owl:NamedIndividual ;
4 [ rdf:type owl:Restriction;
5 owl:onProperty :hasInterpretationa ;
6 owl:someValuesFrom :TiClassj
7 ]
8 [ ... and rest of existential restrictions on property :hasInterpretationa
9 for every class :TiClassj that participates in
10 the description of the individual :SpecificTDCx
11 ] .
Listing 3.10: Implementation of :SpecificTDCx as an owl:NamedIndividual
1 :SpecificTDCx
2 rdf:type owl:Class ;
3 rdfs:subClassOf :TDC ,
4 [ rdf:type owl:Restriction ;
5 owl:onProperty :hasInterpretationa ;
6 owl:someValuesFrom :TiClassj
7 ] ,
8 [ ... and rest of existential restrictions on :hasInterpretationa
9 for every class :TiClassj that participates in
10 the description of the class :SpecificTDCx
11 ] .
Listing 3.11: Implementation of :SpecificTDCx as an owl:Class
The implementation given of these elements results in an ontology model that maintains
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 The expressivity of the ontology is within OWL DL.
 The use of anonymous individuals in the : Terminologyi class hierarchy, as the
value of the object property :hasInterpretationa, for the elements of the target
domain concept :TDC.
 The implicit use of another semantic interpretation of the :Terminologyi class
hierarchy. The interpretation in question is linked to the semantic of the object
property :hasInterpretationa.
Noy (2005) acknowledges the danger of having a dierent interpretation of an existing
hierarchy of classes than the originally intended and cautions users of the pattern to be
aware of the interoperability issues that this situation may entail.
3.2.3 The term Interpretation
The use of the term interpretation made by this research is similar to that given in Noy
(2005). It is used at the conceptual modelling level to refer to the intended meaning
given to the conceptual elements in the ontology model.
The notion of interpretation, represented by the generic element :Interpretationa in the
conceptual abstraction of the pattern of Figure 3.2, seeks to illustrate the fact that there
are two dierent scenarios being coupled in the analysis of the pattern by Noy (2005).
These two scenarios are: (a) using a class as the value of a property, which is the essential
motivation for creating the pattern; and (b) reinterpreting the intended original meaning
of a class being used as the value of a property. It is trivial to notice that scenario (b)
implies scenario (a), yet this chapter and the notion of interpretation here, aims to show
that scenario (a) does not have to imply (b). In other words, decoupling the fact that
using a class as the value of a property, does not have to imply that the intended original
meaning of such class has to be reinterpreted.
All examples in all ve approaches of the CPV ODP in Noy (2005) couple these two
dierent scenarios. It is the view of this research that treating these subtle two variants
of the CPV ODP separately is important and renders a more informative understanding
of its suitability and implications when applied in a given ontology model, in line with
the expectations of Research Question 2.
The following two sections expands on the notion of interpretation and terminology in
this pattern beyond the discussion in Approach 4 of Noy (2005). The sections rely on
the generic structure of the pattern introduced in Figure 3.2 to guide the discussion.
More specically, Figure 3.2 and Section 3.3, where the concept of :Interpretationa and
:Terminologyi deviate, are put forward to characterize the CPV ODP within scenario (b)
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:Terminologyi conate, are put forward to characterize the CPV ODP within scenario
(a) above.
3.3 Multiple Interpretation and Terminology
Ontology designers need to be aware of the implicit nature of the :Interpretationa
element and its repercussions. This additional implicit interpretation overloads the
representation of instances in the :Terminologyi concept hierarchy. For example, an
instance of a class :TiClassj in the :Terminologyi concept hierarchy could be of type:
(a) what the class :TiClassj explicitly stands for; or (b) what the implicit interpre-
tation of the class :TiClassj by the property :hasInterpretationa stands for. Using
Noy (2005)(xApproach 4) to illustrate this scenario, an instance of the class :Lion can
represent either and actual lion (as the class :Lion was originally intended for) or the
interpretation of a lion as the subject of a specic book.
It is important to note that the Class As Property Value ODP can accommodate in the
same ontology model, multiple terminologies for the same implicit interpretation but
also, multiple interpretations for the same terminology concept hierarchy. Both cases
are captured in the notation given to the generic structure of the pattern presented in
Figure 3.2.
3.3.1 Multiple Terminology
For example, in the case of multiple terminologies for the same interpretation, consider
the model from Noy (2005)(xApproach 4), where an additional terminology :Terminology2
is added, whose top concept is the class :Habitat (a plausible use-case scenario). The
terminology provided by the :Habitat hierarchy of classes6 can also be implicitly in-
terpreted as a :Subject. It then can be used as values for the property dc:subject to
annotate the instances of the class :Book in the example. A graphical representation of
such scenario is fairly straight forward extending the elements of the model in Figure
3.3 accordingly. See Figure 3.4.
3.3.2 Multiple Interpretation
Perhaps less intuitive is the case of multiple interpretations of the same terminology
concept hierarchy. For example, consider the scenario where the terminology formed by
the :Animal class hierarchy in Approach 4 of Noy (2005) is intended to be used as values
6Source: The Habitats Classication Scheme (Version 3.0) of the International Union for
Conservation of Nature (UICN) Red List of Threatened Species - http://www.iucnredlist.org/
technical-documents/classification-schemes/habitats-classification-scheme-ver3 (last visi-
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owl:Thing (CPV ODP Generic Structure)
|-- (I) :Subject (Implicit. Not asserted) (:Interpretation1)
|-- :Animal (:Terminology1)
|-- :Lion (:T1Class1)
|-- :AfricanLion (:T1Class1Class1)
|-- :Habitat (:Terminology2)
|-- :Forest (:T2Class1)
|-- :Savanna (:T2Class2)
|-- :Shrubland (:T2Class3)
|-- (... rest of :Habitat subclasses) (:T2Classj)
|-- :Book (:TargetDomainConcept)
|-- () :BookAboutAnimals (:I1Terminology1TDC)
|-- () :BookAboutLions (:I1T1Class1TDC)
|-- () :BookAboutAfricanLions (:I1T1Class1Class1TDC)
|-- () :BookAboutHabitats (:I1Terminology2TDC)
|-- () :BookAboutForestHabitats (:I1T2Class1TDC)
|-- () :BookAboutSavannaHabitats (:I1T2Class2TDC)
|-- (... rest of defined subclasses of :Book (:I1T2Classj:::TDC)
based on the interpretation :Subject
and all existing subclasses of :Habitat ...)
|-- () :TheAfricanLionBook (:SpecificTDC1)
|-- () :LionsLifeInThePrideBook (:SpecificTDC2)
owl:topObjectProperty
|-- dc:subject (:hasInterpretation1)
Figure 3.4: Example of the same re-interpretation of multiple terminologies for the same
Target Domain Concept.
of an additional object property :hasCharacter for the target domain concept :Book.
There are two interpretations of the :Animal terminology required. One is :Animal as a
\subject" and another is :Animal as a \ctional character".
Figure 3.5 provides a graphical representation of what an ontology model of such scenario
might look like. Some important notes regarding Figure 3.5:
 The elements :Subject and :Character are implicit and are not asserted in the
ontology model.
 The elements of the :Animal concept hierarchy are asserted only once in the ontol-
ogy model. In the gure they are listed twice but simply to illustrate the dierent
use that each implicit interpretation (:Subject and :Character) makes of the con-
cept hierarchy.
 As the generic structure of the pattern instructs, there are two elements :IaTiClassjTDC
for each :TiClassj element (class :Lion). One for the interpretation :Subject (the
dened classes :BookAboutAnimals, :BookAboutLions and :BookAboutAfrican-
Lions) and another one for the interpretation :Character (the dened classes
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owl:Thing (CPV ODP Generic Structure)
|-- (I) :Subject (Implicit. Not asserted) (:Interpretation1)
|-- :Animal (:Terminology1)
|-- :Lion (:T1Class1)
|-- :AfricanLion (:T1Class1Class1)
|-- (I) :Character (Implicit. Not asserted) (:Interpretation2)
|-- :Animal (:Terminology1)
|-- :Lion (:T1Class1)
|-- :AfricanLion (:T1Class1Class1)
|-- :Book (:TargetDomainConcept)
|-- () :BookAboutAnimals (:I1Terminology1TDC)
|-- () :BookAboutLions (:I1T1Class1TDC)
|-- () :BookAboutAfricanLions (:I1T1Class1Class1TDC)
|-- () :BookStarringAnimals (:I2Terminology1TDC)
|-- () :BookStarringLions (:I2T1Class1TDC)
|-- () :BookStarringAfricanLions (:I2T1Class1Class1TDC)
|-- () :TheAfricanLionBook (:SpecificTDC1)
|-- () :LionsLifeInThePrideBook (:SpecificTDC2)
|-- () :TheLionWhoWantedToLoveBook (:SpecificTDC3)
owl:topObjectProperty
|-- dc:subject (:hasInterpretation1)
|-- :hasCharacter (:hasInterpretation2)
Figure 3.5: Example of multiple interpretations of the same Terminology for the same
Target Domain Concept.
Based on the model from Figure 3.5, and the implementation of a :SpecificTDCx ele-
ment given in Denition 3.2, the classes in the :Animal concept hierarchy can be used as
values to indicate the subject and the main character for the elements :LionsLifeInTheP-
rideBook and :TheLionWhoWantedToLoveBook.
For example, the implementation of :TheLionWhoWantedToLoveBook applying Deni-
tion 3.2 would be:
1 :TheLionWhoWantedToLoveBook
2 rdf:type :Book ,
3 owl:NamedIndividual ;
4 [ rdf:type owl:Restriction;
5 owl:onProperty :hasCharacter ;
6 owl:someValuesFrom :Lion
7 ]
8 [ rdf:type owl:Restriction;
9 owl:onProperty cd:subject ;
10 owl:someValuesFrom :Lion
11 ] .
Listing 3.12: Implementation of :TheLionWhoWantedToLoveBook with two interpreta-
tions of the :Animal concept hierarchy
Assuming that the implementation of the dened classes :BookAboutLions and :Book-
StarringLions follows that in Denition 3.1, this implementation of :TheLionWhoWant-
edToLoveBook, not only uses the classes in the :Animal concept hierarchy as values
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also allows an OWL DL reasoner to infer that :TheLionWhoWantedToLoveBook is of
type :BookAboutLions and :BookStarringLions (another key feature of the pattern as
presented in Noy (2005)(xApproach 4)).
3.4 Conation of Interpretation and Terminology
There is yet another special case that greatly simplies the generic structure of the Class
As Property Value ODP given in Figure 3.2. Consider a scenario where the original in-
terpretation of the terminology to reuse, conates with the actual interpretation of what
the terminology originally represents. In general terms, a scenario in which the implicit
semantic of :Interpretationa conates with the explicit semantic of what :Terminologyi
originally represents. This case is somewhat hard to visualize in the example from Noy
(2005)(xApproach 4) with the elements :Book, :Animal and dc:subject. The implicit
interpretation of the :Animal concept hierarchy as a subject is clearly dierent from
what the :Animal concept hierarchy actually represents. However, now consider this
example in a new domain with the following changes in relation to the example of Noy
(2005)(xApproach 4):
 The :TDC element is populated with the class :DishwasherDetergent instead of
:Book.
 The :Terminologyi element is populated with the class :Brand instead of :Animal.
 The :hasInterpretationa element is populated with the object property :hasBrand
instead of dc:subject.
 The :Interpretationa element is populated with the implicit interpretation that
the property :hasInterpretationa introduces, which in this case is :Brand instead
of :Subject.
With the changes above, the meaning of :Interpretationa and :Terminologyi con-
ate. Both of them stand for the same notion represented in the model by the class
:Brand. Therefore, there is no need to dierentiate between them. In addition, the
meaning of the object property :hasInterpretationa and a hypothetical object property
:hasTerminologyi would also conate. Figure 3.6 visualizes the example ontology model
as a result of the changes mentioned. Consequences of the conation of :Interpretationa
and :Terminologyi in the gure include:
 The elements :Interpretation1 and :Terminology1 are merged into one. In this
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 The object property :hasInterpretation1 becomes :hasTerminology1 to align to
:Terminology1. In this case :hasBrand.
 The elements of the form :IaTiClassjTDC become :TiClassjTDC given that the
semantic contribution added by :Interpretationa is already inherent in :TiClassjTDC
as a consequence of the semantic conation of :Interpretationa and :Terminologya.
For example, in the case of Noy (2005)(xApproach 4) the element :I1T1Class1TDC
is populated by :BooksAboutLions, which represents the semantic combination of
:Subject (:Interpretation1), :Lion (:T1Class1) and :Book (:TDC).
In the case of the example in Figure 3.6, a hypothetical element :I1T1Class1TDC
would be populated by :BrandCascadeDishDetergent, which would represent the
semantic combination of :Brand (:Interpretation1), :Cascade (:T1Class1) and
:DishwasherDetergent (:TDC).
However, because of the conation of :Interpretation1 and :Terminology1, the se-
mantic contribution of :Interpretation1 (:Brand) is already inherent in :T1Class1
(:Cascade) causing the elements :I1T1Class1TDC (:BrandCascadeDishDetergent)
and :T1Class1TDC (:CascadeDishDetergent) to conate as well.
This behaviour is conveyed in the gure using brackets \[...]" around the pre-
x \I1" to symbolize the unnecessary semantic contribution of :Interpretation1
in the elements :[I1]T1Class1TDC and :[I1]T1Class2TDC. In other words, the
prex \Ia" is not needed.
 The element :[I1]Terminology1TDC is not needed because it is equivalent to the
whole universe of discourse represented by the class :DishwasherDetergent, given
that every dishwashing detergent has some type of brand.
A hypothetical element :[I1]Terminology1TDC could be named for example, :Branded-
DishDetergent or :DishDetergentWithABrand which, considering that all individ-
ual dishwashing detergents are expected to have a brand, is essentially equivalent
to the whole domain of discourse represented already by the target domain concept
:DishwasherDetergent. Therefore this element does not need to be asserted in the
ontology model.
The previous example illustrates the consequences in the Class As Property Value ODP
when the interpretation of the terminology to reuse and the terminology itself conate.
To further illustrate these consequences, consider now another example but this time
much more similar to the original use of the pattern in Noy (2005)(xApproach 4). Let
us use the same elements than in Noy (2005)(xApproach 4) changing only the domain
of discourse, the :TDC element (:Book) and the object property dc:subject. Let us
use as domain of discourse, the concept of :Zoo, and as object property the relation
:hasAnimal. In summary:
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owl:Thing (ODP Generic Structure)
|-- (I) :Brand (Implicit. Not asserted) (:Interpretation1)
|-- :Brand (:Terminology1)
|-- :Cascade (:T1Class1)
|-- :Electrasol (:T1Class2)
|-- (...) (...)
|-- :DishwasherDetergent (:TDC)
|-- () _:BrandedDishDetergent (:[I1]Terminology1TDC)
|-- () :CascadeDishDetergent (:[I1]T1Class1TDC)
|-- () :ElectrasolDishDetergent (:[I1]T1Class2TDC)
|-- (...) (...)
owl:topObjectProperty
|-- :hasBrand (:hasInterpretation1) same as
(:hasTerminology1)
Figure 3.6: Example of conation of the elements :Interpretationa and :Terminologyi
 The :Terminologyi element does not change and is populated with the class :An-
imal.
 The :hasInterpretationa element is populated with the object property :hasAni-
mal (which naturally applies to a given zoo) instead of dc:subject.
 The :Interpretationa element is populated with the implicit interpretation that the
property :hasInterpretationa introduces, which in this case is actually :Animal
instead of :Subject.
Again, with the changes above, the meaning of :Interpretationa and :Terminologyi con-
ate. Now, both of them stand for the same notion, represented in the model by the sin-
gle class :Animal. In addition, the meaning of the object property :hasInterpretationa
(:hasAnimal) and a hypothetical object property :hasTerminologyi also conate. Fig-
ure 3.7 visualizes the example ontology model as a result of the changes mentioned.
In generic terms, the previous example is hinting that the conation of the interpretation
and terminology elements in the pattern simplies signicantly the generic structure of
the resulting ontology model. The changes with respect to the initial generic structure
proposed can be summarised as follows:
 The implicit class :Interpretationa and the explicit class :Terminologyi conate,
therefore only the explicit class :Terminologyi is represented in the ontology struc-
ture.
 The object property :hasInterpretationa would conate with a hypothetical object
property :hasTerminologyi and thus, for consistency only the latter is represented
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owl:Thing (ODP Generic Structure)
|-- (I) :Animal (Implicit. Not asserted) (:Interpretation1)
|-- :Animal (:Terminology1)
|-- :Lion (:T1Class1)
|-- :AfricanLion (:T1Class1Class1)
|-- :Zoo (:TargetDomainConcept)
|-- () :ZooWithAnimals (:[I1]Terminology1TDC)
|-- () :ZooWithLions (:[I1]T1Class1TDC)
|-- () :ZooWithAfricanLions (:[I1]T1Class1Class1TDC)
|-- () :LondonZoo (:SpecificTDC1)
|-- () :NewYorkZoo (:SpecificTDC2)
owl:topObjectProperty
|-- :hasAnimal (:hasInterpretation1) same as
(:hasTerminologyi)
Figure 3.7: Example of conation of the elements :Interpretationa and :Terminologyi
derived from the example of Approach 4 by Noy (2005), in relation to the generic struc-
ture in Figure 3.2.
 The dened class :IaTerminologyiTDC becomes equivalent to the target do-
main concept class :TDC given that the compound semantics of :Interpretationa,
:Terminologyi and :TDC that come together into the class name :IaTerminologyiTDC
are already represented by the class :TDC.
This situation was already addressed in the example of Figure 3.6 for the target
domain concept :DishwasherDetergent. In the case of the example in Figure 3.7,
the interpretation :Animal, the terminology :Animal and the target domain :Zoo,
would generate a dened class :IaTerminologyiTDC named such as :ZooWith-
Animals or similar. Such a class is trivial and equivalent to the target domain
concept :Zoo. Thus, only the class :TDC is represented in the ontology structure.
 The rest of the dened class elements in the original generic structure, :IaTiClassjTDC,
:IaTiClassjClasskTDC, etc., becomes the dened classes :TiClassjTDC,
:TiClassjClasskTDC, etc. The prex \Ia" is not needed given that :Interpretationa
and :Terminologyi represent now the same thing.
With this changes in mind, the generic structure of the ontology schema behind the
Class As Property Value ODP in Approach 4 of Noy (2005), is signicantly simplied
when the implicit interpretation of the terminology to reuse as property values conate
with explicit interpretation of the original terminology itself. Figure 3.8 introduces the
resulting simplied generic structure.
Table 3.2 summarizes the OWL implementation of the elements in the simplied generic
structure of the Class As Property Value ODP in Figure 3.8, reecting the changes upon
the con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owl:Thing
|-- :Terminologyi
|-- :TiClassj
|-- (... rest of potential subclasses)
|-- :TargetDomainConcept (or :TDC)
|-- () :TiClassjTDC
|-- (... rest of defined subclasses of :TDC based on
all existing subclasses of :Terminologyi)
|-- [:SpecificTDCx | () :SpecificTDCx]
owl:topObjectProperty
|-- :hasTerminologyi
Figure 3.8: Generic structure of the Class As Prop. Value ODP conating
:Interpretationa and :Terminologyi
Class As Prop. Value OWL Implementation
:Terminologyi
owl:Class (primitive)
:TiClassj
:TiClassjClass:::
:TDC
:TerminologyiTDC
owl:Class (dened) () :TiClassjTDC
:TiClassjClass:::TDC
:SpecificTDCx
owl:Class (primitive)
owl:NamedIndividual ()
:hasTerminologyi owl:ObjectProperty
Table 3.2: OWL Implementation of the Class As Property Value ODP conating
:Interpretationa and :Terminologyi.
This simplied scenario of the Class As Property Value ODP characterized in Figure
3.8 is particularly important for the comparative analysis between this pattern and the
Value Partition ODP rst, and the Normalisation ODP later, to be presented in the
chapters that follow.
3.5 Class versus Individual
A recurrent modelling decision to be made in ontology design is whether a particular
concept should be represented as a class or as an individual. For example, it could be
argued that the subclasses of \Habitat" in Figure 3.4 or \Brand" in Figure 3.6 should be
in fact, individuals instead. Noy and McGuinness (2001)(x 4.6) discuss basic guidelines
to address this decision based on the potential application of the ontology model. The
application determines the level of granularity required for the conceptual elements that
compose the ontology model, so the optimal representation is not only a conceptual
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Individual instances correspond to the most specic concepts in the ontology specica-
tion and cannot be further rened. Classes on the other hand, lie at a broader conceptual
level that can be specialized further. In some cases, this limitation of individuals is the
key factor to consider. For example, as covered in Chapter 4, this is one the factors that
motivated Rector (2005) to provide two parallel implementations of his Value Partition
ODP for the same ontological concept, one using classes and another using individuals.
With these considerations in mind, the examples of \Habitat" and \Brand" in this
Chapter, are represented as a hierarchy of classes given that: (a) in the context of
ODPs, where it is important to propose generic reusable solutions, it is plausible to
conceive an application that may require to specialize further some of the classes that
are part of the \Habitat" or \Brand" class hierarchy respectively; and (b) the purpose
of the CPV pattern requires the use of a hierarchy of classes.
3.6 Conclusions
The generic structure of the ontology schema of the Class As Property Value ODP is
introduced based on the example of Approach 4 by Noy (2005).
A prototypical implementation of the generic structure main elements required by the
pattern is provided. The generic structure and implementation accommodate the no-
tion of interpretation with the elements :Interpretationa and :hasInterpretationa and
characterize their relation with the rest of the elements in the pattern.
The notion of interpretation in the pattern is discussed further beyond the analysis in
Approach 4 of Noy (2005). Additional scenarios involving multiple interpretations and
multiple terminologies are characterized relying on the generic structure and implemen-
tation of the pattern presented.
As a result, two versions of the pattern are identied: (a) the most generic version,
in which the notion of interpretation :Interpretationa and terminology :Terminologyi
are distinct; and (b) the simplied version, in which the notion of interpretation and
terminology conates.
The conation of the notion of interpretation and terminology simplies signicantly
the generic structure of the pattern, in which an existing terminology class hierarchy is
still reused as property values, but the original interpretation of this terminology is not
altered.
This characterisation of the notion of interpretation in the Class As Property Value
ODP, decouples two versions of the pattern that up to now, have not been explicitly
considered, in line with the goals of Research Question 2 of Section 1.4. More specically,
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for the same terminology :Terminologya, is put forward as a partial solution to Scenario
(b) of Section 1.1.3.Chapter 4
Revisiting the Value Partition
ODP
This chapter presents a revision of the Value Partition ODP introduced by Rector
(2005) and further revisited in Egana-Aranguren (2005)(x 4.3.2.2), Egana-Aranguren
(2009)(x A.17).
The revision covers two versions of the pattern based on their implementation as dis-
cussed in Rector (2005). An abstract general structure of the ontology schema behind
the two versions is proposed and a generic implementation in OWL of the elements in
that structure is also provided.
This revision will be also used to illustrate the alignments among, initially the Value
Partition ODP and the Class As Property Value ODP, and in the subsequent chapter,
the Normalisation ODP. These alignments are revealed by a comparative analysis of the
generic ontology schema behind these patterns, that is key to the contributions of this
research and to be discussed in subsequent chapters.
4.1 Value Partition ODP
Rector (2005) introduces the value partition pattern to address a modelling scenario,
where a set of elements is used to represent a descriptive feature (also referred to as
attribute, modier or characteristic), of some other entity in the ontology. This feature
is constrained by a set of possible values (known as feature space) and Rector proposed
two dierent patterns to represent the feature and its feature space:
 Pattern 1, where the feature is represented as a class and the feature space as an
enumeration of individuals that belong to and exhaust the class. Section \Pattern
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1: Values as sets of individuals" of Rector (2005). The author also refers to this
approach as value set and Egana-Aranguren (2009) as enumeration.
 Pattern 2, where the feature is represented as a class and the feature space as a
set of pairwise disjoint subclasses that together exhaust the parent (feature) class.
This type of class structure is also known as a partition. Section \Pattern 2: Values
as subclasses partitioning a feature" of Rector (2005).
To introduce these two value partition patterns, Rector uses an example in the context of
the health condition of a person, where the concept \health" is the feature to represent
and the concepts \good", \medium" and \bad" are the feature space. The author
addresses this modelling scenario with Pattern 1 and Pattern 2 then, discusses some
advantages and drawbacks of the resulting ontology model for each case, including its
OWL expressivity, which in both cases is within OWL DL.
The revision of the Value Partition ODP throughout this chapter focuses on Section
\Representation using variant 2: Placing an existential restriction on the individual" of
Rector (2005) that is one of the two variations of Pattern 2.
Figure 4.1 illustrates the example used by the mentioned Pattern 2{Variant 2. The exam-
ple depicts the feature class :HealthValue partitioned by the classes :Poor health value,
:Medium health value and :Good health value. These three subclasses represent a value
partition of the parent class :HealthValue as per the denition stated earlier: the three
are mutually exclusive and their union is equivalent to the parent class :HealthValue.
The example also depicts the idea of using an anonymous individual, :Johns Health,
that belongs to one of the value partition classes, :Good health value, as the value to
represent a person's health, in this case the individual :John that belongs to the class
:Person.
There are two aspects of Pattern 2{Variant 2 of Rector (2005) based on the proposed
implementation of the pattern that is particularly important when compared to the
Class As Property Value and Normalisation ODP, namely:
 The expressivity of the ontology model in the pattern is within OWL DL.
 The use of anonymous individuals in the :HealthValue class hierarchy as the value
of the object property :has health status, for the instances of the class :Person.
4.1.1 The term \Value Partition"
A clarication in relation to the title of this chapter might be in order. Even though
Pattern 2{Variant 2 is particularly relevant in the scope of this research, this chapter
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Figure 4.1: \Pattern 2 variant 2 with an anonymous individual for John's Health" (Fig.
4 in Rector (2005)).
pattern, that is, using individuals as in Pattern 1 of Rector (2005) (also known as value
set or enumeration pattern), or classes as in Pattern 2 of Rector (2005) (also referred
to as value partition pattern per se.
At the same time, a term is needed to refer to this pattern as a generic concept, meaning,
representing the full set of values that a feature can take, independently of the chosen
implementation. This chapter uses the term \Value Partition" (VP) ODP, for this
purpose. In cases, where the specic implementation of the pattern is relevant, this is
named explicitly.
The following section abstracts the ontology schema behind Pattern 1 and Pattern 2
of Rector (2005), providing a generic structure that accommodates all the elements
that participate in the pattern and a generic implementation that preserves all the
characteristics of both versions of the pattern.
4.1.2 Structure and Elements
There are instances of a generic structure for the Value Partition ODP in Egana-
Aranguren (2005)(x 4.3.2.2), Egana-Aranguren (2009)(x A.17) and even online1, based
on the patterns described by Rector (2005). Figure 4.2 presents the specic version of
the generic structure that will be used hereafter to anchor the discussion of the pattern
using the notation introduced in Chapter 3{Section 3.1. This structure accommodates
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owl:Thing
|-- :Modifier
|-- ()(P) :V aluei
|-- [:ViPartj | () :ViPartj]
|-- :Self_standing_entity
|-- :TargetDomainConcept (or :TDC)
|-- () :ViPartjTDC
|-- [:SpecificTDCx | () :SpecificTDCx]
owl:topObjectProperty
|-- :hasV aluei
Figure 4.2: Generic structure of the Value Partition ODP in Rector (2005).
(Pattern 1) (Pattern 2) (Generic Structure)
owl:Thing owl:Thing
|-- :Modifier |-- :Modifier
|-- ()(P) :Health_Value |-- ()(P) :Health_Value (:V alue1)
|-- () :good_health |-- :Good_health_value (:V1Part1)
|-- () :medium_health |-- :Medium_health_value (:V1Part2)
|-- () :poor_health |-- :Poor_health_value (:V1Part3)
|-- :Self_standing_entity |-- :Self_standing_entity
|-- :Person |-- :Person (:TDC)
|-- () :Healthy_person |-- () :Healthy_person (:V1Part1TDC)
|-- () :John |-- () :John (:SpecificTDC1)
owl:topObjectProperty owl:topObjectProperty
|-- :has_health_status |-- :has_health_status (:hasV alue1)
Figure 4.3: Alignment of the elements of the two versions of the Value Partition ODP
in Rector (2005), in relation to the generic structure in Figure 4.2.
both versions of the pattern presented in Rector (2005) (Pattern 1 and Pattern 2), while
preserving the same functionality and semantic expressivity.
The generic structure, elements and notation used in Figure 4.2 to characterize the
Value Partition ODP are explained below. Figure 4.3 is also provided to assist with this
explanation. Figure 4.3 shows the ontology examples of both versions of the pattern in
Rector (2005), (Pattern 1 and Pattern 2), and how they align to the generic ontology
schema in Figure 4.2. The ontology models used in Figure 4.3 for the examples in Rector
(2005) are provided by the author and available online (Pattern 12 and Pattern 23).
 :V aluei denotes the descriptive feature (the attribute, the modier, the character-
istic) of some other entity in the ontology. It is a dened class and it is the class
to be partitioned.
 :ViPartj denotes one of the specic values in the feature space of the main feature
:V aluei. The set of all elements :ViPartj partitions the main feature represented
2http://www.w3.org/TR/swbp-specified-values/values-as-individuals-01.owl
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by the parent class :V aluei. In Pattern 1 of Rector (2005), all elements :ViPartj
are implemented as an owl:NamedIndividual. In Pattern 2 of Rector (2005), all
elements :ViPartj are implemented as an owl:Class.
 :hasV aluei denotes an object property that links a specic value :ViPartj of the de-
scriptive feature V aluei, to some other entity in the ontology. The object property
is implemented as functional (owl:FunctionalProperty). Making the :hasV aluei
property functional enforces that only a single value :ViPartj that partitions the
main feature V aluei, is assigned to a given element in the ontology. This is consis-
tent with the fact that the set of elements :ViPartj that exhaust the main feature
and parent class V aluei are intended to be pairwise disjoint.
 :TDC denotes the target domain concept in the pattern. It represents the scope
and universe of discourse of the elements to be described using the values of the
main feature :V aluei.
 :ViPartjTDC denotes a dened subclass of the target domain concept :TDC,
dened by a relationship to a single feature value :ViPartj of the main feature
class :V aluei, via the property :hasV aluei. Note there is a one-to-one relationship
between a dened class :ViPartjTDC and the specic value :ViPartj that it derives
from.
 :SpecificTDCx denotes an element from the target domain concept :TDC that is
described with one of the specic values :ViPartj of the main feature class :V aluei,
via the property :hasV aluei. Note that a given element :SpecificTDCx can be
described with only one specic value :ViPartj. An element :SpecificTDCx can
be implemented as an owl:NamedIndividual or as an owl:Class on both versions
of the pattern (Pattern 1 and Pattern 2) in Rector (2005). The implementation
chosen, depends on the required semantic of the element :SpecificTDCx in the
ontology model.
Table 4.1 summarizes the elements of the generic structure of the Value Partition ODP
in Figure 4.2 just introduced and their corresponding OWL implementation.
As stated earlier, Figure 4.3 illustrates the placement of the elements from the two
pattern examples in Rector (2005) (Pattern 1 and Pattern 2) in the generic structure
of the Value Partition ODP in Figure 4.2. Note from Figure 4.3, that the one-to-
one relationship between the elements :ViPartj and :ViPartjTDC exists, although it
is implemented only for one element :ViPartj, namely: (a) the individual :good health
in Pattern 1; and (b) the class :Good health value in Pattern 2. In this case, the
elements :V1Part2TDC (that would derive from the individual :medium health or the
class :Medium health value) and :V1Part3TDC (that would derive from :poor health
or :Poor health value) from the generic structure are not populated in either of the
examples. This is ne. Not all dened classes :ViPartjTDC may be required in order76 Chapter 4 Revisiting the Value Partition ODP
Value Partition OWL Implementation
:V aluei owl:Class (dened) ()(P)
:ViPartj
owl:Class (primitive)
owl:NamedIndividual ()
:TDC owl:Class (primitive)
:ViPartjTDC owl:Class (dened) ()
:SpecificTDCx
owl:Class (primitive)
owl:NamedIndividual ()
:hasV aluei
owl:ObjectProperty
owl:FunctionalProperty
Table 4.1: OWL Implementation of the Value Partition ODP.
for the pattern to meet its intended purpose. If these two elements, :V1Part2TDC and
:V1Part3TDC, were hypothetically populated, two dened subclasses of :Person, such
as for example :Medium health person and :Poor health person respectively, would be
added to the ontology model.
Another scenario of the Value Partition ODP to consider, although not recommended
by the author, is that the two versions of the pattern, Pattern 1 and Pattern 2 of Rector
(2005), may coexist in the same ontology model for two distinct features :V aluei of the
same target domain concept :TDC. A feature class :V alue1, whose elements :V1Partj
are represented as an owl:NamedIndividual and a feature class :V alue2, whose elements
:V2Partj are represented as an owl:Class. The generic structure in Figure 4.2 already
accommodates such scenario by populating it accordingly.
4.1.3 Implementation
This section provides a template implementation of the main elements of the Value
Partition ODP generic structure in Figure 4.2 introduced earlier. The implementation
preserves the semantic of the corresponding element provided in the examples of Rector
(2005) although in this case, it is given in generic terms.
Denition 4.1. The implementation of a generic dened class :V aluei varies depending
on whether the element :ViPartj is represented as an owl:NamedIndividual or as an
owl:Class. Both are given below respectively:
1 :V aluei
2 rdf:type owl:Class ;
3 owl:equivalentClass [ rdf:type owl:Class ;
4 owl:oneOf ( :ViPartj
5 ... and rest of individuals :ViPartj
6 that exhaust the class :V aluei
7 )
8 ] .
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1 :V aluei
2 rdf:type owl:Class ;
3 owl:equivalentClass [ rdf:type owl:Class ;
4 owl:unionOf ( :ViPartj
5 ... and rest of subclasses :ViPartj
6 that exhaust the class :V aluei
7 )
8 ] .
Listing 4.2: Implementation of :V aluei with :ViPartj as an owl:Class
Denition 4.2. The implementation of a generic dened class :ViPartjTDC cap-
tures the one-to-one relationship between :ViPartjTDC and the corresponding element
:ViPartj that it is derived from. Again, the implementation varies on whether :ViPartj
is represented as an owl:NamedIndividual or as an owl:Class. Both implementation
follow below respectively:
1 :ViPartjTDC
2 rdf:type owl:Class ;
3 rdfs:subClassOf :TDC ;
4 owl:equivalentClass [ rdf:type owl:Restriction ;
5 owl:onProperty :hasV aluei ;
6 owl:hasValue :ViPartj
7 ] .
Listing 4.3: Implementation of :ViPartjTDC with :ViPartj as an owl:NamedIndividual
1 :ViPartjTDC
2 rdf:type owl:Class ;
3 rdfs:subClassOf :TDC ;
4 owl:equivalentClass [ rdf:type owl:Restriction ;
5 owl:onProperty :hasV aluei ;
6 owl:someValuesFrom :ViPartj
7 ] .
Listing 4.4: Implementation of :ViPartjTDC with :ViPartj as an owl:Class
Denition 4.3. There are four possible implementations of a generic element :SpecificTDCx
according to the generic structure presented for the pattern. They vary depending on
whether :SpecificTDCx is represented as an owl:NamedIndividual or as an owl:Class;
and on whether the element :ViPartj is represented as an owl:NamedIndividual or an
owl:Class as well. The four combinations are given below:
1 :SpecificTDCx
2 rdf:type :TDC ,
3 owl:NamedIndividual ,
4 [ rdf:type owl:Restriction;
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6 owl:hasValue :ViPartj
7 ] .
Listing 4.5: Implementation of :SpecificTDCx as an owl:NamedIndividual with
:ViPartj as an owl:NamedIndividual
1 :SpecificTDCx
2 rdf:type owl:Class ;
3 rdfs:subClassOf :TDC ,
4 [ rdf:type owl:Restriction ;
5 owl:onProperty :hasV aluei ;
6 owl:hasValue :ViPartj
7 ] .
Listing 4.6: Implementation of :SpecificTDCx as an owl:Class with :ViPartj as an
owl:NamedIndividual
1 :SpecificTDCx
2 rdf:type :TDC ,
3 owl:NamedIndividual ,
4 [ rdf:type owl:Restriction;
5 owl:onProperty :hasV aluei ;
6 owl:someValuesFrom :ViPartj
7 ] .
Listing 4.7: Implementation of :SpecificTDCx as an owl:NamedIndividual with
:ViPartj as an owl:Class
1 :SpecificTDCx
2 rdf:type owl:Class ;
3 rdfs:subClassOf :TDC ,
4 [ rdf:type owl:Restriction ;
5 owl:onProperty :hasV aluei ;
6 owl:someValuesFrom :ViPartj
7 ] .
Listing 4.8: Implementation of :SpecificTDCx as an owl:Class with :ViPartj as an
owl:Class
The implementation of these elements given, results in an ontology model that maintains
the same characteristics as the ontology model in the examples of Pattern 1 and Pattern 2
by Rector (2005), in particular:
 The expressivity of the ontology is within OWL DL.
 In the case of Pattern 2{Variant 2 of Rector (2005), the use of anonymous indi-
viduals in the :V aluei feature, as the value of the object property :hasV aluei, to
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Note already some of the similarities in the resulting ontology model of the generic
implementation of the Value Partition ODP and the counterpart ontology model of the
Class As Property Value ODP in the previous chapter.
The following sections expands on the similarities and dierences between these two
patterns, Value Partition and Class As Property Value, relying on their proposed generic
structure to guide the discussion.
4.2 Alignment of the Value Partition and Class As Prop.
Value ODPs
An initial comparative analysis between the two examples of the Value Partition ODP
and the Class As Property Value ODP, namely Pattern 2{Variant 2 of Rector (2005) and
Approach 4 of Noy (2005) respectively, can be found in Rodriguez-Castro and Glaser
(2008c) and preliminary work online 4; 5. The comparison was an initial attempt to
identify solutions to the multiple usages that representation of \Fault" has to support in
the D&S ontology of ReSIST, as indicated in Scenario (b) of Section 1.1.3. However, the
analysis in Rodriguez-Castro and Glaser (2008c) is partially complete because it did not
factor the implications of having a separate interpretation of the terminology to reuse
that can take place in Approach 4 of Noy (2005).
The following sections expand on the comparative analysis between the Value Partition
ODP and the Class As Property Value ODP in several ways:
 They distinguish between the two scenarios of the Class As Property Value ODP
introduced earlier: (a) the most generic case, where the terminology to reuse and
its interpretation are dierent (Figure 3.2); and (b) the simplied case, where the
terminology to reuse and its interpretation conate (Figure 3.8).
 They use the generic structure of both ODPs to anchor the comparison so that
the results can be extrapolated to any specic use case of the patterns.
4.2.1 Separation of Interpretation and Terminology
The comparison between the Value Partition ODP (Figure 4.2) and the most generic
case of the Class As Value Property ODP (Figure 3.2) is problematic, because even
though from an implementation standpoint there are clear similarities, from an ontolog-
ical standpoint the similarities are dicult to justify.
4http://lists.w3.org/Archives/Public/public-owl-dev/2007OctDec/0078.html
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Value Partition Class As Prop. Value OWL Implementation
:V aluei (Not applicable) owl:Class (dened) ()(P)
(Not applicable) :Interpretationi (owl:Class - not asserted) (I)
:ViPartj
:Terminologyi owl:Class (primitive)
:TiClassj
(Not applicable) owl:NamedIndividual ()
:TDC owl:Class (primitive)
:ViPartjTDC
:IaTerminologyiTDC
owl:Class (dened) ()
:IaTiClassjTDC
:SpecificTDCx
owl:Class (primitive)
owl:NamedIndividual ()
:hasV aluei :hasInterpretationi
owl:ObjectProperty
owl:FunctionalProperty
() The Value Partition ODP requires the object property to be functional. The Class As Prop. Value
ODP does not.
Table 4.2: Alignment of the elements in the generic structures of the Value Partition
and Class As Property Value ODPs.
The main ontological issue has to do with the separate interpretation that the Class As
Property Value ODP does of the terminology to be reused. This separate interpretation
does not take place in the case of the Value Partition ODP.
In the case under consideration, both patterns are similar from an implementation stand-
point in the sense that both use a hierarchy of classes as values for an object property in
the ontology model. Class As Prop. Value uses the classes subsumed by :Terminologyi
as the value of the property :hasInterpretationa. Value Partition uses the classes sub-
sumed by :V aluei as the value of the property :hasV aluei.
However, the patterns are dierent from an ontological standpoint in the sense that
Class As Prop. Value changes the interpretation of the anonymous individuals of the
reused class :Terminologyi, while Value Partition preserves the same interpretation of
the anonymous individuals of the class :V aluei.
Table 4.2 attempts to compare side by side the elements that participate on both patterns
for the case under consideration, based on their implementation; bringing together:
(a) the elements of the generic structure of the Value Partition ODP introduced in
Figure 4.2 and Table 4.1; and
(b) the elements of the generic structure of the Class As Property Value ODP intro-
duced in Figure 3.2 and Table 3.1.
The alignments across both patterns are made based on the semantic equivalences in
the prototypical implementation of the elements involved. The generic implementation
of the main elements in both patterns was introduced in De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Value Partition Class As Property Value
(Pattern 2 - Variant 2) (Approach 4)
owl:Thing owl:Thing
|-- ()(P) :Health_Value |-- (I) :Subject (Not Asserted)
|-- :Good_health_value |-- :Animal
| |-- :Lion
| |-- :AfricanLion
|-- :Medium_health_value
|-- :Poor_health_value
|-- :Person |-- :Book
|-- () :Healthy_person |-- () :BookAboutAnimal
| |-- () :BookAboutLion
| |-- () :BookAboutAfricanLion
|-- () :John |-- () :TheAfricanLionBook
|-- () :LionsLifeInThePrideBook
owl:topObjectProperty owl:topObjectProperty
|-- :has_health_status |-- dc:subject
Figure 4.4: Side by side comparison of the elements in (a) the Value Partition ODP in
Rector (2005)(xPattern 2{Variant 2) and (b) the Class As Property Value ODP in Noy
(2005)(xApproach 4); as per Table 4.2.
the Value Partition ODP and in Denition 3.1 and 3.2 for the Class As Value Property
ODP.
There are elements in one of the patterns that do not have a counterpart on the other
pattern and thus, the \(Not applicable)" label in Table 4.2. This is the case for the
element :V aluei in the Value Partition ODP and the elements :Interpretationa and
:hasInterpretationi (not intended to be a functional property) in the Class As Property
Value ODP.
Figure 4.4 attempts to illustrate the comparison of the generic structure of the ontology
patterns recapped in Table 4.2 with the specic examples of:
(a) Pattern 2{Variant 2 of the Value Partition ODP in Rector (2005); and
(b) Approach 4 of the Class As Property Value ODP in Noy (2005).
4.2.2 Conation of Interpretation and Terminology
The alignment between these two patterns becomes more evident when, in the case of the
Class As Property Value, the notion of :Interpretationa and :Terminologyi conates.
In this case, the elements in the generic structure of the Value Partition ODP (Figure 4.2)
and the simplied version of the Class As Prop. Value ODP (Figure 3.8), align from a
prototypical implementation standpoint but also from an ontological standpoint.82 Chapter 4 Revisiting the Value Partition ODP
Value Partition Class As Prop. Value OWL Implementation
:V aluei :Terminologyi
owl:Class (dened) ()(P)
(Not applicable) owl:Class (primitive)
:ViPartj
:TiClassj owl:Class (primitive)
(Not applicable) owl:NamedIndividual ()
:TDC owl:Class (primitive)
:ViPartjTDC :TiClassjTDC owl:Class (dened) ()
:SpecificTDCx
owl:NamedIndividual ()
owl:Class (primitive)
:hasV aluei :hasTerminologyi
owl:ObjectProperty
owl:FunctionalProperty
() The Value Partition ODP requires the object property to be functional. The Class As Prop. Value
ODP does not.
Table 4.3: Alignment of the Value Partition and the Class As Property Value (when
:Interpretationa and :Terminologyi conate) ODPs.
Table 4.3 attempts to compare side by side the elements that participate on both patterns
for the case under consideration; bringing together:
(a) the elements of the generic structure of the Value Partition ODP introduced in
Figure 4.2 and Table 4.1; and
(b) the elements of the simplied generic structure of the Class As Property Value
ODP introduced in Figure 3.8 and Table 3.2.
This alignment is again drawn upon the implementation, the relationship and the in-
tended use of the elements in the specied version of the generic structure of the two
patterns. Note the simplication of Table 4.3 with respect to Table 4.2. The disap-
pearance of the :Interpretationa element, facilitates the alignment of mainly (:V aluei,
Terminologyi) and (:hasV aluei, :hasTerminologyi), simplifying the mappings of the
rest of elements dependent upon these.
To further characterize the alignment in Table 4.3, two additional gures are provided:
 Figure 4.5, which places side by side the specic version of the generic structure
of the Value Partition and the simplied Class As Property Value.
 Figure 4.6, which places side by side the Value Partition example in Rector (2005)
(xPattern 2 - Variant 2) from Figure 4.3 and the Class As Property Value example
in Noy (2005) (xApproach 4) with the variation in the :Zoo domain from Figure 3.7,
so that :Interpretationa and :Terminologyi conates.
Note that both gures also illustrate the simplication in the alignment between the two
patterns of Table 4.3 with respect to Table 4.2.Chapter 4 Revisiting the Value Partition ODP 83
(Value Partition ODP) (Class As Property Value ODP)
owl:Thing owl:Thing
|-- :Modifier |
|-- ()(P) :V aluei |-- :Terminologyi
|-- [:ViPartj | () :ViPartj] |-- :TiClassj
|-- :TiClassjClass::: etc.
|-- :Self_standing_entity
|-- :TargetDomainConcept (or :TDC) |-- :TargetDomainConcept (or :TDC)
|-- () :ViPartjTDC |-- () :TiClassjTDC
| |-- :TiClassjClass:::TDC etc.
|-- [:SpecificTDCx | |-- [:SpecificTDCx |
() :SpecificTDCx] () :SpecificTDCx]
owl:topObjectProperty owl:topObjectProperty
|-- :hasV aluei |-- :hasTerminologyi
Figure 4.5: Side by side comparison between the generic structure of the Value Partition
ODP and the simplied version of the Class As Property Value ODP.
Value Partition Class As Property Value
(Pattern 2 - Variant 2) (Approach 4)
owl:Thing owl:Thing
|-- ()(P) :Health_Value |-- :Animal
|-- :Good_health_value |-- :Lion
| |-- :AfricanLion
|-- :Medium_health_value
|-- :Poor_health_value
|-- :Person |-- :Zoo
|-- () :Healthy_person |-- () :ZooWithLion
| |-- () :ZooWithAfricanLion
|-- () :John |-- () :LondonZoo
|-- () :NewYorkZoo
owl:topObjectProperty owl:topObjectProperty
|-- :has_health_status |-- :hasAnimal
Figure 4.6: Alignment of the elements in (a) the Value Partition ODP in Rector
(2005)(x Pattern 2{Variant 2) and (b) the Class As Property Value ODP in Noy
(2005)(x Approach 4) in the :Zoo domain; with relation to Table 4.3.
4.2.3 Summary
This section summarizes the similarities and dierences between the two ODPs under
examination based on the information presented so far.
The similarities can be summarized as follows:
 Regarding the OWL expressivity of the underlying ontology model, both ODPs
keep it within OWL-DL.
 Regarding the overall generic structure, both ODPs are applied to a target domain
concept, a universe of discourse represented by the owl:Class :TDC that delimits84 Chapter 4 Revisiting the Value Partition ODP
the scope of the patterns. This target domain concept contains two types of
elements that represent, perform and implement the same functionality on both
ODPs: (a) the dened subclasses of :TDC; and (b) the :SpecificTDCx elements.
 Regarding the hierarchy of classes for the version of the Value Partition ODP in
which the values of the feature space (:ViPartj) are implemented as classes (i.e.
Pattern 2{Variant 2 of Rector (2005)):
{ Both ODPs use a hierarchy of classes to provide anonymous individuals as
property values for other concepts in the ontology model.
{ Regarding the anonymous individuals for the simplied version of the Class
As Property Value in which the notion of interpretation and terminology
conate (i.e. Figure 3.7 derived from Approach 4 of Noy (2005)):
 In both ODPs, the anonymous individuals are of the same type of the
other individuals in the class. (i.e. in Pattern 2{Variant 2 of Rec-
tor (2005), all individuals of a given :ViPartj class represent a good
health value or a medium health value or a poor health value and in
Figure 3.7 derived from Approach 4 of Noy (2005), all individuals of a
given :TiClassj represent an actual lion, an actual African lion, etc.).
The dierences are recapped below:
 Regarding the hierarchy of classes:
{ In the Value Partition ODP the hierarchy of classes conforms to the denition
of value partition and is used as a representation of features, attributes, or
modiers that describe other concepts in the ontology model.
{ In the Class As Property Value ODP the hierarchy of classes does not have
to conform to the restriction of a value partition and is used as a terminology
or subject index to annotate other domain concepts in the ontology model.
 Regarding the object property:
{ In the Value Partition ODP the object property is functional.
{ In the Class As Property Value ODP it does not have to be.
 Regarding the anonymous individuals, for the version of the Value Partition ODP
in which the values of the feature space (:ViPartj) are implemented as classes and
for the most generic version of the Class As Property Value in which the notion of
interpretation and terminology are distinct:
{ In the Value Partition ODP the anonymous individuals are of the same type
of the other individuals in the class (i.e. in Pattern 2{Variant 2 of Rector
(2005), all individuals of a given :ViPartj class represent a good health value
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{ In the Class As Property Value ODP the anonymous individuals are of dier-
ent type of the other individuals in the class (i.e. the anonymous individuals in
Approach 4 of Noy (2005) are subjects while others represent actual animals:
an actual lion, an actual African lion, etc.).
Based on these similarities and dierences between the two ODPs, it can be concluded
that the version of the Value Partition ODP in which the values of the feature space
(:ViPartj) are implemented as classes is a renement or a specialization of the simpli-
ed version of the Class As Property Value ODP in which the notion of interpretation
and terminology conate. The specialization is given by: (a) the requirement of value
partition to the terminology hierarchy of classes; and (b) the requirement of functional
property to the object property featured in the pattern.
In other words, every instance of the version of the Value Partition ODP in which the
values of the feature space (:ViPartj) are implemented as classes is also an instance
of the simplied version of the Class As Property Value ODP in which the notion of
interpretation and terminology conate, although the vice versa is usually not true.
4.3 Conclusions
The generic structure of the ontology schema of the Value Partition ODP is introduced
based on the examples of Rector (2005). This schema can accommodate the two versions
of the pattern described by Rector (2005).
A prototypical implementation of the main elements (with the possible variations) that
conform to the generic schema of the pattern is provided.
The generic structure presented, allows to perform a comparative analysis between the
generic ontology schemata of the Value Partition ODP with respect to the Class As
Property Value ODP described in Chapter 3.
The comparative analysis reveals a series of alignments between the two patterns that
can be divided into two types: (a) the alignment from an implementation standpoint
of the Value Partition and the most generic case of the Class As Property Value; and
(b) the alignment from an implementation but also ontological standpoint of the Value
Partition and the simplied case of the Class As Property Value, when in the latter, the
notion of interpretation and terminology conates.
Based on the dierences and similarities exposed between the two patterns, the version
of the Value Partition ODP in which the values of the feature space are implemented
as classes, (i.e. Pattern 2{Variant 2 of Rector (2005)) can be seen as a renement or
more restrictive case of the simplied version of the Class As Property Value ODP where86 Chapter 4 Revisiting the Value Partition ODP
the notion of interpretation and terminology conates, (i.e. the example in Figure 3.7
derived from Approach 4 of Noy (2005)).
Thus, an instance of the version of the Value Partition ODP in which the values of the
feature space (:ViPartj) are implemented as classes is also an instance of the simplied
version of the Class As Property Value ODP in which the notion of interpretation and
terminology conate, although this is usually not true in the opposite direction.Chapter 5
Revisiting the Normalization
ODP
5.1 Normalization ODP
The Normalization pattern is classied as a \Good Practice" ODP in the catalog of ODPs
introduced in Egana-Aranguren (2005) Egana-Aranguren (2009) (available online1). It
can be applied to any OWL DL ontology that consists of a polyhierarchy where some
semantic axes can be pointed. Each of those axes will be a module. One of their most
powerful features, is the ability of logical reasoners to link these independent ontology
modules to allow them to be separately maintained, extended, and re-used.
The pattern also establishes a series of requirements that a normalized ontology should
meet, some of which are summarized below:
 The essence for the normalization proposal is that the primitive skeleton of the
domain ontology should consist of disjoint homogeneous trees (also referred to as
modules) Rector (2003).
 Each primitive class that is part of the primitive skeleton should only have a
primitive parent, and primitive sibling classes should be disjoint, creating the
modules Egana-Aranguren (2005)(x 4.3.2.1).
 This implies that for any two primitive concepts either one subsumes the other
or they are disjoint. Assertion of multiple inheritance relations among primitive
concepts are not allowed Rector (2003).
 Normalization allows exactly one unlabeled avour of is-kind-of link corresponding
to the links declared in the primitive skeleton. All others are inferred by the
reasoner Rector (2003).
1http://odps.sourceforge.net/ (see x Normalization)
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owl:Thing
|-- :Module1
|-- [:M1Elem1 | () :M1Elem1]
|-- [:M1Elem2 | () :M1Elem2]
|-- (... rest of elements of :Module1)
|-- :Module2
|-- [:M2Elem1 | () :M2Elem1]
|-- [:M2Elem2 | () :M2Elem2]
|-- (... rest of elements of :Module2)
|-- (... rest of modules and their elements)
|-- :TargetDomainConcept (or :TDC)
|-- () :M1Class1TDC
|-- () :M1Class2TDC
|-- () (... rest of defined classes based on :Module1)
|-- () :M2Class1TDC
|-- () :M2Class2TDC
|-- () (... rest of defined classes based on :Module2)
|-- () (... rest of defined classes based on subclasses of the rest of modules)
|-- :SpecificTDC1
|-- () :SpecificTDC2
|-- [:SpecificTDC3 | () :SpecificTDC3]
|-- (... rest of specific items from the :TDC to be represented and classified)
owl:topObjectProperty
|-- :hasModule1
|-- :hasModule2
|-- (... rest of properties based on the rest of modules)
() denotes a dened owl:Class.
() denotes an owl:NamedIndividual.
[:a j () :a] denotes :a can be either an owl:Class or an owl:NamedIndividual.
Figure 5.1: Generic structure of the Normalization ODP.
5.1.1 Structure and Elements
There are several examples of the generic structure of the Normalization ODP in the
literature Egana-Aranguren (2005)(x 4.3.2.1), Egana-Aranguren (2009)(x 6.1.5, x A.13)
and online1. Figure 5.1 presents the specic version of the generic structure that this
paper will refer to hereafter, which preserves the required characteristics of the pattern.
Figure 5.2 depicts a further generalization of the structure in Figure 5.1 and introduces
the following notation:
 :Modulei denotes a primitive class that represents one of the modules or semantic
axes identied.
 :MiElemj denotes a primitive owl:Class or an owl:NamedIndividual that represents
a subset or a specic instance respectively, of the module class :Modulei.
 :hasModulei denotes an object property that links the elements :MiElemj of a
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owl:Thing
|-- :Modulei
|-- [:MiElemj | () :MiElemj]
|-- :TargetDomainConcept (or :TDC)
|-- () :MiClassjTDC
|-- [:SpecificTDCx | () :SpecificTDCx]
owl:topObjectProperty
|-- :hasModulei
Figure 5.2: Generic structure of the Normalization ODP.
 :TDC denotes a primitive class representing the domain concept being normalized
(the scope and universe of discourse of the pattern). The elements of the class
:TDC are involved in the poly-hierarchies that the Normalisation pattern aims
to untangle and manage. The property :hasModulei links the elements of the
class :TDC to the elements :MiElemj from the various modules or semantic axes
:Modulei.
 :MiClassjTDC denotes a dened subclass of the target domain concept :TDC,
dened by a relationship to a single element :MiElemj of the module or semantic
axis class :Modulei, via the property :hasModulei. Note there is a one-to-one re-
lationship between a dened class :MiClassjTDC and the specic value :MiElemj
that it derives from.
 :SpecificTDCx denotes an element from the target domain concept :TDC, that
is described with one of the specic elements :MiElemj of the module or semantic
axis class :Modulei, via the property :hasModulei. Note that a given element
:SpecificTDCx may be described with several elements :MiElemj from dierent
modules or semantic axes :Modulei. An element :SpecificTDCx can be imple-
mented as an owl:NamedIndividual or as an owl:Class depending on the required
semantic in the ontology model.
The ontological relationship that exists between an element :SpecificTDCx and the mul-
tiple elements :MiElemj from the dierent modules :Modulei is the underlying reason
for the poly-hierarchies that the Normalisation ODP aims to decouple and manage.
Table 5.1 summarizes the elements of the generic structure of the Normalisation ODP
in Figure 5.2 just introduced and their corresponding OWL implementation.
5.1.2 Implementation
One of the main features of the Normalization ODP is to enable a reasoner to main-
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Class As Prop. Value OWL Implementation
:Modulei owl:Class (primitive)
:MiElemj
owl:Class (primitive)
owl:NamedIndividual ()
:TDC owl:Class (primitive)
:MiElemjTDC owl:Class (dened) ()
:SpecificTDCx
owl:Class (primitive)
owl:NamedIndividual ()
:hasModulei owl:ObjectProperty
Table 5.1: OWL Implementation of the Normalisation ODP.
:MiClassjTDC involved in its description. This feature is accomplished encoding the
conditions of the subsumption relation as restrictions in the implementation of the classes
:MiClassjTDC and :SpecificTDCx.
Denition 5.1. The implementation of a generic dened class :MiClassjTDC is given
as follows:
1 :MiClassjTDC
2 rdf:type owl:Class ;
3 rdfs:subClassOf :TDC ;
4 owl:equivalentClass [ rdf:type owl:Restriction ;
5 owl:onProperty :hasModulei ;
6 owl:someValuesFrom :MiElemj
7 ] .
Listing 5.1: Implementation of a generic dened class :MiClassjTDC
This implementation indicates that:
 A :MiClassjTDC class is equivalent to an anonymous class described by an exis-
tential property restriction.
 The restriction is on the object property :hasModulei associated to the module
:Modulei that subsumes the class :MiElemj.
 The ller of the restriction is the class :MiElemj linked to the denition of
:MiClassjTDC.
Denition 5.2. The implementation of a generic class :SpecificTDCx is given as fol-
lows:
1 :SpecificTDCx
2 rdf:type owl:Class ;
3 rdfs:subClassOf :TDC ,
4 [ rdf:type owl:Restriction ;
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6 owl:someValuesFrom :MiElemj
7 ] ,
8 [ ... rest of existential restrictions on property :hasModulei
9 for every class :MiElemj that participates
10 in the description of :SpecificTDCx
11 ] .
Listing 5.2: Implementation of a generic class :SpecificTDCx
This representation indicates the following:
 A class :SpecificTDCx is subsumed by a variable number of anonymous classes.
More specically, one anonymous class for every class :MiElemj of every module
:Modulei that is linked to the description of :SpecificTDCx. Every anonymous
class is represented by an existential property restriction such as:
{ The restriction is on the object property :hasModulei, associated to the mod-
ule :Modulei that subsumes the class :MiElemj.
{ The ller of the restriction is the class :MiElemj, linked to the description
of :SpecificTDCx.
This implementation of the classes :MiClassjTDC and :SpecificTDCx respectively,
enable a reasoner to infer and maintain the subsumption relations between a given class
:SpecificTDCx and the various classes :MiClassjTDC that it is related to.
Specic examples of the Normalization ODP in the literature Egana-Aranguren (2005)(x 4.3.2.1),
Egana-Aranguren (2009)(x 6.1.5, x A.13) and online1 demonstrate the features of the
pattern in specic use case scenarios.
5.2 Alignment of the Normalization, Value Partition and
Class As Prop. Value ODPs
This section analyzes the alignment among the Normalization ODP, the Value Parti-
tion ODP, and the simplied version of the Class As Property Value ODP, in which
the elements :Interpretationa and :Terminologyi conate as described previously in
Section 3.4.
The relationship between Normalization and Value Partitions is fairly evident and it is
referred to in previous works Egana-Aranguren (2005). Perhaps more subtle it is the
relationship to the simplied version of the Class As Property Value ODP. Once again,
the generic structure of three ODPs is used to anchor the comparison, so that the results92 Chapter 5 Revisiting the Normalization ODP
Normalisation Value Partition Class As Value OWL Implementation
:Modulei
:V aluei :Terminologyi
owl:Class (dened) ()(P)
(Not applicable) owl:Class (primitive)
:MiElemj :ViPartj
:TiClassj owl:Class (primitive)
(Not applicable) owl:NamedIndividual ()
:TDC owl:Class (primitive)
:MiElemjTDC :ViPartjTDC :TiClassjTDC owl:Class (dened) ()
:SpecificTDCx
owl:NamedIndividual ()
owl:Class (primitive)
:hasModulei :hasV aluei :hasTerminologyi
owl:ObjectProperty
owl:FunctionalProperty 
() The Value Partition ODP requires the object property to be functional. The Class As Property
Value ODP and the Normalisation ODP does not.
Table 5.2: Alignment of the elements in the generic structure of the ODPs: (a) Normal-
ization, (b) Value Partition; and (c) the simplied version of Class As Property Value
where :Interpretationa and :Terminologyi conate.
can be extrapolated to any specic use case or instantiation of the patterns. Extending
the comparative analysis to the three patterns, reveal further similarities and analogies.
Table 5.2 compares side by side the elements that participate in the three patterns
under consideration. Table 5.2 extends the comparison captured in Table 4.3 adding
to it the elements of the Normalisation ODP. The comparison is again drawn upon the
implementation, the relationship and the intended use of the elements in the specied
version of the generic structure of the three patterns, and it brings together the following:
(a) the elements of the generic structure of the Normalisation ODP introduced in
Figure 5.2 and Table 5.1,
(b) the elements of the generic structure of the Value Partition ODP introduced in
Figure 4.2 and Table 4.1; and
(c) the elements of the simplied generic structure of the Class As Property Value ODP
introduced in Figure 3.8 and Table 3.2, in which the elements :Interpretationa and
:Terminologyi conate.
To illustrate the alignments across the three patterns, two gures are put forward as
examples:
 Figure 5.3, which places side by side the elements of the Normalisation ODP and
the corresponding elements of the ontology model in the Value Partition ODP
example of Pattern 2{Variant 2 by Rector (2005) as shown in Figure 4.3.Chapter 5 Revisiting the Normalization ODP 93
owl:Thing (Norm ODP Generic Structure)
|-- :Modifier
|-- ()(P) :Health_Value (:Module1)
|-- :Good_health_value (:M1Class1)
|-- :Medium_health_value (:M1Class2)
|-- :Poor_health_value (:M1Class3)
|-- :Self_standing_entity
|-- :Person (:TargetDomainConcept)
|-- () :Healthy_person (:M1Class1TDC)
|-- () :John (:SpecificTDC1)
owl:topObjectProperty
|-- :has_health_status (:hasModule1)
Figure 5.3: Relationship between the Value Partition ODP in Rector (2005)(xPattern 2{
Variant 2) and the Normalization ODP.
owl:Thing (Norm ODP Generic Structure)
|-- :Animal (:Module1)
|-- :Lion (:M1Class1)
|-- :AfricanLion (:M1Class1Class1)
|-- :Zoo (:TargetDomainConcept)
|-- () :ZooWithLions (:M1Class1TDC)
|-- () :ZooWithAfricanLions (:M1Class1Class1TDC)
|-- () :LondonZoo (:SpecificTDC1)
|-- () :NewYorkZoo (:SpecificTDC2)
owl:topObjectProperty
|-- :hasAnimal (:hasModule1)
Figure 5.4: Relationship between the Class As Prop. Value ODP in Noy
(2005)(xApproach 4) and the Normalization ODP.
 Figure 5.4, which places side by side the elements of the Normalisation ODP and
the corresponding elements of the ontology model in the simplied version of the
Class As Property Value ODP example based on Approach 4 by Noy (2005) as
shown in Figure 3.7.
5.2.1 Summary
This section summarizes the similarities and dierences between the three ODPs under
examination based on the information presented so far.
The similarities can be summarized as follows:
 Regarding the OWL expressivity of the underlying ontology model, the three ODPs
keep it within OWL-DL.
 Regarding the overall generic structure, the three ODPs are applied to a target
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delimits the scope of the patterns. This target domain concept contains two types
of elements that represent, perform and implement the same functionality on all
three ODPs: (a) the dened subclasses of :TDC; and (b) the :SpecificTDCx
elements.
 Regarding the hierarchy of classes for: (a) the version of Normalisation ODP in
which the elements (:MiElemj) of a semantic axis are implemented as classes; and
(b) the version of the Value Partition ODP in which the values of the feature space
(:ViPartj) are implemented as classes (i.e. Pattern 2{Variant 2 of Rector (2005)):
{ All three ODPs use a hierarchy of classes to provide anonymous individuals
as property values for other concepts in the ontology model.
{ Regarding the anonymous individuals for the simplied version of the Class
As Property Value in which the notion of interpretation and terminology
conate (i.e. Figure 3.7 derived from Approach 4 of Noy (2005)):
 In all three ODPs, the anonymous individuals are of the same type of
the other individuals in the class (:MiElemj, :ViPartj, and :TiClassj
respectively).
 Regarding reasoning, all the benets provided by the good-practice Normalisation
ODP apply to the other two patterns. The subsumption relations that could lead
to complex manually encoded poly-hierarchies, are maintained by the reasoner in
all three ODPs.
The dierences are recapped below:
 Regarding the hierarchy of classes, in the of Normalisation ODP, the requirements
of the hierarchy of classes subsumed by :Modulei fall between the requirements of
the hierarchy of classes subsumed by :Terminologyi and :V aluei in the other two
patterns respectively, in the sense that:
{ :Modulei is more restrictive than :Terminologyi because all primitive sub-
classes of the former are disjoint, while this is not a requirement in the latter.
{ :Modulei is less restrive than :V aluei because the subclasses of the former
are not required to exhaust or cover :Modulei, while this is required in the
latter as per the denition of value partition.
 Regarding the object property, in the Value Partition ODP the object property is
functional, while in the Normalisation and Class As Property Value ODPs this is
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5.3 Conclusions
The generic structure of the ontology schema of the Normalisation ODP is introduced
based on the characterization of the pattern by Egana-Aranguren (2005), Egana-Aranguren
(2009). A prototypical implementation of the generic structure main elements required
by the pattern is provided.
The generic structure presented, allows one to perform a comparative analysis between
the generic ontology schemata of the Normalisation ODP with respect to the Value
Partition ODP described in Chapter 4 and the simplied version of the Class As Property
Value ODP, in which the notion of interpretation and terminology conates, as described
in Chapter 3{Section 3.4.
The comparative analysis reveals a series of alignments and dierences among the three
patterns. The Normalisation ODP can be seen as a superset, one degree higher in the
level of abstraction with respect to the other two patterns, where a module or semantic
axis :Modulei can be populated by a descriptive feature :V aluei of the Value Partition
ODP or a terminology :Terminologyi of the Class As Property Value ODP.
Aligning a :Modulei to a :Terminologyi or to a :V aluei, the relationship, functionality
and implementation among the rest of the elements in the generic ontology schema of
the three patterns is analogous. Thus, an instantiation of the Normalisation ODP may
as well be composed of an instantiation of the Value Partition ODP or the Class As
Property Value ODP.
In other words:
(a) An instantiation of the VP ODP in which the elements :ViPartj are implemented
as classes, is also an instantiation of the Normalisation ODP in which the elements
:MiElemj are implemented as classes. However, the vice versa may not be true.
(b) An instantiation of the Normalisation ODP in which the elements :MiElemj are
implemented as classes, is also an instantiation of the CPV ODP. However, the
vice versa may not be true.
(c) From (a) and (b) it follows that an instantiation of the VP ODP in which the
elements :ViPartj are implemented as classes, is also an instantiation of the CPV
ODP. However, the vice versa may not be true.
The ODP examples presented here, demonstrates the three statements above. This
can be easily tested by populating each statement with the applicable ODP examples
involved. In essence, three patterns that are aimed at three dierent modelling scenarios,
are ultimately implemented by a similar set of OWL idioms.Chapter 6
Introducing the Faceted
Classication ODP
6.1 Faceted Classication Scheme (FCS)
A basic overview of facet analysis and FCSs is given in Chapter 2{Section 2.4. This
chapter focuses on the main features of a FCS involved in the comparative analysis to
the Normalization ODP for a given domain of discourse.
Denton (2003)(x 0), characterized a FCS for a given domain as follows: \a set of mutually
exclusive and jointly exhaustive categories, each made by isolating one perspective on
the items (a facet), that combine to completely describe all the objects in question, and
which users can use, by searching and browsing, to nd what they need".
However, in order to develop a FCS it is required to go through the process of Facet
Analysis. Vickery describes Facet Analysis as: \The essence of facet analysis is the
sorting of terms in a given eld of knowledge into homogeneous, mutually exclusive
facets, each derived from the parent universe by a single characteristic of division"
Denton (2003)(x 2.3).
The key to Facet Analysis and FCSs is the notion of facet. Spiteri (1998) simplied
existing canons and principles used in established Universal FCSs in Library Science.
One of such principles is dened by the author as follows: \The Principles of Homo-
geneity and Mutual Exclusivity state respectively that facets must be homogeneous and
mutually exclusive, i.e., that the contents of any two facets cannot overlap, and that
each facet must represent only one characteristic of division of the parent universe" .
In this sense, each facet can be designed separately and it models the domain of discourse
from a distinct aspect. Each facet consists of a terminology, a nite set of terms that
exhaust the facet. This set of terms is also referred to as foci.
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There are numerous types of FCSs that vary in complexity. For example, FCSs that
include several subject elds containing multiple facets and subfacets Vickery (2008)(x 8,
Fig. 1). However, the following section characterizes the elements of a simple generic
FCS that will be used to anchor the discussion hereafter.
6.1.1 Structure and Elements
Denition 6.1. Elements of a simple generic Faceted Classication Scheme:
 Target Domain Concept (TDC).
 Facets: Facet1, Facet2, ..., rest of facets.
 Terms or foci (organized by facets):
{ Facet1: F1Term1, F1Term2, ..., rest of terms in Facet1.
{ Facet2: F2Term1, F2Term2, ..., rest of terms in Facet2.
{ ... rest of terms by facet.
 Set of items (from the TDC) to classify: Item1, Item2, ..., rest of items.
The following notation is introduced to refer to the elements of a generic FCS in De-
nition 6.1:
 TDC denotes the domain or universe of discourse. The domain-specic concept
targeted by the FCS.
 Faceti denotes one of the facets of the FCS.
 FiTermj denotes one of the terms of Faceti.
 Itemx denotes one the items from the domain of discourse to be classied.
Example 6.1. Table 6.1 recaps the nal FCS developed for the \Dishwasher Detergent"
domain example in Denton (2003)(x 2.4). The elements of the schema t into the generic
structure presented in Denition 6.1 where:
 The TDC element is populated with the domain \Dishwasher Detergent".
 Faceti elements are populated with the facets: \Agent", \Form", \Brand Name",
\Scent", \Eect On Agent", and \Special Property".
 FiTermj elements are populated with the terms or foci listed below (grouped by
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Dish Detergent FCS
Facet Term
Agent dishwasher, person
Form gel, gelpac, liquid, powder, tablet
Brand Name Cascade, Electrasol, Ivory, No Name, Palmolive, President's
Choice, Sunlight
Scent green apple, green tea, lavender, lemon, mandarin, ocean
breeze, orange blossom, orchard fresh, passion ower, ruby
red grapefruit, ylang ylang
Eect on Agent aroma therapy (subdivisions: invigorating, relaxing)
Special Property antibacterial
Table 6.1: \Dish Detergent" FCS example by Denton (2003)(x 2.4).
{ Agent: dishwasher, person.
{ Form: gel, gelpac, liquid, powder, tablet.
{ Brand Name: Cascade, Electrasol, Ivory, No Name, Palmolive, President's
Choice, Sunlight.
{ Scent: green apple, green tea, lavender, lemon, mandarin, ocean breeze, or-
ange blossom, orchard fresh, passion ower, ruby red grapefruit, ylang ylang.
{ Eect on Agent: aroma therapy (subdivisions: invigorating, relaxing).
{ Special Property: antibacterial.
 Itemx elements are populated in this case with two example items to classify:
{ \President's Choice Antibacterial Hand Soap and Dishwasher Liquid".
{ \Palmolive Aroma Therapy, Lavender and Ylang Ylang".
6.2 Alignment of a FCS to the Normalization ODP
A comparative analysis between the main characteristics of a FCS and the Normalization
ODP presented in previous sections, indicates the existence of key similarities between
the elements in the generic structures of both conceptual models.
One such key similarity lies in the notion of facet in FCSs and the notion of module
(or semantic axis) in the Normalisation ODP. Both elements represent one perspective
of the domain being modeled, a single characteristic of division, a single criterion of
classication in their respective paradigms.
Another key similarity is linked to the requirement for facets in a FCS to be homogeneous
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ODP to be comprised of primitive classes arranged in a structure of disjoint homogeneous
class trees.
These key similarities prompt to identify a mapping between the elements of both con-
ceptual models that allows one to transform a FCS into a normalized ontology model.
In this rst approach, the mapping aims to keep the design choices of the resultant nor-
malized ontology as simple and straight-forward as possible, without compromising any
of the requirements and features of both FCSs and the normalization mechanism. This
approach might not be suitable for converting all possible schemata into a normalized
ontology but it is an attempt to provide an initial set of basic design guidelines. These
guidelines can be extended hereafter to support more complex cases of FCSs.
The main principle is to represent each facet as a independent module or semantic
axis. Following this principle makes the application of the Normalization ODP almost
straight-forward. Moreover, the resultant ontology includes the representation of the
multiple alternative classication criteria that were considered in the original FCS for
the target domain concept.
Table 6.2 summarizes the alignment of the elements in the generic structure of both
conceptual models. This alignment enables the conversion from a FCS to an OWL DL
ontology by applying the Normalization ODP.
 The rst column (leftmost), contains the elements of a generic FCS as introduced
in Section 6.1{Denition 6.1.
 The second column contains the elements of the Normalization ODP generic struc-
ture as introduced in Section 5.1{Figure 5.2.
 The third column represents the selected OWL notation for the elements of a
generic FCS in the context of the Normalization ODP generic structure.
 The forth column (rightmost), indicates the OWL implementation chosen for ev-
ery element. The selection complies with the requirements of the normalization
mechanism.
Based on the principle of representing each facet as a module, the underlying ideas
behind the mappings in Table 6.2 can be outlined as follows:
 The target domain concept TDC represents the domain of discourse of both a
FCS and the Normalization ODP. The primitive class :TDC fullls that role in
the normalized ontology.
 A facet Faceti from a generic FCS corresponds to a module :Modulei in the Nor-
malization ODP, therefore it becomes a primitive class :Faceti in the normalized
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Library Sc. Ontology Modeling
FCS Norm. ODP FCS in Norm. OWL Impl.
TDC :TDC owl:Class (primitive)
Faceti
:Modulei :Faceti owl:Class (primitive)
:hasModulei :hasFaceti owl:ObjectProperty
FiTermj
:MiElemj :FiTermj
owl:Class (primitive)
owl:NamedIndividual ()
:MiClassjTDC :FiTermjTDC owl:Class (dened) ()
Itemx :SpecificTDCx
owl:Class (primitive)
owl:NamedIndividual ()
Table 6.2: Alignment of a Faceted Classication Scheme to the Normalization ODP
 A facet Faceti from a FCS also becomes an object property :hasFaceti in the
normalized ontology, given that for every module :Modulei in the Normalization
ODP, there is an object property :hasModulei.
 From the relationship between facet and module, it follows that a facet term
FiTermj from a FCS maps to a module element :MiElemj from the Normaliza-
tion ODP. Both elements represent the same notion in their respective conceptual
models. A subdivision, a renement of the facet or module that they complement
respectively. Therefore, a facet term FiTermj from a FCS becomes an element
:FiTermj in the normalized ontology.
 A facet term FiTermj from a FCS also produces a dened class :FiTermjTDC in
the normalized ontology, given that for every element :MiElemj in the Normal-
ization ODP, there is a corresponding dened class :MiClassjTDC.
 Every item Itemx to be classied in the FCS aligns to an element :Specificx that is
automatically classied by a reasoner in the Normalization ODP. Therefore, every
element Itemx is represented as an element :SpecificTDCx in the normalized
ontology.
The rest of this section details the characteristics of the resultant normalized ontology
model that is obtained by applying the Normalization ODP to a generic FCS. The
application of the pattern is driven by the alignments summarized in Table 6.2. The
process is illustrated using the example of the \Dishwasher Detergent" FCS presented
in Section 6.1.1{Example 6.1.
6.2.1 Structure and Elements
Figure 6.1 depicts the placement of the elements of a generic FCS into the generic
structure of the Normalization ODP based on the structure of the pattern in Figure 5.2
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owl:Thing
|-- :Faceti
|-- :FiTermj
|-- :TargetDomainConcept (or :TDC)
|-- () :FiTermjTDC
|-- :SpecificTDCx
owl:topObjectProperty
|-- :hasFaceti
Figure 6.1: Generic structure of the Faceted Classication Scheme ODP.
Figure 6.2 further illustrates the high-level picture of the main steps involved in the
transformation, going from FCS to ontology model via Normalisation ODP as per the
identied alignments between the two.
Example 6.2. Now let us populate the generic ontology structure in Figure 6.1 with the
specic elements of the \Dishwasher Detergent" FCS example. Figure 6.3 presents the
overall normalized ontology class diagram obtained.
It is important to note that the structure in Figure 6.3 includes axioms to comply
with the requirement already stated of the Normalization ODP. That is, the skeleton of
primitive classes consists of disjoint homogeneous tress where each primitive class only
has a primitive parent, and primitive sibling classes are disjoint. This class structure
create the modules or semantic axes of the Normalisation pattern. Such requirement
complies as well with the FCS requirement of facets being homogeneous and mutually
exclusive based on the alignments in Table 6.2.
Two additional gures are provided to support Example 6.2:
 Figure 6.4 can be seen as an instantiation of the process summarised by Figure 6.2
for the \Dishwasher Detergent" FCS example. It illustrates the placement of the
elements of the \Dishwasher Detergent" FCS into the ontology schema that results
from the application of the alignments between a FCS and the Normalisation ODP.
 Figure 6.5 focuses on one aspect of the transformation of the \Dishwasher De-
tergent" FCS example from Figure 6.4. It focuses on the relationship between
the dened classes :FiElemjTDC, subsumed by the target domain concept class
:TDC; and the corresponding elements :FiElemj from the various facet classes
:Faceti; via the applicable object property :hasFaceti.Chapter 6 Introducing the Faceted Classi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owl:Thing
|-- :Agent
|-- :Person
|-- :Dishwasher
|-- :Form
|-- :Gel
|-- :Gelpac
|-- (... rest of terms in the facet "Form")
|-- :BrandName
|-- :Cascade
|-- :Electrasol
|-- (... rest of terms in the facet "Brand Name")
|-- :Scent
|-- :GreenApple
|-- :GreenTea
|-- (... rest of terms in the facet "Scent")
|-- :EffectOnAgent
|-- :AromaTherapy
|-- :Invigorating
|-- :Relaxing
|-- :SpecialProperty
|-- :Antibacterial
|-- :DishwasherDetergent (:TDC)
|-- () :ManualDishDetergent
|-- () :DishwasherDishDetergent
|-- () :GelDishDetergent
|-- () :GelpacDishDetergent
|-- () (... rest of subclasses for each term in the facet "Form")
|-- () :CascaseDishDetergent
|-- () :ElectrasolDishDetergent
|-- () (... rest of subclasses for each
term in the facet "Brand Name")
|-- () :GreenAppleDishDetergent
|-- () :GreenTeaDishDetergent
|-- () (... rest of subclasses for each term in the facet "Scent")
|-- () :AromaTherapyDishDetergent
|-- () :InvigoratingDishDetergent
|-- () :RelaxingDishDetergent
|-- () :AntibacterialDishDetergent
|-- :PresidentsPersonLiquidAntibacterial
|-- :PalmoliveAromaTherapyLavenderYlangYlang
|-- :SpecificDishDetergent3
|-- (... rest of specific dish detergent classes
:SpecificDishDetergentx to classify)
owl:topObjectProperty
|-- :hasAgent
|-- :hasForm
|-- :hasBrand
|-- :hasScent
|-- :hasEffectOnAgent
|-- :hasSpecialProperty
Figure 6.3: Normalized ontology structure of the FCS for the \Dishwasher Detergent"
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Figure 6.4: Placement of the Dish Detergent FCS elements into the Normalisation ODP
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Figure 6.5: Placement of the Dish Detergent FCS elements into the Normalisation ODP
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6.2.2 Implementation
6.2.2.1 Dened Classes
The generic implementation of a dened class :FiTermjTDC in terms of FCS ele-
ments is straight-forward based on the denition of :MiClassjTDC from Section 5.1{
Denition 5.1 and the corresponding mappings from Table 6.2.
Example 6.3. Let us illustrate the implementation of a dened class in the \Dishwasher
Detergent" FCS example. Consider the facet \Agent" which contains the terms \Person"
and \Dishwasher". From Table 6.2, these FCS elements t into the normalized ontology
as follows:
 :Faceti is populated with :Agent.
 :hasFaceti is populated with :hasAgent.
 :FiTermj is populated with :Person and :Dishwasher respectively.
 :FiTermjTDC is populated with :ManualDishDetergent and :DishwasherDishDe-
tergent respectively.
As an example, let us focus on the class :DishwasherDishDetergent. The implementation
in the normalized ontology can be stated as follows:
1 :DishwasherDishDetergent
2 rdf:type owl:Class ;
3 rdfs:subClassOf :DishDetergent .
4 owl:equivalentClass [ rdf:type owl:Restriction ;
5 owl:onProperty :hasAgent ;
6 owl:someValuesFrom :Dishwasher
7 ] ;
Listing 6.1: Implementation of the dened class :DishwasherDishDetergent
The implementation of the rest dened classes in the \Dishwasher Detergent" FCS shown
in Figure 6.3 follows the same rationale.
6.2.2.2 Classication Elements
The generic implementation of a class :SpecificTDCx in terms of FCS elements is
straight-forward following the implementation of :SpecificTDCx given in Section 5.1{
Denition 5.2 and the applicable mappings from Table 6.2.
To illustrate the representation of a specic dishwasher detergent, let us reuse one of the
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Antibacterial Hand Soap and Dishwashing Liquid" is classied in the cited reference as
follows:
 Agent: person
 Form: liquid
 Brand Name: President's Choice
 Scent: (none)
 Eect on Agent: (none)
 Special Property: antibacterial
From Table 6.2, the description of the example detergent reveals the following mappings:
 :TDC is populated by :DishDetergent.
 :SpecificTDCx is populated by :PresidentsPersonLiquidAntibacterial.
 There are four existential restrictions. One per facet term involved in the descrip-
tion of the specic detergent at hand (\person", \liquid", \President's Choice",
and \antibacterial"). Therefore, for each restriction:
{ :hasFaceti is populated with :hasAgent, :hasForm, :hasBrandName and :has-
SpecialProperty respectively.
{ :FiTermj is populated with :Person, :Liquid, :PresidentsChoice and :Antibac-
terial respectively.
Example 6.4. The implementation of this particular detergent in the normalized on-
tology can be stated as follows:
1 :PresidentsPersonLiquidAntibacterial
2 rdf:type owl:Class ;
3 rdfs:subClassOf :DishDetergent ,
4 [ rdf:type owl:Restriction ;
5 owl:onProperty :hasAgent ;
6 owl:someValuesFrom :Person
7 ] ,
8 [ rdf:type owl:Restriction ;
9 owl:onProperty :hasForm ;
10 owl:someValuesFrom :Liquid
11 ] ,
12 [ rdf:type owl:Restriction ;
13 owl:onProperty :hasBrandName ;
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15 ] ,
16 [ rdf:type owl:Restriction ;
17 owl:onProperty :hasSpecialProperty ;
18 owl:someValuesFrom :Antibacterial
19 ] .
Listing 6.2: Implementation of the owl:Class :PresidentsPersonLiquidAntibacterial
This description makes explicit the relationship between the specic detergent class
and every term of every facet that participates in the facet classication of the item.
Moreover, it enables a reasoner to infer that :PresidentsPersonLiquidAntibacterial is a
subclass of the following :FiTermjTDC dened classes: :ManualDishDetergent, :Liq-
uidDishDetergent, :PresidentsChoiceDishDetergent and :AntibacterialDishDetergent.
Figure 6.6 presents a portion of the inferred ontology class structure that results after
applying a standard OWL reasoner to classify the specic element \President's Choice
Antibacterial Hand Soap and Dishwashing Liquid" from Example 6.4, and the additional
example element \Palmolive Aroma Therapy, Lavender and Ylang Ylang" also provided
in Denton (2003)(x 2.4).
All subsumption relations between the two specic detergent examples and the dened
classes of the :TDC class :DishwasherDetergent, (in orange colour on Figure 6.6, or
darker grey if printed in grey-scale), are automatically created and maintained by the
OWL reasoner.
Figure 6.6 was generated using the OWLViz1 tab of the Protege 4.x2 open source On-
tology Editor.
The Faceted Classication ODP was initially drafted in Rodriguez-Castro et al. (2010b).
A version of the complete normalized ontology model for the \Dishwasher Detergent"
FCS example is available online in RDF/XML format3.
As already mentioned, in this rst approach, the idea is to keep the transformation
design guidelines simple, while complying with the requirements of a FCS and the Nor-
malization ODP. Nonetheless, the following subsections discuss certain design choices to
consider in the transformation process of a FCS into a normalized ontology.
6.2.3 Self-standing or Partitioning Concepts
The original normalization mechanism recommends to dierentiate classes in the ontol-
ogy model based on whether they represent a domain entity (also known as self-standing
or independent entity) or a modier entity (also known as rening or dependent entity)
1http://protegewiki.stanford.edu/wiki/OWLViz
2http://protege.stanford.edu/
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Rector (2003). The Normalization ODP derived from the original mechanism does not
explicitly request this distinction Egana-Aranguren (2005)(x 4.3.2.1), Egana-Aranguren
(2009)(x 6.1.5, x A.13). For simplicity, the proposed transformation guidelines consid-
ered all entities to be domain entities.
6.2.4 Domain and Range of Object Properties
The Normalization ODP does not prescribe the domain and range of object properties
in the pattern. It only requires that domain and range property restrictions do not
introduce overlap between primitive concepts that are intended to be disjoint. This
scenario can take place when the domain or range of a property is set to more than one
class which results in the intersection of the classes involved. Based on the denition of
the object property :hasFaceti, the natural choice of domain and range would be the
target domain concept class :TDC and the corresponding facet class :Faceti respectively.
That is:
1 :hasFaceti rdf:type owl:ObjectProperty ;
2 rdfs:domain :TDC ;
3 rdfs:range :Faceti .
6.2.5 Mutual Exclusion of Facets
There is a characteristic of a FCS system that could lead to some confusion. A FCS
requires its facets and facet terms to be mutually exclusive in the conceptual model of
the scheme. However, it allows to use multiple terms from the same facet to classify an
item from its domain of discourse. In library classication, such items are referred to as
compound subjects and ultimately they are the main motivation for faceted classication
schemes.
This characteristic is illustrated in the classication example of the detergent \Palmolive
Aroma Therapy, Lavender and Ylang Ylang" given in Denton (2003)(x 2.4) using two
terms of the same facet to classify the item (Scent: lavender, ylang ylang).
The feature of functional property provided by OWL allows one to capture this behavior
in an ontology model given that existential property restrictions lead to unsatisability
if a functional property is inferred to have two or more disjoint values.
In terms of our ontology model:
(a) The primitive classes :Lavender and :YlangYlang, subclasses of :Scent, are disjoint
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(b) As per Denition 5.2, the representation of the class :PalmoliveAromaTherapyLaven-
derYlangYlang includes two existential restrictions on property :hasScent over the
classes :Lavender and :YlangYlang respectively.
Under these conditions, if :hasScent is a functional property, the class :PalmoliveAro-
maTherapyLavenderYlangYlang would be inferred to be unsatisable.
6.3 Conclusions
The generic structure of a simple Faceted Classication Scheme is introduced based on
a simplied characterization of this library resource for a specic domain by Spiteri
(1998) and Denton (2003). The generic structure introduced, allows one to perform a
comparative analysis between the generic schemata of a FCS with respect to the generic
structure of the Normalisation ODP presented in Chapter 5{Section 5.1.1.
The comparative analysis reveals a series of alignments between these two knowledge
resources, that allows the transformation of a given FCS into a normalised OWL DL
ontology model, following a consistent and systematic approach. The key alignment of
a facet in a FCS to a :Modulei (semantic axis) in the Normalisation ODP, determines
the mapping, functionality and implementation of the rest of the elements in the generic
structure of the two conceptual paradigms. An existing FCS example in the domain of
\Dishwasher Detergent" is used to illustrate the main steps of our conversion procedure.
The overall transformation procedure, referred to as the Faceted Classication ODP and
summarised in Rodriguez-Castro et al. (2010a), can be classied as a Re-engineering
ODP according to the classication of patterns in Presutti et al. (2008)(x 2.2.2). This is
due to the fact that it provides a transformation of a non-ontological resource (a FCS)
into an ontological one (an normalised OWL DL ontology). The Faceted Classication
ODP is put forward as a partial solution to Research Question 1 of Section 1.4.
Some of the shortcomings that can be argued with the Faceted Classication ODP
approach, deals with support for more sophisticated and complex structures of FCSs and
the need of an OWL DL reasoner to fully benet from the advantages of the underlying
Normalisation ODP.Chapter 7
Evaluating the \Pizza" Domain
Concept in the Protege Tutorial
Horridge et al. (2009), authors of the practical guide to the Protege free open source on-
tology editor, use the domain concept of \Pizza" to familiarise readers with the features
of the editor and how they link to the W3C OWL specication.
The tutorial starts with an empty ontology model and as it makes progress, it builds an
ontology that represents plenty of dierent types of pizzas based on some key character-
istics such as the country of origin, the toppings used or the type of pizza base.
Looking at this representation of \Pizza" with the modeling problem subject of this
research in mind, these key characteristics of pizza could be seen as multiple classica-
tion criteria of the concept. The Protege tutorial represents these classication criteria
implicitly. Part of the aim of this evaluation section, is to show how bringing the repre-
sentation of the multiple classication criteria of \Pizza" to the forefront of the ontology
building process, can assist such process by limiting the opportunity for ad-hoc decisions.
The \Pizza" ontology built throughout the Protege tutorial, is based on an already
existing ontology model available online1. This is the model that will be used to carry
out this evaluation.
The \Pizza" ontology model makes use of the ODPs revisited throughout this research.
The Protege tutorial covers explicitly the Value Partition design pattern Horridge et al.
(2009)(x4.14) and it does makes reference in a fairly broad sense, to the Normalisation
design pattern as an ontology normalisation technique Horridge et al. (2009)(x4.11).
Yet, a further examination of the elements of the \Pizza" ontology, reveals a more
concealed use of the Class As Property Value pattern (not explicitly referred to) and
at a larger scale, of the Normalisation pattern in the terms covered in Chapter 3 and
1http://www.co-ode.org/ontologies/pizza/pizza.owl
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Chapter 5 respectively. For example, the \Pizza" ontology is built according to one of
the key principles of Normalisation, which states that the class hierarchy of the asserted
ontology model should form a simple tree. That is, classes do not have more than one
parent class (single inheritance).
7.1 Structure of the \Pizza" Ontology
The procedure to examine the \Pizza" ontology model is based on a reverse engineering
approach. It looks at the main element in the model, \Pizza", or :TDC in terms of
the Normalisation ODP generic structure. From there it identies the dened classes
subsumed by \Pizza" and observes to which other elements in the ontology these dened
classes are linked to. At that point is possible to realise if the elements linked to the var-
ious dened classes of \Pizza" are organised into separate modules as prescribed by the
Normalisation ODP rationale. Up to this point the elements :TDC:, :MiClassjTDC,
:MiElemj, and :Modulei have been identied. A review of the properties in the ontol-
ogy should also indicate if they align with a particular module as required by a generic
:hasModulei property. Going back to the class \Pizza", the primitive classes subsumed
by \Pizza" are examined to asses if they align to the generic element :SpecificTDCx.
The sections below detail the mapping of all the elements in the generic structure of the
Normalisation ODP to elements of the example \Pizza" ontology model.
7.1.1 Modules
A careful walk through the class hierarchy of the \Pizza" ontology indicates the existence
of several modules in the context of the Normalization ODP. In fact, four modules can be
identied. Using the notation of the Normalisation ODP generic structure in Figure 5.2,
the class names of the four modules (:Module1, :Module2, :Module3, and :Module4)
are respectively: :Country, :PizzaBase, :PizzaTopping, and :Spiciness. These four
modules are shown in Figure 7.1, 7.2, 7.3, and 7.4 respectively.
The four gures depict the class structure of each module in the \Pizza" ontology on the
left side and the element of the Normalisation ODP generic structure that corresponds
to each element of the class structure on the right. The alignment of the Normalisation
ODP to the Value Partition and Class As Property Value ODPs identied in Table 5.2,
together with the intended use and implementation of these four modules in the \Pizza"
ontology, indicate that:
 :Module1 (:Country) does not align to any of the elements of the Value Partition
or Class As Property Value ODPs, given that on one hand, the elements involved
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owl:Thing (Normalization ODP Generic Structure)
|-- :DomainConcept
|-- :Country (:Module1)
|-- () :America (:M1Elem1)
|-- () :England (:M1Elem2)
|-- () :France (:M1Elem3)
|-- () :Germany (:M1Elem4)
|-- () :Italy (:M1Elem5)
Figure 7.1: The Country of \Pizza".
owl:Thing (Normalization ODP Generic Structure)
|-- :DomainConcept
|-- :Food
|-- :PizzaBase (:Module2)
|-- :DeepPanBase (:M2Elem1)
|-- :ThinkAndCrispyBase (:M2Elem2)
Figure 7.2: The Base of \Pizza".
individuals being used as property values, not classes. The individuals of the
:Country class are used as values for the object property :hasCountryOfOrigin.
 :Module2 (:PizzaBase) does align to the element :Terminologyi of the Class As
Property Value ODP generic structure, given that the subclasses of :PizzaBase
are used as values for the object property :hasBase.
 :Module3 (:PizzaTopping) also aligns to the element :Terminologyi of the Class
As Property Value ODP, given that the subclasses of :PizzaTopping are used as
values for the object property :hasTopping.
 :Module4 (:Spiciness) is explicitly presented as a Value Partition and therefore
aligns to the element :V aluei of the Value Partition ODP. The object property
used to implement the pattern is :hasSpiciness.
These modules correspond to what the normalisation mechanism refers to as semantic
axes and to what this research has aligned to the notion of facet to represent the various
classication criteria that the domain concept under scrutiny is subject to.
7.1.2 Object Properties
Figure 7.5 summarizes the object properties in the \Pizza" ontology including the do-
main and range (if any) of each property and again, on the far right column the element
of the Normalisation ODP generic structure that the property maps into.
Note how the one-to-one relation in the Normalisation ODP generic structure between
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owl:Thing (Normalization ODP Generic Structure)
|-- :DomainConcept
|-- :Food
|-- :PizzaTopping (:Module3)
|-- :CheeseTopping (:M3Elem1)
|-- :FourCheesesTopping (:M3Elem1Elem1)
|-- :GoatsCheeseTopping (:M3Elem1Elem2)
|-- :GorgonzolaTopping (:M3Elem1Elem3)
|-- :MozzarellaTopping (:M3Elem1Elem4)
|-- :ParmesanTopping (:M3Elem1Elem5)
|-- :FishTopping (:M3Elem2)
|-- :AnchoviesTopping (:M3Elem2Elem1)
|-- :MixedSeafoodTopping (:M3Elem2Elem2)
|-- :PrawnsTopping (:M3Elem2Elem3)
|-- :FruitTopping (:M3Elem3)
|-- :SultanaTopping (:M3Elem3Elem1)
|-- :HerbSpiceTopping (:M3Elem4)
|-- :CajunSpiceTopping (:M3Elem4Elem1)
|-- :RosemaryTopping (:M3Elem4Elem1)
|-- :MeatTopping (:M3Elem5)
|-- :ChickenTopping (:M3Elem5Elem1)
|-- :HamTopping (:M3Elem5Elem2)
|-- :ParmaHamTopping (:M3Elem5Elem2Elem1)
|-- :HotSpicedBeefTopping (:M3Elem5Elem3)
|-- :PeperoniSausageTopping (:M3Elem5Elem4)
|-- :NutTopping (:M3Elem6)
|-- :PineKernels (:M3Elem6Elem1)
|-- :SauceTopping (:M3Elem7)
|-- :TobascoPepperSauce (:M3Elem7Elem1)
|-- () :SpicyTopping (:M3Elem8)
|-- :VegetableTopping (:M3Elem9)
|-- :ArtichokeTopping (:M3Elem9Elem1)
|-- :AsparagusTopping (:M3Elem9Elem2)
|-- :CaperTopping (:M3Elem9Elem3)
|-- :CheesyVegetableTopping (:M3Elem9Elem4)
|-- :GarlicTopping (:M3Elem9Elem5)
|-- :LeekTopping (:M3Elem9Elem6)
|-- :MushroomTopping (:M3Elem9Elem7)
|-- :OliveTopping (:M3Elem9Elem8)
|-- :OnionTopping (:M3Elem9Elem9)
|-- :RedOnionTopping (:M3Elem9Elem9Elem1)
|-- :PepperTopping (:M3Elem9Elem10)
|-- :GreenPepperTopping (:M3Elem9Elem10Elem1)
|-- :HotGreenPepperTopping (:M3Cl9Cl10Cl1Cl1)
|-- :JalapenoPepperTopping (:M3Elem9Elem10Elem2)
|-- :PeperonataTopping (:M3Elem9Elem10Elem3)
|-- :SweetPepperTopping (:M3Elem9Elem10Elem4)
|-- :PetitPoisTopping (:M3Elem9Elem11)
|-- :RocketTopping (:M3Elem9Elem12)
|-- :SpinachTopping (:M3Elem9Elem13)
|-- :TomatoTopping (:M3Elem9Elem14)
|-- :SlicedTomatoTopping (:M3Elem9Elem14Elem1)
|-- :SundriedTomatoTopping (:M3Elem9Elem14Elem2)
|-- () :VegetarianTopping (:M3Elem10)
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owl:Thing (Normalization ODP Generic Structure)
|-- ()(P) :ValuePartition
|-- () :Spiciness (:Module4)
|-- :Mild (:M4Elem1)
|-- :Medium (:M4Elem2)
|-- :Hot (:M4Elem3)
Figure 7.4: The Spiciness of \Pizza".
owl:topObjectProperty (rdfs : domain) (rdfs : range) (Normalization ODP)
|-- :hasCountryOfOrigin (:hasModule1)
|-- :hasIngredient :Food :Food
|-- :hasBase :Pizza :PizzaBase (:hasModule2)
|-- :hasTopping :Pizza :PizzaTopping (:hasModule3)
|-- :hasSpiciness :Spiciness (:hasModule4)
|-- :isIngredientOf :Food :Food
|-- :isBaseOf :PizzaBase :Pizza
|-- :isToppingOf :PizzaTopping :Pizza
Figure 7.5: Properties of the ontology model for \Pizza".
between the classes :Country, :PizzaBase, :PizzaTopping, :Spiciness and the object
properties :hasCountryOfOrigin, :hasBase, :hasTopping, :hasSpiciness respectively.
7.1.3 Target Domain Concept
Another key element of the Normalisation ODP is the class that represents the domain
or universe of discourse being normalised. What in the generic structure of the pattern
in Figure 5.2 is labeled as target domain concept, :TargetDomainConcept or :TDC. In
the \Pizza" ontology the :TDC element is represented by the class :Pizza.
Figure 7.6 captures the full class structure of the :Pizza class in the ontology. The right
side of Figure 7.6 indicates the element of the Normalisation ODP generic structure
associated to each element of the :Pizza class hierarchy. There are clearly two sections
of the :Pizza class structure that populates the two elements of the :TDC class structure,
: MiClassjTDC and :SpecificTDCx. These are respectively, all the dened subclasses
of :Pizza, and all the primitive subclasses of :NamedPizza. More about these two
elements in the following sections.
At this point, all the elements in the Normalisation ODP generic structure have been
identied in the \Pizza" ontology. Figures 7.1, 7.2, 7.3, 7.4, 7.5 and 7.6 indicates the
elements of the \Pizza" ontology that populate each of the elements in the Normalisation
ODP generic structure (:Modulei, :MiElemj, :hasModulei, :TDC, :MiClassjTDC,
:SpecificTDCx). The alignment between the two models is further supported by the
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owl:Thing (Normalization ODP Generic Structure)
|-- :DomainConcept
|-- :Food
|-- :Pizza (:TargetDomainConcept)
|-- () :CheeseyPizza (:M3Class1TDC)
|-- () :InterestingPizza (related to multiple :M3Elemj)
|-- () :MeatyPizza (:M3Class5TDC)
|-- () :NonVegetarianPizza (related to multiple :MiElemj)
|-- () :RealItalianPizza (:M1Class5TDC)
|-- () :SpicyPizza (:M3Class8TDC)
|-- () :SpicyPizzaEquivalent (:M4Class3TDC)
|-- () :ThinAndCrispyPizza (:M2Class2TDC)
|-- () :VegetarianPizza (related to multiple :MiElemj)
|-- () :VegetarianPizzaEquivalent1 (:M3Class10TDC)
|-- () :VegetarianPizzaEquivalent2 (related to multiple :MiElemj)
|-- :NamedPizza
|-- :American (:SpecificTDC1)
|-- :AmericanHot (:SpecificTDC2)
|-- :Cajun (:SpecificTDC3)
|-- :Capricciosa (:SpecificTDC4)
|-- :Caprina (:SpecificTDC5)
|-- :Fiorentina (:SpecificTDC6)
|-- :FourSeasons (:SpecificTDC7)
|-- :FruttiDiMare (:SpecificTDC8)
|-- :Giardiniera (:SpecificTDC9)
|-- :LaReine (:SpecificTDC10)
|-- :Margherita (:SpecificTDC11)
|-- :Mushroom (:SpecificTDC12)
|-- :Napoletana (:SpecificTDC13)
|-- :Parmense (:SpecificTDC14)
|-- :PolloAdAstra (:SpecificTDC15)
|-- :PrinceCarlo (:SpecificTDC16)
|-- :QuattroFormaggi (:SpecificTDC17)
|-- :Rosa (:SpecificTDC18)
|-- :Siciliana (:SpecificTDC19)
|-- :SloppyGiuseppe (:SpecificTDC20)
|-- :Soho (:SpecificTDC21)
|-- :UnclosedPizza (:SpecificTDC22)
|-- :Veneziana (:SpecificTDC23)
Figure 7.6: The \Pizza" domain concept.
7.1.3.1 Dened Classes
In the process of exploring the existing alignment of the \Pizza" ontology model to
the Normalization ODP generic structure, two groups of dened classes subsumed by
the target domain concept :Pizza can be distinguished. One group includes the dened
classes that conform to the implementation of a generic element :MiClassjTDC in the
Normalisation pattern given in Denition 5.1 and the other group includes the dened
classes that do not conform to such implementation. The former will be referred to as
\Single Dened Classes" and the latter as \Compound Dened Classes". Both groups
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1 :CheeseyPizza
2
3 rdf:type owl:Class ;
4
5 rdfs:label "PizzaComQueijo"@pt ;
6
7 owl:equivalentClass [ rdf:type owl:Class ;
8 owl:intersectionOf ( :Pizza
9 [ rdf:type owl:Restriction ;
10 owl:onProperty :hasTopping ;
11 owl:someValuesFrom :CheeseTopping
12 ]
13 )
14 ] ;
15
16 rdfs:comment "Any pizza that has at least 1 cheese topping."@en .
Listing 7.1: Implementation of the dened class :CheeseyPizza
Single Dened Classes The implementation of some dened subclasses of :Pizza
mirror the implementation of the generic dened class :MiClassjTDC in the Normali-
sation ODP.
For example, the implementation of :CheesyPizza (see Listing 7.1), and its use of the
property :hasTopping and class :CheeseTopping, mirrors the implementation of a class
:MiClassjTDC and its use of the property :hasModulei and class :MiElemj respec-
tively given in Denition 5.1. The one-to-one relationship between :CheesyPizza and
:CheeseTopping via the property :hasTopping holds as in the case of :MiClassjTDC,
:MiElemj and :hasModulei.
The rest of dened subclasses of :Pizza whose implementation t into the implemen-
tation of a normalised :MiClassjTDC class can be seen in Figure 7.6 with the specic
:MiClassjTDC class that they align with on their right side.
The dened classes :SpicyPizza and :SpicyPizzaEquivalent deserves a special remark. As
their names suggest, they provide two implementations to represent the same concept.
The two implementations t that of a dened class in the Normalisation ODP given in
Denition 5.1. They dier on the class :MiElemj, and object property :hasModulei
(and therefore on the module :Modulei as well), that each one is associated with.
 :SpicyPizza is dened in terms of :SpicyTopping via the object property :hasTop-
ping (part of :Module3 or :PizzaTopping in Figure 7.3).
 :SpicyPizzaEquivalent is dened in terms of :Hot via the object property :hasSpici-
ness (part of :Module4 or :Spiciness in Figure 7.4).
From Figure 7.6, it can be observed as well, that not all elements :MiElemj from
the four modules :Modulei in the \Pizza" ontology, contribute with a corresponding
de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1 :InterestingPizza
2
3 rdf:type owl:Class ;
4
5 rdfs:label "PizzaInteressante"@pt ;
6
7 owl:equivalentClass
8 [ rdf:type owl:Class ;
9 owl:intersectionOf ( :Pizza
10 [ rdf:type owl:Restriction ;
11 owl:onProperty :hasTopping ;
12 owl:minCardinality "3"^^xsd:nonNegativeInteger
13 ]
14 )
15 ] ;
16
17 rdfs:comment "Any pizza that has at least 3 toppings.
18 Note that this is a cardinality constraint on the hasTopping property
19 and NOT a qualified cardinality constraint (QCR).
20 A QCR would specify from which class the members in this relationship
21 must be. eg has at least 3 toppings from PizzaTopping.
22 This is currently not supported in OWL."@en .
Listing 7.2: Implementation of the dened class :InterestingPizza
Normalisation ODP generic structure. In general, such population of dened classes of
the target domain concept class :TDC is ne but also optional, driven by the ontology
requirements and the relevance to the ontology model of the dene class in question.
Compound Dened Classes Conversely, there are some :Pizza dened subclasses
whose implementation deviates from that of a dened class :MiClassjTDC in the Nor-
malisation ODP, however, from a functionality standpoint, they still full the same role.
They allow a reasoner to automatically manage the subsumption relations between them
and the elements in the ontology to be classied (the elements :SpecificTDCx that are
part of the :TDC class structure). Note the elements :SpecificTDCx in Figure 5.2
of the Normalisation ODP generic structure and in Figure 7.6 of the \Pizza" ontology
example).
For example, the implementation of the class :InterestingPizza (see Listing 7.2), does
not follow the implementation of a generic :MiClassjTDC class given that it does not
correspond to any class :MiElemj in any of the modules in the model. Yet, a reasoner
would automatically infer that any element of the ontology that has at least three top-
pings is a subclass of or an individual of type :InterestingPizza. That is exactly what
happens to all pizzas subsumed by :NamedPizza in Figure 7.6 except for :QuattroFor-
maggi and :UnclosedPizza, which do not meet the cardinality constraint of containing 3
or more toppings.
There rest of dened classes subsumed by :Pizza that present a behaviour similar to
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the normalisation functionality) are :NonVegeterianPizza, :VegeterianPizza, and :Vege-
terianPizzaEquivalent2. This is indicated in Figure 7.6 with the annotation \(no direct
mapping to a :MiElemj)" on the right side of the class.
Sources of Dened Classes In the case of the \Pizza" ontology, all existing modules
in the example (:Country, :PizzaBase, :PizzaTopping, and :Spiciness) contribute at least
with one element to the set of dened subclasses of :Pizza.
 The module with more representation is :PizzaTopping, for which there are four de-
ned classes associated to it via the property :hasTopping (:CheeseyPizza, :MeatyP-
izza, :SpicyPizza, and :VegetarianPizzaEquivalent1). The rest of modules con-
tribute with one element to the set of the dened :Pizza subclasses.
 The module :Country is represented by the class :RealItalianPizza via the property
:hasCountryOfOrigin.
 The module :PizzaBase is represented by the class :ThinAndCrispyPizza via the
property :hasBase.
 Finally the module :Spiciness is represented by the class :SpicyPizza through the
property :hasSpiciness.
7.1.3.2 Classication Elements
The classication elements (classes or individuals) in the Normalisation ODP refer to
the elements :SpecificTDCx of the generic structure. Figure 7.6 lists the classes that
align to a :SpecificTDCx element in the \Pizza" ontology. They are the subclasses
of the class :NamedPizza and represent all the specic types of pizzas that a reasoner
should automatically classify under the appropriate dened class(es) of :Pizza. The
implementation of the subclasses of :NamedPizza as per the normalisation mechanism,
enables a reasoner to infer all the subsumption relations of these subclasses.
For example, consider the implementation of the class :Napoletana, a subclass of :Named-
Pizza shown in Listing 7.3.
 The relationship between the class :Napoletana and the class :MozarellaTopping
via the object property :hasTopping enables a reasoner to infer that :Napoletana
is a subclass of the dened class :CheeseyPizza.
 The relationship between the class :Napoletana and the individual :Italy via the
object property :hasCountryOfOrigin enables a reasoner to infer that :Napoletana
is a subclass of the de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Figure 7.7: Inferred Napoletana Pizza.
 The rest of existential restrictions on the object property :hasTopping of the :Napo-
letana class, enables a reasoner to infer that :Napoletana is a subclass of the dened
classes :InterestingPizza and :NonvegetarianPizza.
Figure 7.6 presented the asserted class hierarchy of the \Pizza" ontology, including
the class :Napoletana. On the other hand, Figure 7.7 illustrates all the subsumption
inferences that a reasoner automatically calculates for the :Napoletana class based on
the implmentation as per the Normalisation ODP of the ontology elements involved.
The same analysis applies to the full list of specic pizzas subsumed by :NamedPizza
(from :American to :Veneziana) in Figure 7.6 of this \Pizza" ontology model example.
7.2 The Faceted Classication Scheme of \Pizza"
The previous sections have approached the \Pizza" ontology model example as an in-
stantiation of the Normalisation ODP in the terms presented throughout Chapter 5,
detailing the existing alignment between the two.
This section is an attempt to project this alignment one step further and try to present
a hypothetical FCS that would result in the \Pizza" ontology model example under
evaluation, based on the established alignments between a FCS and the Normalisation
ODP described in Chapter 6.
This exercise can be seen as a test of the bidirectionality of the transformation guidelines
of a FCS to a normalised ontology model.
With the transformation information summarised in Table 6.2 in mind, an initial trivial
attempt to produce the hypothetical FCS that would correspond to the \Pizza" ontology
example is captured in Table 7.1.
In that sense, Table 7.1 is populating the elements of the a generic FCS in the terms
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1 :Napoletana rdf:type owl:Class ;
2
3 rdfs:label "Napoletana"@pt ;
4
5 rdfs:subClassOf :NamedPizza ,
6 [ rdf:type owl:Restriction ;
7 owl:onProperty :hasTopping ;
8 owl:someValuesFrom :OliveTopping
9 ] ,
10 [ rdf:type owl:Restriction ;
11 owl:onProperty :hasCountryOfOrigin ;
12 owl:hasValue :Italy
13 ] ,
14 [ rdf:type owl:Restriction ;
15 owl:onProperty :hasTopping ;
16 owl:someValuesFrom :AnchoviesTopping
17 ] ,
18 [ rdf:type owl:Restriction ;
19 owl:onProperty :hasTopping ;
20 owl:someValuesFrom :CaperTopping
21 ] ,
22 [ rdf:type owl:Restriction ;
23 owl:onProperty :hasTopping ;
24 owl:someValuesFrom :TomatoTopping
25 ] ,
26 [ rdf:type owl:Restriction ;
27 owl:onProperty :hasTopping ;
28 owl:allValuesFrom [ rdf:type owl:Class ;
29 owl:unionOf ( :AnchoviesTopping
30 :CaperTopping
31 :MozzarellaTopping
32 :OliveTopping
33 :TomatoTopping
34 )
35 ]
36 ] ,
37 [ rdf:type owl:Restriction ;
38 owl:onProperty :hasTopping ;
39 owl:someValuesFrom :MozzarellaTopping
40 ] ;
41
42 owl:disjointWith :Parmense ,
43 :PolloAdAstra ,
44 :PrinceCarlo ,
45 :QuattroFormaggi ,
46 :Rosa ,
47 :Siciliana ,
48 :SloppyGiuseppe ,
49 :Soho ,
50 :UnclosedPizza ,
51 :Veneziana .
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Pizza Faceted Classication Scheme
Facet Term
Country America, England, France, Germany, Italy
Base Deep pan, Thin and crispy
Topping
Cheese Four cheeses, Goat, Gorgonzolla, Mozarella, Parmesan
Fish Anchovy, Mixed seafood, Prawn
Fruit Sultana raisin
Herb and spice Cajun spice, Rosemary
Meat Chicken, Ham, Hot and spiced beef, Pepperoni sausage
Nut Pine
Sauce Tabasco pepper
Vegetable Artichoke, Asparagus, Caper, Garlic, Leek, Mushroom,
Olive, Onion: fRed, Whiteg, Pepper: fGreen: fHotg,
Jalapeno, Pepperonata, Sweetg, Petit pois, Rocket,
Spinach, Tomato: fSliced, Sundriedg
Spiciness Hot, Medium, Mild
Table 7.1: Hypothetical \Pizza" FCS based on the \Pizza" ontology model example.
 The target domain concept (TDC) is obviously derived from the class :Pizza and
is the \Pizza" domain.
 The facets (Faceti) correspond to the four modules, semantic axes or principles of
division that are represented implicitly in the \Pizza" ontology example. In the
table: \Country", \Base", \Topping" and \Spiciness".
 The terms of the facets (FiTermj) are derived from the elements :MiElemj of the
modules.
 The items to classify (Itemx) correspond to the elements :SpecificTDCx of the
target domain concept :Pizza, which in this case are the subclasses of :NamedPizza
(:American, AmericanHot, Cajun, etc.).
7.2.1 The Facet of \Topping"
There is an aspect of the hypothetical Pizza FCS in Table 7.1 that presents a challenge to
the transformation guidelines given so far from Chapter 6, which is the facet or semantic
axis of \Topping".
As Figure 7.3 shows, the concept of \Topping" represented in the \Pizza" ontology
example is made of a hierarchy of classes of up to four levels of depth. To accommodate
such hierarchy structure in a FCS may require the use of subfacets (Vickery (2008)).
The transformation guidelines for a FCS identied in Chapter 6 focus on a simplied
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The characterisation of the facet \Topping" in Table 7.1 is the result of a naive and
intuitive approach, where: (a) the leaf nodes of the class hierarchy structure of the
module :Topping are mapped to an element FiTermj in the FCS structure; and (b) the
internal (non-leaf) nodes are represented as a subfacet of the facet \Topping".
For simplicity, only one sub-level of the facet \Topping" is represented in the column
\Facet" of Table 7.1. The rest are indicated in the column \Term", using curly-brackets
such as: \Onion fRed, Whiteg", etc.
Again, this approach is merely intuitional and the support and transformation of a
subfacet in the context of this research requires further investigation.
7.3 Conclusions
The example ontology model in the domain of \Pizza" by Horridge et al. (2009) is
evaluated with the focus set on the modelling of multiple classication criteria.
The elements that conform the \Pizza" ontology are dissected and analyzed using a
reverse engineering approach, with the goal of identifying alignments to the elements of
the generic structure of the three ODPs revisited throughout this research.
The analysis reveals that the \Pizza" ontology model can be seen as an instantiation of
the Normalisation ODP, where the class :Pizza is the :TDC element of the pattern and
there are four modules or semantic axes :Modulei, represented by the classes: :Country,
:PizzaBase, :PizzaTopping and :Spiciness.
In fact, the \Pizza" ontology model meets one of the main conditions of normalisation,
and it does not present any multiple inheritance relations in the asserted ontology model.
That is, there are no classes with more than one superclass manually asserted.
This instantiation of the Normalisation ODP in the \Pizza" ontology is composed of the
instantiation of other ODPs such as:
 An instantiation of the Value Partition ODP, where the element :TDC of the
pattern is also the class :Pizza, and the element :V aluei is represented by the class
:Spiciness.
 An instantiation of the simplied version of the Class As Property Value ODP, (in
which the notion of interpretation and terminology conate), where the element
:TDC of the pattern is also the class :Pizza, and two elements :Terminologyi are
populated by the class :PizzaBase and :PizzaTopping respectively.
Not all dened classes :MiElemjTDC of the target domain concept in the Normalisation
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from a single element :MiElemj, (what has been referred to as single dened classes).
They can become fairly sophisticated and combine various elements :MiElemj to create
interesting subsets of the target domain concept, (what has been called compound dened
classes).
It can also happen that an instantiation of the Normalisation ODP includes another
instantiation of the pattern on a smaller scale. This can be observed in the \Pizza"
ontology example as well, where another instance of the Normalisation ODP can be
seen with the elements:
 The class :PizzaTopping as the target domain concept :TDC.
 The class :Spiciness as a module or semantic axis again :Modulei. In this case,
the domain of \Pizza Topping" classied by its spiciness level.
 The class :SpicyTopping as an element :MiElemjTDC, a dened subclass of :Piz-
zaTopping.
 The various subclasses of :PizzaTopping as the classication elements :SpecificTDCx.
This instance of the Normalisation ODP at the :PizzaTopping class scope, (taking place
within the overall instantiation at the :Pizza class scope), allows an OWL DL reasoner to
automatically classify the classes :CajunSpiceTopping, :HotGreenPepperTopping, :Hot-
SpicedBeefTopping, :JalapenoPepperTopping and :TobascoPepperSauce as subclasses of
the dened class :SpicyTopping.
The instantiations of the Normalisation ODP identied throughout this analysis of the
\Pizza" ontology example brings to the forefront the classication criteria implicitly
considered in the ontology model, namely \Pizza" viewed by the \country of origin",
the \type of base", the \type of toppings" and the \level of spiciness". With these clas-
sication criteria, these semantic axes or principles of division, and the generic structure
of the Faceted Classication ODP from Chapter 6, a hypothetical FCS in the domain
of \Pizza" is proposed.
The creation of the \Pizza" FCS from the \Pizza" ontology model, suggests areas of
the transformation guidelines between the two knowledge resources that require further
investigation such as the inclusion of subfacets.Chapter 8
Evaluating the \Wine" Domain
Concept in the OWL Language
Guide
The next evaluation ontology model example focuses on the domain concept of \Wine".
As mentioned in the introduction to this chapter, an early version of this \Wine" on-
tology was used to provide basic guidelines on how to create your rst ontology [Noy
and McGuinness (2001)]. The authors of the rst guide to the OWL Web ontology
language Welty et al. (2004), created a new version of the \Wine" ontology to introduce
and navigate readers throughout the elements and features of the the rst version of the
W3C OWL specication, also referred to as OWL 1.0.
In the example ontology, wines are described based on their type of grape, region of
production, color, body, avor, and even sugar levels. Once again, with the modeling
problem that motivated this research, those various characteristics that determine a
particular type of wine, can be regarded as multiple classication criteria for the concept
of wine.
As an introductory guide, the referred document does not delve into topics pertaining
to ODPs. There are no references to any of the ODPs discussed so far. Yet, the follow-
ing evaluation illustrates that the \Wine" example ontology model implicitly exhibits
instances of the Value Partition ODP and partly even of the Normalisation ODP.
The \Wine" ontology employed throughout Welty et al. (2004), is based on an already
existing ontology model available online1 and is the model that will be used to carry out
this evaluation.
1http://www.w3.org/TR/owl-guide/wine.rdf
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8.1 Structure of the \Wine" Ontology
The heuristic procedure to examine the \Wine" ontology example is the same as in the
case of the \Pizza" ontology example, and it is based on a reverse engineering approach.
The sections that follow, discuss the alignment of the \Wine" ontology example to
the elements of the generic structure of the Normalisation ODP (:Modulei, :MiElemj,
:hasModulei, :TDC, :MiClassjTDC, and :SpecificTDCx).
8.1.1 Modules
 :Module1 (vin:WineGrape) does not align to any of the elements of the Value
Partition or Class As Property Value ODPs, given that on one hand, the ele-
ments involved (the individuals :M1Elemj) do not form a partition and on the
other, these are individuals being used as property values, not classes. The in-
dividuals of the vin:WineGrape class are used as values for the object property
vin:madeFromGrape.
 :Module2 (vin:Region) does not align to any of the elements of the Value Partition
or Class As Property Value ODPs, given that on one hand, the elements involved
(the individuals :M2Elemj) do not form a partition and on the other, these are
individuals being used as property values, not classes. The individuals of the
vin:Region class are used as values for the object property vin:locatedIn.
 :Module3 (vin:WineColor) is explicitly presented as a Value Partition and therefore
aligns to the element :V aluei of the Value Partition ODP. The object property used
to implement the pattern is vin:hasColor.
 :Module4 (vin:WineBody) is explicitly presented as a Value Partition and therefore
aligns to the element :V aluei of the Value Partition ODP. The object property used
to implement the pattern is vin:hasBody.
 :Module5 (vin:WineFlavor) is explicitly presented as a Value Partition and there-
fore aligns to the element :V aluei of the Value Partition ODP. The object property
used to implement the pattern is vin:hasFlavor.
 :Module6 (vin:WineSugar) is explicitly presented as a Value Partition and there-
fore aligns to the element :V aluei of the Value Partition ODP. The object property
used to implement the pattern is vin:hasSugar.
8.1.2 Object Properties
Figure 8.4 summarizes the object properties in the \Wine" ontology including the do-
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owl:Thing (Normalization ODP
|-- food:ConsumableThing Generic Structure)
|-- food:EdibleThing
|-- food:SweetFruit
|-- food:Grape
|-- vin:WineGrape (:Module1)
|-- () vin:CabernetFrancGrape (:M1Elem1)
|-- () vin:CabernetSauvignonGrape (:M1Elem2)
|-- () vin:ChardonnayGrape (:M1Elem3)
|-- () vin:CheninBlancGrape (:M1Elem4)
|-- () vin:GamayGrape (:M1Elem5)
|-- () vin:MalbecGrape (:M1Elem6)
|-- () vin:MerlotGrape (:M1Elem7)
|-- () vin:PetiteSyrahGrape (:M1Elem8)
|-- () vin:PetiteVerdotGrape (:M1Elem9)
|-- () vin:PinotBlancGrape (:M1Elem10)
|-- () vin:PinotNoirGrape (:M1Elem11)
|-- () vin:RieslingGrape (:M1Elem12)
|-- () vin:SangioveseGrape (:M1Elem13)
y
|-- () vin:SauvignonBlancGrape (:M1Elem14)
|-- () vin:SemillonGrape (:M1Elem15)
|-- () vin:ZinfandelGrape (:M1Elem16)
(y) denotes elements that do not participate in the denition of a dened class subsumed by vin:Wine
(see Section 8.1.3.1(x Dened Classes)).
Figure 8.1: The Grape of \Wine".
of the Normalisation ODP generic structure that the property maps into. Note how
the one-to-one relation in the Normalisation ODP generic structure between the class
:Modulei and the object property :hasModulei holds in the \Wine" ontology between
the classes vin:WineGrape, vin:Region, vin:WineColor, vin:WineBody, vin:WineFlavor,
vin:WineSugar and the object properties vin:madeFromGrape, vin:locatedIn, vin:hasColor,
vin:hasBody, vin:hasFlavor, vin:hasSugar respectively.
8.1.3 Target Domain Concept
In terms of the notation used to characterize the generic structure of any of the ODPs
covered in previous chapters (i.e. Figure 5.2), the element of the \Wine" ontology that
corresponds to the target domain concept or the :TDC element, is the class food:Wine
or the class vin:Wine (which in the ontology are equivalent).
The main OWL elements for the purpose of this evaluation, that are part of the vin:Wine
class can be organized into two groups. One group is formed by all the classes (in their
majority dened classes), subsumed by the :TDC class vin:Wine, and another group
is formed by all the individuals that are of type vin:Wine. Figure 8.5 and Figure 8.6
present these two groups respectively.
Observing the structure of the \Wine" ontology and the generic structure of the Nor-
malisation ODP given in Figure 5.2, a correlation can be drawn between the elements
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owl:Thing (Normalization ODP Generic Structure)
|-- vin:Region (:Module2)
|-- () vin:AlsaceRegion (:M2Elem1)
|-- () vin:AnjouRegion (:M2Elem2)
|-- () vin:ArroyoGrandeRegion (:M2Elem3)

|-- () vin:AustralianRegion (:M2Elem4)

|-- () vin:BeaujolaisRegion (:M2Elem5)
|-- () vin:BordeauxRegion (:M2Elem6)
|-- () vin:BourgogneRegion (:M2Elem7)
|-- () vin:CaliforniaRegion (:M2Elem8)
|-- () vin:CentralCoastRegion (:M2Elem9)

|-- () vin:CentralTexasRegion (:M2Elem10)

|-- () vin:ChiantiRegion (:M2Elem11)
y
|-- () vin:CotesDOrRegion (:M2Elem12)
|-- () vin:EdnaValleyRegion (:M2Elem13)

|-- () vin:FrenchRegion (:M2Elem14)
|-- () vin:GermanyRegion (:M2Elem15)
|-- () vin:ItalianRegion (:M2Elem16)
|-- () vin:LoireRegion (:M2Elem17)
|-- () vin:MargauxRegion (:M2Elem18)
|-- () vin:MedocRegion (:M2Elem19)
|-- () vin:MendocinoRegion (:M2Elem20)

|-- () vin:MeursaultRegion (:M2Elem21)
|-- () vin:MuscadetRegion (:M2Elem22)
|-- () vin:NapaRegion (:M2Elem23)

|-- () vin:NewZealandRegion (:M2Elem24)

|-- () vin:PauillacRegion (:M2Elem25)
|-- () vin:PortugalRegion (:M2Elem26)
y
|-- () vin:SancerreRegion (:M2Elem27)
|-- () vin:SantaBarbaraRegion (:M2Elem28)

|-- () vin:SantaCruzMountainsRegion (:M2Elem29)

|-- () vin:SauterneRegion (:M2Elem30)
y
|-- () vin:SonomaRegion (:M2Elem31)

|-- () vin:SouthAustraliaRegion (:M2Elem32)

|-- () vin:StEmilionRegion (:M2Elem33)
|-- () vin:TexasRegion (:M2Elem34)
|-- () vin:ToursRegion (:M2Elem35)
|-- () vin:USRegion (:M2Elem36)
(;y) denote elements that do not participate in the denition of a dened class subsumed by vin:Wine
(see Section 8.1.3.1(x Dened Classes)).
Figure 8.2: The Region of \Wine".
 Many of the classes in Figure 8.5 align to a generic class :MiClassjTDC in the
context of the Normalisation ODP generic structure.
 The individuals in Figure 8.6 corresponds to a generic element :SpecificTDCx in
the generic structure of the same ODP.
To highlight this correlation, Figure 8.5 includes the specic class :MiClassjTDC on the
right-hand side of the relevant subclass of the class vin:Wine, while Figure 8.6 includes
the element :SpecificTDCi also on the right-hand side of the individual of the class
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owl:Thing (Normalization ODP Generic Structure)
|-- () vin:WineDescriptor
|-- ()(P) vin:WineColor (:Module3)
|-- () vin:Red (:M3Elem1)
|-- () vin:Rose (:M3Elem2)
|-- () vin:White (:M3Elem3)
|-- :WineTaste
|-- ()(P) vin:WineBody (:Module4)
|-- () vin:Full (:M4Elem1)
|-- () vin:Light (:M4Elem2)
y
|-- () vin:Medium (:M4Elem3)
y
|-- ()(P) vin:WineFlavor (:Module5)
|-- () vin:Delicate (:M5Elem1)
y
|-- () vin:Moderate (:M5Elem2)
y
|-- () vin:Strong (:M5Elem3)
y
|-- ()(P) vin:WineSugar (:Module6)
|-- () vin:Dry (:M6Elem1)
|-- () vin:OffDry (:M6Elem2)
|-- () vin:Sweet (:M6Elem3)
(y) denote elements that do not participate in the denition of a dened class subsumed by vin:Wine
(see Section 8.1.3.1(x Dened Classes)).
Figure 8.3: The Color, Body, Flavor and Sugar of \Wine".
owl:topObjectProperty (rdfs : domain) (rdfs : range) (Norm: ODP)
|-- vin:hasMaker
|-- vin:hasWineDescriptor vin:Wine vin:WineDescriptor
|-- vin:hasBody vin:WineBody (:hasModule4)
|-- vin:hasColor vin:Wine vin:WineColor (:hasModule3)
|-- vin:hasFlavor vin:WineFlavor (:hasModule5)
|-- vin:hasSugar vin:WineSugar (:hasModule6)
|-- vin:locatedIn owl:Thing vin:Region (:hasModule2)
|-- food:madeFromFruit food:ConsumableThing food:Fruit
|-- vin:madeFromGrape vin:Wine vin:WineGrape (:hasModule1)
Figure 8.4: Properties of the ontology model for \Wine".
8.1.3.1 Dened Classes
Figure 8.5 presents all the dened classes subsumed by the vin:Wine class in the \Wine"
ontology. Similar to the case of the \Pizza" ontology model in Chapter 7, the total
number of dened classes can be further subdivided into two dierent groups based
on their implementation in the \Wine" ontology. These will be referred to as \Single
Dened Classes" and \Compound Dened Classes"; and both groups are presented in
the sections below.
Single Dened Classes The rst group is formed by the dened classes whose
implementation conforms to the implementation of a generic element :MiClassjTDC
in the Normalisation ODP generic structure presented in Denition 5.1. The main
characteristic of this implementation lies in the one-to-one relationship between the
de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owl:Thing (Normalization ODP Generic Structure)
|-- food:Wine () vin:Wine (:TargetDomainConcept)
|-- () vin:AlsatianWine (:M2Class1TDC)
|-- () vin:AmericanWine (:M2Class36TDC)
|-- () vin:Beaujolais (:M2Class5TDC)
|-- () vin:Bordeaux (:M2Class6TDC)
|-- () vin:Medoc (:M2Class19TDC)
|-- () vin:Margaux (:M2Class18TDC)
|-- () vin:Pauillac (:M2Class25TDC)
|-- () vin:RedBordeaux (related to :M2Elem6, :M3Elem1)
|-- vin:Sauternes
|-- () vin:StEmilion (:M2Class33TDC)
|-- () vin:WhiteBordeaux (related to :M2Elem6, :M3Elem3)
|-- () vin:Burgundy (:M2Class7TDC)
|-- () vin:RedBurgundy (related to :M2Elem7, :M3Elem1)
|-- () vin:CotesDOr (:M2Class12TDC)
|-- () vin:WhiteBurgundy (related to :M2Elem7, :M3Elem3)
|-- () vin:Meursault (:M2Class21TDC)
|-- () vin:CabernetFranc (:M1Class1TDC)
|-- () vin:CabernetSauvignon (:M1Class2TDC)
|-- () vin:CaliforniaWine (:M2Class8TDC)
|-- () vin:Chardonnay (:M1Class3TDC)
|-- () vin:CheninBlanc (:M1Class4TDC)
|-- vin:DessertWine
|-- () vin:IceWine (related to :M3Elem3, :M5Elem2, :M5Elem3, :M6Elem3)
|-- () vin:SweetRiesling (related to :M1Elem12, :M6Elem3)
|-- () vin:DryWine (:M6Class1TDC)
|-- () vin:DryRedWine (related to :M6Elem1, :M3Elem1)
|-- () vin:DryWhiteWine (related to :M6Elem1, :M3Elem3)
|-- vin:EarlyHarvest
|-- () vin:FrenchWine (:M2Class14TDC)
|-- () vin:FullBodiedWine (:M4Class1TDC)
|-- () vin:Gamay (:M1Class5TDC)
|-- () vin:GermanWine (:M2Class15TDC)
|-- () vin:ItalianWine (:M2Class16TDC)
|-- vin:Chianti
|-- vin:LateHarvest
|-- () vin:IceWine (related to :M3Elem3, :M5Elem2, :M5Elem3, :M6Elem3)
|-- vin:Sauternes
|-- () vin:Loire (:M2Class17TDC)
|-- () vin:Anjou (:M2Class2TDC)
|-- () vin:Muscadet (:M2Class22TDC)
|-- () vin:Sancerre (:M2Class27TDC)
|-- () vin:Tours (:M2Class35TDC)
|-- () vin:WhiteLoire (related to :M2Elem17, :M3Elem3)
|-- () vin:Meritage (related to :M1Elem1, :M1Elem2, :M1Elem6, :M1Elem7, :M1Elem9)
|-- () vin:Merlot (:M1Class7TDC)
|-- () vin:PetiteSyrah (:M1Class8TDC)
|-- () vin:PinotBlanc (:M1Class10TDC)
|-- () vin:PinotNoir (:M1Class11TDC)
|-- () vin:RedWine (:M3Class1TDC)
|-- () vin:DryRedWine (related to :M6Elem1, :M3Elem1)
|-- vin:Port
|-- () vin:RedBordeaux (related to :M2Elem6, :M3Elem1)
|-- () vin:RedBurgundy (related to :M2Elem7, :M3Elem1)
|-- () vin:CotesDOr (:M2Class12TDC)
|-- () vin:Riesling (:M1Class12TDC)
|-- () vin:DryRiesling (related to :M1Elem12, :M6Elem1)
|-- () vin:RoseWine (:M3Class2TDC)
|-- () vin:SemillonOrSauvignonBlanc (related to :M1Elem14, :M1Elem15)
|-- () vin:SauvignonBlanc (:M1Class14TDC)
|-- () vin:Semillon (:M1Class15TDC)
|-- () vin:SweetWine (:M6Class3TDC)
|-- () vin:TableWine (:M6Class1TDC)
|-- () vin:RedTableWine (related to :M6Elem1, :M3Elem1)
|-- () vin:WhiteTableWine (related to :M6Elem1, :M3Elem3)
|-- () vin:TexasWine (:M2Class34TDC)
|-- () vin:WhiteWine (:M3Class3TDC)
|-- () vin:DryWhiteWine (related to :M6Elem1, :M3Elem3)
|-- () vin:WhiteBordeaux (related to :M2Elem6, :M3Elem3)
|-- () vin:WhiteBurgundy (related to :M2Elem7, :M3Elem3)
|-- () vin:Meursault (:M2Class21TDC)
|-- () vin:WhiteLoire (related to :M2Elem17, :M3Elem3)
|-- () vin:WhiteNonSweetWine (related to :M6Elem1, :M6Elem2, :M3Elem3)
|-- () vin:Zinfandel (:M1Class16TDC)
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1 :ItalianWine rdf:type owl:Class ;
2
3 owl:equivalentClass [ rdf:type owl:Class ;
4 owl:intersectionOf ( :Wine
5 [ rdf:type owl:Restriction ;
6 owl:onProperty :locatedIn ;
7 owl:hasValue :ItalianRegion
8 ]
9 )
10 ] .
Listing 8.1: Implementation of the dened class :ItalianWine
from, via the property :hasModulei. Figure 8.5 indicates the dened classes that belong
to this group specifying on the right-hand side of the gure, the single :MiClassjTDC
class associated to them.
For example, consider the implementation of the dened class :ItalianWine in Listing 8.1
extracted verbatim from the \Wine" ontology. The one-to-one relationship between the
classes :ItalianWine and :ItalianRegion (from the module :Region), via the property
:locatedIn, holds similarly as it does between the classes :MiClassjTDC and :MiElemj
(in module :Modulei), via the property :hasModulei in Denition 5.1.
For the purpose of this evaluation, the class :ItalianRegion in the \Wine" ontology, is
aligned to the class :M2Elem16 in :Module2 (see Figure 8.2). Along the same line, the
class :ItalianWine is aligned to class :M2Class16TDC (see Figure 8.5) and the property
:locatedIn aligns to the property :hasModule2 (see Figure 8.4).
As it can be observed from Figure 8.5, roughly two thirds of the dened classes subsumed
by vin:Wine, belong to this group (they are associated to a single :MiClassjTDC el-
ement) and their implementation is similar to that of :ItalianWine in Listing 8.1. Classes
such as vin:AmericanWine, vin:Bordeaux, vin:Burgundy, vin:DryWine, vin:FullBodiedWine,
vin:RedWine, vin:Rose, vin:SweetWine, vin:TableWine, vin:WhiteWine, etc. are addi-
tional examples that belong to this group.
Compound Dened Classes The second group is formed by the dened classes
whose implementation does not conform to the implementation of a generic element
:MiClassjTDC in the Normalisation ODP generic structure presented in Denition
5.1.
The implementation of the dened classes in this group exhibits a one-to-many relation-
ship between the dened class :MiClassjTDC and various elements :MiElemj that the
dened class is derived from. The various elements :MiElemj might belong to dier-
ent modules :Modulei or to the same. For each dierent module :Modulei involved in
the implementation of the dened class, there will be a dierent property :hasModulei
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1 :DryRiesling rdf:type owl:Class ;
2
3 owl:equivalentClass [ rdf:type owl:Class ;
4 owl:intersectionOf ( :Riesling
5 [ rdf:type owl:Restriction ;
6 owl:onProperty :hasSugar ;
7 owl:hasValue :Dry
8 ]
9 )
10 ] ;
11
12 rdfs:subClassOf [ ... subclass restrictions omitted
13 ] .
Listing 8.2: Implementation of the dened class :DryRiesling
1 :Riesling rdf:type owl:Class ;
2
3 owl:equivalentClass [ rdf:type owl:Class ;
4 owl:intersectionOf
5 ( :Wine
6 [ rdf:type owl:Restriction ;
7 owl:onProperty :madeFromGrape ;
8 owl:hasValue :RieslingGrape
9 ]
10 [ rdf:type owl:Restriction ;
11 owl:onProperty :madeFromGrape ;
12 owl:maxCardinality "1"^^xsd:nonNegativeInteger
13 ]
14 )
15 ] ;
16
17 rdfs:subClassOf [ ... subclass restrictions omitted
18 ] .
Listing 8.3: Implementation of the dened class :Riesling
Figure 8.5 indicates the dened classes that belong to this group specifying on the right-
hand side of the gure, the list of the dierent elements :MiElemj involved in their
implementation.
For example, consider the implementation of the dened class vin:DryRiesling in List-
ing 8.2 (subsumed by the also dened class vin:Riesling in Listing 8.3), extracted ver-
batim from the \Wine" ontology. In the case of vin:DryRiesling, there is more than one
single element :MiElemj involved in the denition (owl:equivalentClass axiom) of the
class implementation, which deviates from the one-to-one relationship prescribed in De-
nition 5.1 of the Normalisation ODP generic structure for a dened class :MiClassjTDC.
vin:DryRiesling is related to the class vin:Dry via the property vin:hasSugar but also, as a
subclass of vin:Riesling, to the class vin:RieslingGrape via the property vin:madeFromGrape
(see Listings 8.2 and 8.3).
For the purpose of this evaluation, the elements in the \Wine" ontology mentioned in
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 The dened class vin:DryRiesling has not been mapped to any element of the
Normalisation ODP generic structure to highlight the fact that its implementation
does not align to any of the elements in the pattern.
 The dened class vin:Riesling maps to the class :M1Class12TDC (Figure 8.5).
 The individual vin:RieslingGrape maps to the element :M1Elem12 in module
vin:WineGrape (:Module1) (Figure 8.1).
 The individual vin:Dry maps to the element :M6Elem1 in module vin:WineSugar
(:Module6) (Figure 8.3).
 The property vin:hasSugar maps to the property :hasModule6 (Figure 8.4).
 The property vin:madeFromGrape maps to the property :hasModule1 (Figure 8.4).
As it can be observed from Figure 8.5, roughly one third of the dened classes subsumed
by vin:Wine, belong to this group (they are associated to a multiple :MiElemj ele-
ments) and their implementation is similar to that of :DryRiesling in Listing 8.2. Classes
such as vin:RedBordeaux, vin:WhiteBordeaux, vin:RedBurgundy, vin:WhiteBurgundy,
vin:DryRedWine, vin:DryWhiteWine, etc. are additional examples that belong to this
group.
In the case of the implementation of this second group of dened classes, multiple inher-
itance among classes is being asserted manually, which in clear opposition to the design
criteria of the Normalisation ODP. The pattern advocates for this multiple classication
to be delegated to the reasoner instead of done manually.
Sources of Dened Classes There is an interesting metric that can be obtained from
Figure 8.5 and the total number of dened classes that belong to the two groups described
earlier. With this information, it can be determined the number of dened classes that
each one of the modules :Modulei contribute with, to the :TDC class vin:Wine. In order
for a module to contribute to a dened class of vin:Wine, it is required that an element
:MiElemj of that module, participates in the denition (owl:equivalentClass axiom) of
the dened class implementation. In summary, the number of elements :MiElemj that
meet that criteria for each module are given below:
 vin:WineGrape (:Module1) contributes 15 out of 16 :M1Elemj elements to vin:Wine
dened classes.
 vin:WineRegion (:Module2) contributes 23 out of 36 :M2Elemj elements to vin:Wine
dened classes.
 vin:WineColor (:Module3) contributes 3 out of 3 :M3Elemj elements to vin:Wine
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1 :GaryFarrellMerlot rdf:type owl:NamedIndividual ,
2 :Merlot ;
3
4 :hasSugar :Dry ;
5
6 :hasMaker :GaryFarrell ;
7
8 :hasBody :Medium ;
9
10 :hasFlavor :Moderate ;
11
12 :locatedIn :SonomaRegion .
Listing 8.4: Implementation of the individual :GaryFarrellMerlot
 vin:WineBody (:Module4) contributes 1 out of 3 :M4Elemj elements to vin:Wine
dened classes.
 vin:WineFlavor (:Module5) contributes 0 out of 3 :M5Elemj elements to vin:Wine
dened classes.
 vin:WineSugar (:Module6) contributes 3 out of 3 :M6Elemj elements to vin:Wine
dened classes.
Conversely, the elements :MiElemj from the the various modules (:Module1 to :Module6),
that do not have a dened class :MiClassjTDC associated to them in the vin:Wine sub-
class hierarchy, are marked either with the symbol () or (y) in Figures 8.1, 8.2 and 8.3.
The (y) symbol is used to indicate :MiElemj elements that do not participate in the
owl:equivalentClass axiom of a dened class subsumed by vin:Wine, but do participate
in a rdfs:subClassOf axiom of a subclass of vin:Wine.
The () symbol denotes :MiElemj elements that do not participate in any of the axioms
of a dened subclass of vin:Wine (whether it is owl:equivalentClass, or rdfs:subClassOf).
8.1.3.2 Classication Elements
Figure 8.6 lists all the specic types of wines represented in the \Wine" ontology ex-
ample. They are owl:NamedIndividuals, members of the class :Wine and they align the
element :SpecificTDCx in the generic structure of the Normalisation ODP.
The implementation of the individuals and dened classes of :Wine as per the normal-
isation mechanism, enables a reasoner to automatically infer all the class memberships
and classify these individuals under the corresponding dened class of :Wine.
For example, consider the implementation of the individual :GaryFarrellMerlot, an in-
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owl:Thing (Normalization ODP Generic Structure)
|-- food:Wine = vin:Wine (:TargetDomainConcept)
|-- () vin:BancroftChardonnay (:SpecificTDC1)
|-- () vin:ChateauChevalBlancStEmilion (:SpecificTDC2)
|-- () vin:ChateauDeMeursaultMeursault (:SpecificTDC3)
|-- () vin:ChateauDYchemSauterne (:SpecificTDC4)
|-- () vin:ChateauLafiteRothschildPauillac (:SpecificTDC5)
|-- () vin:ChateauMargaux ...
|-- () vin:ChateauMorgonBeaujolais ...
|-- () vin:ChiantiClassico ...
|-- () vin:ClosDeLaPoussieSancerre ...
|-- () vin:ClosDeVougeotCotesDOr (:SpecificTDC10)
|-- () vin:CongressSpringsSemillon ...
|-- () vin:CorbansDryWhiteRiesling ...
|-- () vin:CorbansPrivateBinSauvignonBlanc ...
|-- () vin:CorbansSauvignonBlanc ...
|-- () vin:CortonMontrachetWhiteBurgundy (:SpecificTDC15)
|-- () vin:CotturiZinfandel ...
|-- () vin:ElyseZinfandel ...
|-- () vin:FormanCabernetSauvignon ...
|-- () vin:FormanChardonnay ...
|-- () vin:FoxenCheninBlanc (:SpecificTDC20)
|-- () vin:GaryFarrellMerlot ...
|-- () vin:KalinCellarsSemillon ...
|-- () vin:KathrynKennedyLateral ...
|-- () vin:LaneTannerPinotNoir ...
|-- () vin:LongridgeMerlot (:SpecificTDC25)
|-- () vin:MariettaCabernetSauvignon ...
|-- () vin:MariettaOldVinesRed ...
|-- () vin:MariettaPetiteSyrah ...
|-- () vin:MariettaZinfandel ...
|-- () vin:MountadamChardonnay (:SpecificTDC30)
|-- () vin:MountadamPinotNoir ...
|-- () vin:MountadamRiesling ...
|-- () vin:MountEdenVineyardEdnaValleyChardonnay ...
|-- () vin:MountEdenVineyardEstatePinotNoir ...
|-- () vin:PageMillWineryCabernetSauvignon (:SpecificTDC35)
|-- () vin:PeterMccoyChardonnay ...
|-- () vin:PulignyMontrachetWhiteBurgundy ...
|-- () vin:RoseDAnjou ...
|-- () vin:SantaCruzMountainVineyardCabernetSauvignon ...
|-- () vin:SaucelitoCanyonZinfandel (:SpecificTDC40)
|-- () vin:SaucelitoCanyonZinfandel1998 ...
|-- () vin:SchlossRothermelTrochenbierenausleseRiesling ...
|-- () vin:SchlossVolradTrochenbierenausleseRiesling ...
|-- () vin:SeanThackreySiriusPetiteSyrah ...
|-- () vin:SelaksIceWine (:SpecificTDC45)
|-- () vin:SelaksSauvignonBlanc ...
|-- () vin:SevreEtMaineMuscadet ...
|-- () vin:StGenevieveTexasWhite ...
|-- () vin:StonleighSauvignonBlanc ...
|-- () vin:TaylorPort (:SpecificTDC50)
|-- () vin:VentanaCheninBlanc (:SpecificTDC51)
|-- () vin:WhitehallLaneCabernetFranc (:SpecificTDC52)
|-- () vin:WhitehallLanePrimavera (:SpecificTDC53)
Figure 8.6: The \Wine" domain concept (part 2). The owl:NamedIndividual elements.138 Chapter 8 Evaluating the \Wine" Domain Concept in the OWL Language Guide
Figure 8.7: Inferred Example of a Specic Wine.
 The relationship between the individual :GaryFarrellMerlot and the individual
:Dry via the object property :hasSugar, enables a reasoner to infer that :GaryFar-
rellMerlot is a member of the dened class :DryWine and its equivalent dened
class :TableWine.
 The relationship between the individual :GaryFarrellMerlot and the individual
:SonomaRegion via the object property :locatedIn, enables a reasoner to infer that
:GaryFarrellMerlot is a member of the dened class :CaliforniaWine.
 The membership of the individual :GaryFarrellMerlot to the dened class :Merlot
via the property rdf:type, enables a reasoner to infer that :GaryFarrellMerlot is a
member of the dened class :RedWine.
Figure 8.7 illustrates all the class membership inferences that a reasoner automatically
calculates for the :GaryFarrellMerlot individual based on the implementation as per
Listing 8.4.
The same analysis applies to the full list of 53 specic wines of type :Wine (from
vin:BancroftChardonnay to vin:WhitehallLanePrimavera) in Figure 8.6 of this \Wine"
ontology model example.
8.2 The Faceted Classication Scheme of \Wine"
The goal of this section is analogous to that of Section 7.2 for the case of the \Pizza"
example in Chapter 7.
Once again, this section attempts to present a hypothetical FCS that would result in the
\Wine" ontology model example under evaluation, based on the alignments between a
FCS and the Normalisation ODP described in Chapter 6. It is another use case that tests
the bidirectionality of the transformation guidelines between a FCS and a normalised
ontology model.
Table 8.1 presents an initial trivial attempt to produce the hypothetical FCS that would
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Wine Faceted Classication Scheme
Facet Term
Grape Cabernet Franc, Cabernet Sauvignon, Chardonnay, Chenin Blanc,
Gamay, Malbec, Merlot, Petite Syrah, Petite Verdot, Pinot Blanc,
Pinot Noir, Riesling, Sangiovese, Sauvignon Blanc, Semillon, Zin-
fandel
Region Alsace, Anjou, Arroyo Grande, Australia, Beaujolais, Bordeaux,
Bourgogne, California, Central Coast, Central Texas, Chianti,
Cotes D'Or, Edna Valley, France, Germany, Italy, Loire, Margaux,
Medoc, Mendocino, Meursault, Muscadet, Napa, New Zealand,
Pauillac, Portugal, Sancerre, Santa Barbara, Santa Cruz Moun-
tains, Sauterne, Sonoma, South Australia, St. Emilion, Texas,
Tours, USA
Color Red, Rose, White
Body Full, Light, Medium
Flavor Delicate, Moderate, Strong
Sugar Dry, Odry, Sweet
Table 8.1: Hypothetical \Wine" FCS based on the \Wine" ontology model example.
Table 8.1 is derived populating the elements of a generic FCS (TDC, Faceti, FiTermj)
with the corresponding elements of the \Wine" ontology example, based on the align-
ments to the generic structure of the Normalisation ODP discussed throughout the
previous sections (:TDC, :Modulei, :MiElemj).
Table 8.1 does not include the classication element of the FCS (Itemx). The element
Itemx is populated by the element :SpecificTDCx, which in the case of the \Wine"
ontology are listed in Figure 8.6.
8.2.1 The Facet of \Region"
Nonetheless, it can be argued that the arrangements of terms in the \Wine" FCS of
Table 8.1 is not optimal. In fact, as it stands, it clearly violates \the Principles of
Homogeneity and Mutual Exclusivity" stated in Spiteri (1998) as it can be observed in
the facet \Region". There are several terms of the facet \Region" that overlap, such as
\France" and \Bordeaux"; \Italy" and \Chianti"; or \California" and \Santa Barbara"
for example, to name a few.
In that regard, Table 8.2 presents a reviewed version of the hypothetical FCS that un-
derlies the \Wine" ontology model example. Table 8.2 rearranges the facet \Region" to
meet \the Principles of Homogeneity and Mutual Exclusivity" using once again subfacets
in a naive and intuitive fashion, (as in the case of the facet \Topping" in the \Pizza"
FCS example), to remove the overlap among facet terms.
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Wine Faceted Classication Scheme
Facet Term
Grape Cabernet Franc, Cabernet Sauvignon, Chardonnay,
Chenin Blanc, Gamay, Malbec, Merlot, Petite Syrah,
Petite Verdot, Pinot Blanc, Pinot Noir, Riesling, San-
giovese, Sauvignon Blanc, Semillon, Zinfandel
Region
Australia South Australia
France Alsace, Beaujolais, Bordeaux: fMedoc: fPauillac, Mar-
gaux, St. Emiliong, Sauterneg, Bourgogne: fCotes D'Or,
Meursaultg, Loire: fAnjou, Muscadet, Sancerre, Toursg
Germany
Italy Chianti
New Zealand
Portugal
USA California: fArroyo Grande, Central Coast, Edna Val-
ley, Mendocino, Napa, Santa Barbara, Santa Cruz Moun-
tains, Sonomag, Texas: fCentral Texasg
Color Red, Rose, White
Body Full, Light, Medium
Flavor Delicate, Moderate, Strong
Sugar Dry, Odry, Sweet
Table 8.2: Reviewed \Wine" FCS based on the \Wine" ontology model example.
example), only one sub-level the facet \Region" is represented in the column \Facet"
of the \Wine" FCS in Table 8.2. The additional sub-levels are indicated in the col-
umn \Term", using curly-brackets such as: \Bourgogne: fCotes D'Or, Meursaultg"; or
\Texas: fCentral Texasg".
Reiterating the discussion in Section 7.2.1 for the facet \Topping" of the \Pizza" FCS
example, in order to focus the scope of this research, the support for subfacets has not
been considered in the current transformation guidelines between FCS and ontology put
forward.
8.2.1.1 The Subsumption of \Region"
A notion that have been discussed in the Ontology Engineering community is the suit-
ability regarding the subsumption relationship between enclosing geographical regions.
At the root of the discussion lies the principle that meronymy is not taxonomy. Meronymy
denotes a \part-of" relationship between two entities, while taxonomy denotes a \kind-
of" relation that in the case of \Region" from Table 8.2 is populated with subsumption.
As Guarino and Welty (2002, 2009) indicate in their OntoClean methodology, a method-
ology to evaluate taxonomies built upon the rationale of philosophical ontology, is often
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tion, but ultimately, sumsumption is not part.
Regarding the \Region" of \Wine", it could be argued that for example, that \Alsace"
is a part of \France" rather than being subsumed by \France". This type of relation
requires special consideration even by the OntoClean methodology of Guarino and Welty
(2009). The authors indicate that much of the confusion is due to coupling the view of
a location as both a geographical region and a geopolitical entity. Based on the notions
of rigidity, identity and unity dened as part of the OntoClean methodoloy, the concept
\Geographical Region" is subsumed by \Location", while the concept \Country" (as
another name for geopolitical entity) is subsumed by \Social Entity", with \Location"
and \Social Entity" being disjoint.
Therefore, in our example, the subsumption relation such as \Alsace" as a subclass of
\France", is ontologically valid when both are regarded as regions. Subsumption may not
be appropriate if the concepts of \Alsace" and \France" stood for the geopolitical entity
or country they constitute. Coincidentally, Noy and McGuinness (2001)(x 4.6) reach the
same conclusion for the same example in an early version of the \Wine" ontology when
discussing basic guidelines to model a given concept as either a class or an individual.
Holi and Hyvonen (2005) put forward another compelling example, the representation
of partial conceptual overlap, where geographical regions are modeled using a subsump-
tion classication instead of a \part-of" classication (or partonomy). An example of
partial conceptual overlap takes place when representing the relation among the re-
gions of Lapland, Sweden, Norway, Finland and Russia, given that the Lapland region
spans throughout various parts of the other regions without covering any one of them
completely.
8.3 Conclusions
The example ontology model in the domain of \Wine" used by Welty et al. (2004), is
evaluated from the point of view of how it models multiple classication criteria.
The elements that conform the \Wine" ontology are examined and analyzed using a
reverse engineering approach, with the goal of identifying alignments to the elements of
the generic structure of the three ODPs revisited throughout this research.
The analysis reveals that the \Wine" ontology model can be seen as an instantiation
of the Normalisation ODP, where the class :Wine is the :TDC element of the pat-
tern and there are six modules or semantic axes :Modulei, represented by the classes:
vin:WineGrape, vin:Region, vin:WineColor, vin:WineBody, vin:WineFlavor and vin:WineSugar.
However, the \Wine" ontology model deviates slightly from one of the main conditions
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simple tree. There is one class, :Sauternes, with more than one superclass manually
asserted: :Bordeaux and :LateHarvest.
This instantiation of the Normalisation ODP in the \Wine" ontology is composed of
an instantiation of the Value Partition ODP, in which: (a) the feature value elements
:ViPartj are implemented as an owl:NamedIndividual, (b) the element :TDC of the
pattern is the class :Wine; and (c) there are four elements :V aluei represented by the
classes vin:WinColor, vin:WineBody, vin:WineFlavor, and vin:WineSugar.
As it occurred in the \Pizza" ontology example, not all dened classes :MiElemjTDC
of the target domain concept of :Wine, has followed the prototypical implementation
given in Denition 5.1 of the Normalisation ODP. Instead of being derived from a single
element :MiElemj, (single dened classes), they combine various elements :MiElemj,
(compound dened classes), to create interesting subsets of dierent types of wines.
Once again, this evaluation driven by the identication of classication criteria in the
\Wine" ontology example, brings to the forefront the semantic axes or principles of
division implicitly considered in the ontology model. With this classication criteria, a
hypothetical FCS in the domain of \Wine" is proposed. This \Wine" FCS corresponds to
a FCS that would result into the \Wine" ontology example if the Faceted Classication
ODP from Chapter 6 was to be applied.
The creation of the \Wine" FCS from the \Wine" ontology model, suggests once more,
the need to consider the support of subfacets, as an opportunity to improve the trans-
formation guidelines between a FCS and an ontology model.Chapter 9
Modeling the \Fault" Domain
Concept in the ReSIST Project
This section walks through the creation from scratch of the ontological representation
of the concept of \Fault" that will be part of one of the ontology models featured in the
knowledge base developed for the ReSIST project. The walk through highlights how the
Faceted Classication Scheme ODP introduced in Section 6 is used in this particular
modeling scenario.
The examples of the \Pizza" and \Wine" concepts analysed how the respective on-
tologies aligned to the Normalisation ODP and thus, to a FCS. The alignment brings
forward explicitly the acknowledgment of the multiple classication criteria that govern
the representation of these two concepts. They also illustrate how the gap between the
multiple classication criteria of a concept, the Normalisation ODP and a corresponding
FCS can be bridged.
The rationale in these examples is particularly useful for the representation of \Fault".
The \Fault" concept remained a daunting modeling task for weeks in terms of how to
combine the dierent OWL elements to represent it as required by the ReSIST project.
However, with the help of the design guidelines regarding multiple classication criteria
presented throughout this work, the complexity of the task is notably claried and
delimited.
9.1 The Faceted Classication Scheme of \Fault"
The background information of the \Fault" concept to be considered for the ReSIST
Knowledge Base is captured in Avizienis et al. (2004). Figures 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3 extracted
from the cited reference and presented in Section 1.1, provide an informative and com-
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plete graphical summary of the various terms in the various classication criteria that
form the concept of \Fault", for which an ontological representation is to be developed.
As Section 1.1 explains, the background information considered, suggests multiple classi-
cation criteria for the concept of \Fault". From Figure 1.2 alone, faults can be classied
according to the 8 basic fault viewpoints that they are made of, or according to certain
known categories of fault examples, or even according to three known major partially
overlapping groups. An additional criterion includes 31 type of faults, corresponding
the 31 likely combinations of the 8 basic fault viewpoints mentioned earlier. As detailed
in Avizienis et al. (2004), the 2 mutual exclusive values in each of the 8 basic fault
viewpoints could lead to a 256 dierent combinations of fault types, however only the
31 featured in Figure 1.2 are likely or feasible to occur in the real world.
Nonetheless, there is an aspect of the classication criteria of \Fault" that does not
occur in the case of the \Pizza", \Wine", or \Dish Detergent" examples. In the case
of \Fault", the elements that form the 8 basic fault viewpoints, can also be used to
determine the elements in the rest of the classication criteria identied. For example,
consider \Fault Type 1", one of the elements in the \31 Likely Combinations of Faults"
classication criterion at the bottom left of Figure 1.2. \Fault Type 1" is determined by
a specic combination of elements in the \8 Basic Fault Viewpoint" criterion, namely:
fDevelopment, Internal, Human-made, Software, Non-malicious, Non-deliberate, Acci-
dental, Permanentg.
A similar situation takes place in the case of the elements that form the \Known Ex-
amples of Fault" classication criterion. Consider for instance, the category \Software
Flaw" at the bottom left of Figure 1.2. \Software Flaw" is the combination of four of
the 31 likely fault types, more specically: fFault Type 1, Fault Type 2, Fault Type 3,
Fault Type 4g. In turn, each of these 4 types can be expressed in terms of the 8 basic
viewpoint classication criteria. Thus, the \Software Flaw" concept can be expressed
as the following combination of elements from the \8 Basic Fault Viewpoint" criterion
by means of expanding the four fault types that it is made of: fDevelopment, Internal,
Human-made, Software, Non-malicious, (Non-deliberate or Deliberate), (Accidental or
Incompetence), Permanentg.
This dependency of all elements in the rest of classication criteria with respect to the \8
Basic Fault Viewpoint" criterion, indicates that the latter suce to represent the entire
universe of discourse of the \Fault" modeling scenario at hand. The pair of mutually
exclusive terms in each viewpoint, exhaust all the instances of faults to be considered for
the ReSIST Knowledge Base. This characteristic of each viewpoint aligns to the various
denitions of a Faceted Classication Scheme recapped in Section 6 from Denton (2003)
and Spiteri (1998). In essence, a facet in a given domain, corresponds to a single principle
of division of the parent universe. The facet is formed by a set of mutually exclusive
and jointly exhaustive categories. Facets combine to completely describe all objects inChapter 9 Modeling the \Fault" Domain Concept in the ReSIST Project 145
Fault FCS
Facet Term
Phase of Creation Development, Operational
System Boundary Internal, External
Phenomenological Cause Natural, Human-made
Dimension Hardware, Software
Objective Malicious, Non-malicious
Intent Deliberate, Non-deliberate
Capability Accidental, Incompetence
Persistence Permanent, Transient
Table 9.1: \Fault" FCS.
the domain of discourse.
Based on this denition of facet, each one of the viewpoints of \Fault" can be considered a
facet of a prospective Faceted Classication Scheme of the \Fault" domain in the ReSIST
Knowledge Base. Using the principles of faceted classication outlined in Denton (2003)
and Spiteri (1998), the following FCS of \Fault" is presented in Table 9.1.
Note the correlation between the terms presented in Figure 1.1 in Section 1.1 (the
elementary fault classes) and the proposed \Fault" FCS Table 9.1. Each elementary
fault viewpoint in Figure 1.1 becomes a facet in Table 9.1, and the elements of each
viewpoint become the terms of each facet.
The sections that follow, go through the construction of the ontology model of \Fault" for
the ReSIST Knowledge Base, applying the proposed guidelines introduced in Section 6,
to convert an existing FCS into a normalised OWL DL ontology model.
9.2 Structure of the \Fault" Ontology
Provided the Faceted Classication Scheme of \Fault" presented in Table 9.1, the ratio-
nale to build the corresponding ontology model is sustained on the guidelines proposed
throughout Chapter 6. More specically:
 Section 6.1 detailed the generic structure of a FCS (Denition 6.1) and how a given
example in the domain of \Dish Detergent" ts into that structure (Example 6.1,
Table 6.1).
 Section 6.2 detailed in Table 6.2 the alignment between a generic FCS and the
Normalisation ODP, producing the generic structure of the Faceted Classication
ODP introduced in Figure 6.1. The complete process is recapped in Figure 6.2.146 Chapter 9 Modeling the \Fault" Domain Concept in the ReSIST Project
 Section 6.2 also illustrates the FCS to Normalisation alignment with the example
FCS of \Dish Detergent" (Figures 6.3, 6.4 and 6.5). The illustration includes
examples of the representation of some elements from the \Dish Detergent" domain
of discourse to be classied (Figure 6.6).
In the case of the \Fault" concept, the ontology model to be built, is going to be de-
termined by following an analogue procedure to that in Chapter 6 using the \Fault"
Faceted Classication Scheme presented in Table 9.1. The initial step involves pop-
ulating the generic elements of the Faceted Classication ODP (:Facet, :FiTermj,
:TDC, :FiTermjTDC, :SpecificTDCx, :hasFaceti), with the appropriate elements of
the \Fault" FCS in Table 9.1.
9.2.1 Facets (Modules) and Facet Terms
The element :Faceti in the FCS ODP generic structure is populated as an owl:Class
with each of the facets identied for the \Fault" FCS in Table 9.1. In addition, the
elements :FiTermj are populated with the corresponding terms identied for each facet
:Faceti element from the same \Fault" FCS table.
There is another aspect regarding the elements :Faceti and :FiTermj to consider in the
design of the \Fault" ontology. That is the fact that the two terms :FiTermj of each
facet :Faceti in the \Fault" FCS represent a value partition for the facet, aligning to
the generic structure of the Value Partition ODP. In line with the pattern, the elements
:FiTermj can be represented as an owl:Class or as an owl:NamedIndividual. Both op-
tions are t-for-purpose in the case of \Fault", however, as Rector (2005) highlights in
the overview of both versions, using the owl:Class representation allows for further re-
nements of the partition classes if necessary. In other words, if the elements :FiTermj
that partition a given :Faceti are represented as an owl:Class, new classes can be added
at a later point in time as subclasses of :FiTermj, rening the partition further. Other-
wise, if the elements :FiTermj are represented as owl:NamedIndividual, this renement
is not possible.
For the purpose of this example, the elements :FiTermj are represented as an owl:Class
to provide the \Fault" ontology model with this maintenance exibility. Following the
requirements of the Value Partition ODP, the element :Faceti is implemented as a
dened owl:Class equivalent to the union of the mutually disjoint classes f:FiTerm1,
:FiTerm2g. As an example, consider Listing 9.1, which implements the \Fault" facet
\Dimension" and its two terms \Hardware" and \Software" applying the Value Partition
ODP.
Figure 9.1 illustrates the ontology structure that results after all these previous assign-
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1 :Dimension rdf:type owl:Class ;
2 owl:equivalentClass [ rdf:type owl:Class ;
3 owl:unionOf ( :Hardware
4 :Software
5 )
6 ] ;
7 rdfs:subClassOf :FaultViewpoint .
Listing 9.1: Implementation of the \Fault" facet \Dimension"
owl:Thing (FCS ODP Generic Structure)
|-- :FaultViewpoint
|-- ()(P) :PhaseOfCreation (:Facet1)
|-- :Development (:F1Term1)
|-- :Operational (:F1Term2)
|-- ()(P) :SystemBoundary (:Facet2)
|-- :Internal (:F2Term1)
|-- :External (:F2Term2)
|-- ()(P) :PhenomenologicalCause (:Facet3)
|-- :Natural (:F3Term1)
|-- :HumanMade (:F3Term2)
|-- ()(P) :Dimension (:Facet4)
|-- :Hardware (:F4Term1)
|-- :Software (:F4Term2)
|-- ()(P) :Objective (:Facet5)
|-- :Malicious (:F5Term1)
|-- :NonMalicious (:F5Term2)
|-- ()(P) :Intent (:Facet6)
|-- :Deliberate (:F6Term1)
|-- :NonDeliberate (:F6Term2)
|-- ()(P) :Capability (:Facet7)
|-- :Accidental (:F7Term1)
|-- :Incompetence (:F7Term2)
|-- ()(P) :Persistence (:Facet8)
|-- :Permanent (:F8Term1)
|-- :Transient (:F8Term2)
Figure 9.1: Representation of the facets and facet terms in the \Fault" ontology model
for the \Fault" FCS.
that is not present in the initial \Fault" FCS. According to the Faceted Classication
Scheme ODP design guidelines, the :Faceti elements are subsumed by owl:Thing by de-
fault. However in this case, the class :FaultViewpoint is introduced to limit the semantic
range of class names so broad in meaning such as \Dimension", \Objective", \Intent",
etc. (the facets). The class :FaultViewpoint allows to keep the meaning of the facets
that it subsumes in the domain intended for \Fault".
9.2.2 Object Properties
The element :hasFaceti is populated with an object property for each facet in the
\Fault" FCS. In other words, for each :Faceti class. Figure 9.2 illustrates the object
properties required to apply the Faceted Classi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owl:topObjectProperty (rdfs:domain) (rdfs:range) (FCS ODP)
|-- :hasFaultViewPoint :Fault :FaultViewPoint
|-- :hasPhaseOfCreation :Fault :PhaseOfCreation (:hasFacet1)
|-- :hasSystemBoundary :Fault :SystemBoundary (:hasFacet2)
|-- :hasPhenomenologicalC... :Fault :PhenomenologicalC... (:hasFacet3)
|-- :hasDimension :Fault :Dimension (:hasFacet4)
|-- :hasObjective :Fault :Objective (:hasFacet5)
|-- :hasIntent :Fault :Intent (:hasFacet6)
|-- :hasCapability :Fault :Capability (:hasFacet7)
|-- :hasPersistence :Fault :Persistence (:hasFacet8)
Figure 9.2: Object Properties in the \Fault" ontology model for the \Fault" FCS.
The object property :hasFaultViewpoint is introduced to subsume all the :hasFaceti
object properties for the analogous motivation to its owl:Class counterpart :FaultView-
point, and to be consistent with the :Faceti class hierarchy.
9.2.3 Target Domain Concept
This section documents how the target domain concept element :TDC, and the two
elements :FiTermjTDC and :SpecificTDCx that it subsumes, are populated for the
\Fault" ontology model from the \Fault" FCS in Table 9.1.
The element :TDC is obviously populated by the owl:Class :Fault. Let us explore
the dened classes of :Fault (:FiTermjTDC) and the classication elements of :Fault
(:SpecificTDCx).
9.2.3.1 Dened Classes
Single Dened Classes The dened classes in this group are associated to the main
8 classication criteria of the \Fault" concept, which in turn, correspond to the 8 facets
identied in the \Fault" FCS.
The representation of the dened classes presented in Figure 9.1 is straight-forward
following: (a) the alignment outlined by the Faceted Classication Scheme ODP between
the generic elements :FiTermjTDC and :MiElemjTDC in Section 6.2.2.1; and (b) the
generic implementation of :MiElemjTDC given in Denition 5.1.
For example, the element :F1Term1 populated with the class :Development (Figure 9.1)
is associated to element :F1Term1TDC that would be populated with the dened class
:DevelopmentFault. The element :F1Term2 populated with the class :Operational (Fig-
ure 9.1) is associated to element :F1Term2TDC that would be populated with the
dened class :OperationalFault. The process repeats for every element :FiTermj in
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1 :HardwareFault rdf:type owl:Class ;
2 owl:equivalentClass [ rdf:type owl:Restriction ;
3 owl:onProperty :hasDimension ;
4 owl:someValuesFrom :Hardware
5 ] ;
6 rdfs:subClassOf :ElementalFault .
Listing 9.2: Implementation of the \Fault" dened class :HardwareFault
Figure 9.3 illustrates all the dened classes :FiTermjTDC subsumed by the target
domain concept in the \Fault" ontology model. Note the introduction of the owl:Class
:ElementalFault in Figure 9.3. The class :ElementalFault is introduced to distinguish
the dened classes that are associated to a single element :FiTermj of the \8 Basic Fault
Viewpoint" criterion, from other types of dened classes contained in the ontology that
will be presented below.
As an implementation example, consider the representation of the dened class :Hard-
wareFault (:F4Term1TDC) associated to the class :Hardware (:F4Term1) of the facet
:Dimension (:Facet4), given in Listing 9.2.
Compound Dened Classes The main dierence between the dened classes sup-
plied by the \8 Basic Fault Viewpoints" classication criteria (the classes subsumed by
:ElementalFault in Figure 9.3), and the dened classes supplied by the \31 Likely Com-
binations of Fault" and the \Known Examples of Fault" criteria is that each dened
class from the rst criterion is associated to a single facet term element (:FiTermj),
while each dened class from the second and third criteria is associated to many facet
term elements (:FiTermj).
The Faceted Classication ODP introduced in Chapter 6 only address the creation of
dened classes (:FiTermjTDC) directly related to a single facet term element in the
FCS (:FiTermj). These are the dened classes covered in the previous section \Single
Dened Classes". However as the examples of \Pizza" and \Wine" have showed, many
dened classes subsumed by the target domain concept :Pizza and :Wine respectively,
are related to multiple elements from the various modules in the ontology model.
This aspect of the ontology modeling can be extrapolated to the eld of Faceted Clas-
sication. The combination of multiple facet terms to classify a particular element is
referred to as a \compound". Compound subjects are in essence the main motivation
for using a Faceted Classication Scheme. The dened classes presented in the \Com-
pound Dened Classes" section of the \Pizza" and \Wine" examples (Sections 7.1.3.1
and 8.1.3.1 respectively), can be seen as the representation of a \compound" in terms
of a FCS in an OWL ontology model.
In the case of \Fault", there are two classication criteria, namely the \Known Examples
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owl:Thing (FCS ODP Generic Structure)
|-- :Fault (: TDC)
|-- :ElementalFault
|-- () :DevelopmentFault (:F1Term1TDC)
|-- () :OperationalFault (:F1Term2TDC)
|-- () :InternalFault (:F2Term1TDC)
|-- () :ExternalFault (:F2Term2TDC)
|-- () :NaturalFault (:F3Term1TDC)
|-- () :HumanMadeFault (:F3Term2TDC)
|-- () :HardwareFault (:F4Term1TDC)
|-- () :SoftwareFault (:F4Term2TDC)
|-- () :MaliciousFault (:F5Term1TDC)
|-- () :NonMaliciousFault (:F5Term2TDC)
|-- () :DeliberateFault (:F6Term1TDC)
|-- () :NonDeliberateFault (:F6Term2TDC)
|-- () :AccidentalFault (:F7Term1TDC)
|-- () :IncompetenceFault (:F7Term2TDC)
|-- () :PermanentFault (:F8Term1TDC)
|-- () :TransientFault (:F8Term2TDC)
|-- :ExampleOfFault
|-- () :SoftwareFlawFault (related to multiple :FiTermj)
|-- () :LogicBombFault (related to multiple :FiTermj)
|-- () :HardwareErrataFault (related to multiple :FiTermj)
|-- () :ProductionDefectFault (related to multiple :FiTermj)
|-- () :PhysicalDeteriorationFault (related to multiple :FiTermj)
|-- () :PhysicalInterferenceFault (related to multiple :FiTermj)
|-- () :IntrusionAttemptFault (related to multiple :FiTermj)
|-- () :VirusesAndWormFault (related to multiple :FiTermj)
|-- () :InputMistakeFault (related to multiple :FiTermj)
|-- :CombinedFault
|-- () :CombinedFault1 (related to multiple :FiTermj)
|-- () :CombinedFault2 (related to multiple :FiTermj)
|-- (... rest of likely Combined Fault
Type defined classes)
|-- () :CombinedFault31 (related to multiple :FiTermj)
Figure 9.3: Representation of the dened classes in the \Fault" ontology model for the
\Fault" FCS.
of combinations of the main 8 principles of divisions. These two classication criteria will
contribute their own set of dened classes, or in other words, the \Compound Dened
Classes" of the target domain concept :Fault.
The 31 Combinations of Fault As covered in Avizienis et al. (2004) and depicted in
Figure 1.2, each one of the 31 likely combinations of faults is made of a unique selection
of elements from each one of the 8 basic viewpoints of \Fault". Let us name these 31
dened classes such as: :CombinedFault1, :CombinedFault2, ..., :CombinedFault31. The
implementation of :CombinedFault1 for example, is presented in Listing 9.3.
The implementation of :CombinedFault1 reects that this dened class is associated
to multiple elements :FiTermj, more specically to the set: f:Accidental, :Software,
:NonDeliberate, :NonMalicious, :Permanent, :Development, :HumanMade, :Internalg.
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1 :CombinedFault1 rdf:type owl:Class ;
2 rdfs:subClassOf :CombinedFault ;
3 owl:equivalentClass [ rdf:type owl:Class ;
4 owl:intersectionOf
5 ( [ rdf:type owl:Restriction ;
6 owl:onProperty :hasCapability ;
7 owl:someValuesFrom :Accidental
8 ]
9 [ rdf:type owl:Restriction ;
10 owl:onProperty :hasDimension ;
11 owl:someValuesFrom :Software
12 ]
13 [ rdf:type owl:Restriction ;
14 owl:onProperty :hasIntent ;
15 owl:someValuesFrom :NonDeliberate
16 ]
17 [ rdf:type owl:Restriction ;
18 owl:onProperty :hasObjective ;
19 owl:someValuesFrom :NonMalicious
20 ]
21 [ rdf:type owl:Restriction ;
22 owl:onProperty :hasPersistence ;
23 owl:someValuesFrom :Permanent
24 ]
25 [ rdf:type owl:Restriction ;
26 owl:onProperty :hasPhaseOfCreation ;
27 owl:someValuesFrom :Development
28 ]
29 [ rdf:type owl:Restriction ;
30 owl:onProperty :hasPhenomenologicalCause ;
31 owl:someValuesFrom :HumanMade
32 ]
33 [ rdf:type owl:Restriction ;
34 owl:onProperty :hasSystemBoundary ;
35 owl:someValuesFrom :Internal
36 ]
37 )
38 ] .
Listing 9.3: Implementation of the \Fault" dened class :CombinedFault1
Fault1 in Listing 9.3 applying the corresponding unique combination of elements :FiTermj
that can be drawn from Figure 1.2.
Figure 9.3 also illustrates the dened classes from the \31 Combinations of Fault" clas-
sication criterion as they will be represented in the \Fault" ontology model. Note once
again that another intermediate class, :CombinedFault, is introduced to distinguish the
dened classes from this criterion from the rest of the dened classes of :Fault rooted
into other criteria.
The Known Examples of Fault The \Known Examples of Fault" classication
criterion is comprised of the 9 fault categories identied on the bottom of Figure 1.2
and it is the source of 9 additional dened classes subsumed by the \Fault" target
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1 :SoftwareFlawFault rdf:type owl:Class ;
2 rdfs:subClassOf :ExemplaryFault ;
3 owl:equivalentClass [ rdf:type owl:Class ;
4 owl:unionOf ( :CombinedFault1
5 :CombinedFault2
6 :CombinedFault3
7 :CombinedFault4
8 )
9 ] .
Listing 9.4: Implementation of the \Fault" dened class :SoftwareFlawFault (option 1)
of combined faults from the \31 Combination of Fault" classication criterion. For
example, as Figure 1.2 shows, the category \Software Flaws" is formed by the union of
the combined faults \Fault 1", \Fault 2", \Fault 3", and \Fault 4".
This relationship between both classication criteria provides two equivalent options to
implement an element from the \Known Examples of Fault" criterion: (a) in terms of
elements from the \31 Combination of Fault" and (b) in terms of elements from the \8
Basic Fault Viewpoints".
Using \Software Flaw" as an example again, Listing 9.4 presents the implementation of
the dened class :SoftwareFlawFault in terms of elements from the \31 Combination of
Fault", while Listing 9.5 presents the same denition implemented in terms of elements
from the `8 Basic Fault Viewpoints".
The dened classes from the \Known Examples of Fault" classication criterion are also
displayed in Figure 9.3 as they will appear in the \Fault" ontology model. Similar to the
previous cases, the intermediate class :ExampleOfFault, is introduced to separate the
dened classes from this criterion from the rest of dened classes subsumed by :Fault.
The implementation of the rest of the 9 known examples of fault is analogous to that
of :SoftwareFlawFault in Listing 9.3 applying: (a) the corresponding combinations of
elements from the \31 Combination of Fault"; or (b) the corresponding unique combi-
nation of elements :FiTermj from the \8 Basic Fault Viewpoints". Either option can
be drawn from Figure 1.2.
Sources of Dened Classes In the case of \Fault", the contribution of dened
classes (single and compound) from the dierent facets (or modules in normalisation
terms), is fairly equally distributed across the 8 facets represented in the \Fault" ontology
model. This can be easily observed from the links between the elements :FiTermj
associated to the \8 Basic Fault Viewpoints" indicated in Figure 9.1 and (a) the elements
:FiTermjTDC associated to the single dened classes indicated in Figure 9.3; and (b)
how the compound dened classes also in Figure 9.3, are determined by the various
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1 :SoftwareFlawFault rdf:type owl:Class ;
2 rdfs:subClassOf :ExemplaryFault ;
3 owl:equivalentClass
4 [ rdf:type owl:Class ;
5 owl:intersectionOf
6 ( [ rdf:type owl:Restriction ;
7 owl:onProperty :hasCapability ;
8 owl:someValuesFrom :Capability
9 ]
10 [ rdf:type owl:Restriction ;
11 owl:onProperty :hasDimension ;
12 owl:someValuesFrom :Software
13 ]
14 [ rdf:type owl:Restriction ;
15 owl:onProperty :hasIntent ;
16 owl:someValuesFrom :Intent
17 ]
18 [ rdf:type owl:Restriction ;
19 owl:onProperty :hasObjective ;
20 owl:someValuesFrom :NonMalicious
21 ]
22 [ rdf:type owl:Restriction ;
23 owl:onProperty :hasPersistence ;
24 owl:someValuesFrom :Permanent
25 ]
26 [ rdf:type owl:Restriction ;
27 owl:onProperty :hasPhaseOfCreation ;
28 owl:someValuesFrom :Development
29 ]
30 [ rdf:type owl:Restriction ;
31 owl:onProperty :hasPhenomenologicalCause ;
32 owl:someValuesFrom :HumanMade
33 ]
34 [ rdf:type owl:Restriction ;
35 owl:onProperty :hasSystemBoundary ;
36 owl:someValuesFrom :Internal
37 ]
38 )
39 ] .
Listing 9.5: Implementation of the \Fault" dened class :SoftwareFlawFault (option 2)
9.3 \Fault" As Property Value
As Section 1.1.3 indicated, the ReSIST project intended several uses of the \Fault"
ontology model including: (a) the representation and classication of instances of faults
in real world systems; and (b) as a terminology or keyword index for publications,
projects, research interests and the resilient mechanisms of computer systems.
The \Fault" ontology model developed in the previous sections addressed the needs
expressed in Scenario (a), by applying the Faceted Classication ODP. The needs de-
scribed in Scenario (b) however, suggest the use of the :Fault class hierarchy in the
`Fault" ontology model to annotate other entities as part of a larger ontology model
such as: \Publication", \Project", \Research Interest" (for people or institutions for
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Scenario (b) is very similar to the example in the Class As Property Value ODP reviewed
in Chapter 3, where the role of the :Animal class hierarchy is similar to the role of :Fault
in (b) and the role of the :Book target domain concept is similar to that of the concepts
such as \Publication", \Project", \Research Interest", etc. In essence, Scenario (b) is
calling for multiple interpretations of the :Fault class hierarchy used as a property value.
There is another distinction that it is important to note between these two scenarios. In
Scenario (a), as discussed in the previous sections, \Fault" performs the function of the
:TDC element in the generic structure of the Faceted Classication ODP (Figure 6.1),
while in Scenario (b) as the next section will discuss, \Fault" performs the function of
the :Terminologyi element in the generic structure of the Class As Property Value ODP
(Figure 3.2).
9.3.1 Multiple Interpretation of \Fault" in ReSIST
To illustrate an example of the multiple interpretations of the :Fault class hierarchy,
consider the generic structure of the Class As Property Value ODP in Figure 3.2.
The element :Interpretationa can be populated with: (a) the class :Subject as :Interpretation1
to represent the interpretation of :Fault as the subject of a publication; (b) the class
:Interest as :Interpretation2 to represent the interpretation of :Fault as the research
interest of people or projects; and (c) the class :Resilience as :Interpretation3 to repre-
sent the interpretation of :Fault as the target of the resilience mechanism of a computer
system.
According to the generic structure of the pattern, there is an object property :hasInterpretationa
for each :Interpretationa element, therefore the following object properties will be cre-
ated: (a) :hasSubject as :hasInterpretation1 (b) :hasInterest as :hasInterpretation2;
and (c) :hasResilience as :hasInterpretation3.
There is a dierent :TDC element for each :Interpretationa, namely (a) :Publication as
:TDC1 for the :Subject interpretation of :Fault; (b) :Person as :TDC2 for the :Interest
interpretation; and (c) :ComputerSystem as :TDC3 for the :Resilience interpretation.
Figure 9.4 portrays a partial ontology model illustrating the multiple interpretations of
\Fault". The gure includes the following elements:
 The :Fault class hierarchy developed throughout this Chapter as presented in Fig-
ure 9.3. Only a few classes of the total hierarchy (those needed for the example)
are included. Note that in this case, the class :Fault aligns to the :Terminologyi
element of the Class As Property Value pattern, while in Figure 9.3 aligns to the
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 The 3 interpretations of the :Fault class hierarchy (:Interpretationa), namely :Sub-
ject, :Interest and :Resilience. The 3 interpretations are not explicitly asserted in
the model (denoted by the symbol \(I)" and italics in the gure), although if they
were, they all would subsume the class :Fault.
 The 3 target domain concepts (:TDCi) that require the multiple interpretation of
the :Fault class hierarchy, namely :Publication, :Person, and :ComputerSystem.
 A sample of dened classes for each target domain concept, (the generic element
:IaTiClassj:::TDC in the Class As Property Value ODP). The denition of the
dened classes is based on the classes that belong to the :Fault class hierarchy.
 A sample of individuals for each target domain concept, (the generic element
:SpecificTDCx in the Class As Property Value ODP). More specically: (a)
:Avizienis2004 to represent the specic publication Avizienis et al. (2004); (b)
:AvizienisA and :LaprieJC to represent two specic authors of the publication
Avizienis et al. (2004); and (c) :RKB Explorer to represent a specic computer
system.
 The 3 object properties that correspond to the 3 interpretations respectively: :has-
Subject, :hasInterest and :hasResilience. Note the rdfs:domain and rdfs:range of
these properties. The rdfs:domain of the object property is the applicable :TDC,
while the rdfs:range for all 3 of them is the class :Fault.
Th extended ontology model of \Fault" that Figure 9.4 partially exhibits, presents sev-
eral interesting characteristic:
 The \Fault" ontology model is normalised in terms of the Normalisation ODP with
respect to the :Fault target domain concept.
 The overall structure of the \Fault" ontology model in Figure 9.1, Figure 9.2 and
Figure 9.3, represent one instantiation of the Normalisation ODP with respect to
the :Fault target domain concept that includes several instantiations of the Value
Partition ODP (one per facet represented).
 The extended ontology in Figure 9.4 is normalised in terms of the Normalisa-
tion ODP with respect to the :Publication, :Person and :ComputerSystem target
domain concepts.
 The structure of the extended ontology model in Figure 9.4 represent one instan-
tiation of the Normalisation ODP for each one of the target domain concepts rep-
resented (:Publication, :Person, :ComputerSystem) that includes one instantiation
of the Class As Property Value ODP with respect to the :Fault class hierarchy.156 Chapter 9 Modeling the \Fault" Domain Concept in the ReSIST Project
owl:Thing (Class Prop: V alue ODP)
|-- (I) :Subject or (:Interpreation1 or
(I) :Interest or :Interpreation2 or
(I) :Resilience :Interpreation3)
|-- :Fault (:Terminology1)
|-- :ElementalFault (:T1Class1)
|-- () :XxxElementalFault (:T1Class1Classk)
|-- () :HardwareFault (:T1Class1Class7)
|-- :ExampleOfFault (:T1Class2)
|-- () :SoftwareFlawFault (:T1Class2Class1)
|-- () :XxxExampleOfFault (:T1Class2Classk)
|-- :Publication (:TDC1)
|-- () :PubAboutFault (:Int1Terminology1TDC)
|-- () :PubAboutElementalFault (:Int1T1Class1TDC)
|-- () :PubAboutHardwareFault (:Int1T1Class1Class7TDC)
|-- () :PubAboutExampleOfFault (:Int1T1Class2TDC)
|-- () :PubAboutSoftwareFlawFault (:Int1T1Class2Class1TDC)
|-- () :PubAboutXxxFault (:Int1T1ClassjClasskTDC)
|-- () :Avizienis2004 (:SpecificTDC1 of TDC1)
|-- :Person (:TDC2)
|-- () :PersonInterestFault (:Int2Terminology1TDC)
|-- () :PersonInterestElementalFault (:Int2T1Class1TDC)
|-- () :PersonInterestHardwareFault (:Int2T1Class1Class7TDC)
|-- () :PersonInterestExampleOfFault (:Int2T1Class2TDC)
|-- () :PersonInterestSoftwareFlawFault (:Int2T1Class2Class1TDC)
|-- () :PersonInterestXxxFault (:Int2T1ClassjClasskTDC)
|-- () :AvizienisA (:SpecificTDC1 of TDC2)
|-- () :LaprieJC (:SpecificTDC2 of TDC2)
|-- :ComputerSystem (:TDC3)
|-- () :CompSysResiliantFault (:Int3Terminology1TDC)
|-- () :CompSysResiliantElementalFault (:Int3T1Class1TDC)
|-- () :CompSysResiliantHardwareFault (:Int3T1Class1Class7TDC)
|-- () :CompSysResiliantSoftwareFlawFault (:Int3T1Class2Class1TDC)
|-- () :CompSysResiliantExampleOfFault (:Int3T1Class2TDC)
|-- () :CompSysResiliantXxxFault (:Int3T1ClassjClasskTDC)
|-- () :RKBExplorer (:SpecificTDC1 of TDC3)
owl:topObjectProperty (rdfs:domain) (rdfs:range) (Class Prop: V alue ODP)
|-- :hasSubject :Publication :Fault (:hasInterpretation1)
|-- :hasInterest :Person :Fault (:hasInterpretation2)
|-- :hasResilience :ComputerSystem :Fault (:hasInterpretation3)
Figure 9.4: Placement of the multiple interpretations of Fault in the Class As Property
Value ODP generic structure in Figure 3.2.
This composition of several instantiations of the Normalisation ODP using the Value
Partition and the Class As Property Value ODPs could be seen as a nested normalisation
mechanism.
9.4 Conclusions
This Chapter has illustrated the application from scratch of the Faceted Classica-
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for the D&S ontology of the ReSIST project, as per the requirements summarised in
Section 1.1.3.
The background knowledge of the concept of \Fault" from Avizienis et al. (2004) char-
acterizes \Fault" as a concept subject to multiple classication criteria. Based on the
classication criteria of \Fault" a FCS is built using the simplied methodology of facet
analysis and faceted classication of Spiteri (1998) and Denton (2003). The proposed
\Fault" FCS is transformed into a normalised OWL DL ontology model applying the
transformation guidelines outlined in the reengineering Faceted Classication ODP.
The normalised OWL DL \Fault" ontology model delivered, features single dened
classes derived from a single facet term of the source \Fault" FCS, but also compound
dened classes derived from the combination of multiple facet terms to represent addi-
tional relevant classication criteria.
The \Fault" ontology model built from this endeavor is available online1 in N3 Turtle
format and provides an answer to Research Question 1 in Section 1.4, corresponding to
the rst of the intended uses of \Fault" for ReSIST: Scenario (a) of Section 1.1.3.
Unfortunately, due to various research eventualities beyond anyone's control, the nal
version of the \Fault" ontology model as developed by this research, did not ultimately
come to fruition by the delivery deadline that the ReSIST project was subject to. There-
fore, it is not featured as part of the ontology collection that conforms the ReSIST RKB
Explorer2 semantic web portal application.
There is a second contribution that this Chapter has illustrated regarding the modelling
of \Fault". The application of the most generic version of the Class As Property Value
ODP from Chapter 3, in which there is a separate notion of interpretation and termi-
nology, provides an answer to Research Question 2 in Section 1.4, corresponding to the
second of the intended uses of \Fault" for ReSIST: Scenario (b) of Section 1.1.3.
1http://purl.oclc.org/ecs.soton.ac.uk/project/resist/ontology/fault_fcs_norm
2http://www.rkbexplorer.com/Chapter 10
Conclusions and Future Work
10.1 Conclusions
10.1.1 Once Upon a Time There Was a Challenge
The work of this thesis focused on the practical modeling of multiple classication cri-
teria of ontology domain concepts in the context of the Semantic Web (Section 1.2).
The introduction and motivation of this research have stressed how recurrent it is to
nd domain concepts that are naturally represented according to multiple classication
criteria and the more than likely relationship to multiple inheritance. Examples include
concepts as common as \Pizza" (Chapter 7), \Wine" (Chapter 8), \Dishwashing Deter-
gent" (Chapter 6), or a \Fault" in a computer system (Chapter 9) to name a few. The
task that originally motivated this research problem, required building an ontological
representation from scratch of one of such concepts, the concept of \Fault", meeting
the use case scenarios required by the RKB Explorer application of the ReSIST project
(Scenario (a) and (b) in Section 1.1.3).
A review of existing practices relevant to the modeling of multiple classication criteria
has been conducted in order to identify consistent guidelines to build an ontology model
from scratch for this particular recurrent modeling scenario. The review includes the
elds of Ontology Engineering, more specically Ontology Design Patterns, an analysis
of multiple inheritance in Object-Oriented Design and lastly, Faceted Classication in
Library and Information Science (Chapter 2). The outcome indicates a lack of explicit
guidelines in the ontology development literature for the scenario described, leaving
ample room for ad-hoc practices that can lead to unexpected or undesired results in
ontology artifacts.
In fact, a constant ongoing eort in Ontology Engineering is to harness the eld with
sound practices to mitigate the opportunity for harmful ad-hoc practices. To assist On-
tology Engineering with this eort, a series of intermediate contributions (Chapter 3, 4,
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and 5) have been put forward together with a simple systematic and consistent ontology
construction guideline (Chapter 6), to provide a partial solution to the problem under
consideration in the context of Research Question 1 and 2 in Section 1.4.
10.1.2 Patterns vs. Patterns
In Object-Oriented Design, the modelling scenario of nested generalisation is reviewed.
Nested generalisation is one the possible materialisations of multiple classication criteria
in the domain being modeled, and it leads to solutions involving the use of multiple
inheritance. Two object-oriented design patterns to address nested generalisation are
discussed, the Bridge Pattern and View Inheritance, and they are also examples of what
it is referred to as faceted-oriented design (Section 2.3).
The analysis of multiple inheritance in Object-Oriented Design, the modeling scenario of
nested generalisation, the generic structure of the Bridge Pattern and View Inheritance;
and the notion of faceted-oriented design, proved to be valuable contributions in terms
of what to look for in the other two areas being explored: Ontology Engineering and
Faceted Classication.
In Ontology Engineering the Class As Property Value, the Value Partition and the
Normalisation ODPs are revisited. These three patterns are shortlisted based on their
applicability to the research problem in question, from a joint repository of ODPs formed
by the two known ODP catalogues publicly available. A graphical notation is introduced
(Section 3.1) that allows one to compare graphically dierent templates and instanti-
ations of these ODPs. Additionally, a generic structure for each ODP is put forward
using this visual notation (Figure 3.2, 4.2, and 5.2), that can accommodate various ver-
sions (or implementations) of the ontology schema of the three patterns. The graphical
notation and generic structure of the ODPs revisited caters to the needs of Research
Question 2 of Section 1.4.
Two versions of the Class As Property Value are identied (Chapter3): (a) the most
generic version, in which the meaning of a class used as a property value is modied
(or re-interpreted) (Figure 3.2); and (b) the simplied version, in which the meaning of
a class used as a property value is preserved (Figure 3.8). The characterisation of this
subtle, yet important variant of the CPV ODP, decouples two versions of the pattern
that up to now, have not been explicitly considered. Various applicability scenarios
involving modelling multiple cases of version (a) and (b) of the CPV ODP are examined,
raising awareness regarding the implications of the applicability of the pattern in a given
scenario. Specically, it is shown that it is possible to use the CPV ODP, as in version
(b), without having to modify (or re-interpret) the meaning of the classes being re-used
as property values. These ndings align to Research Question 2 of Section 1.4.
Two versions of the Value Partition ODP are revisited: (a) a version in which the valuesChapter 10 Conclusions and Future Work 161
of the feature space are implemented as individuals; and (b) a version in which the values
of the feature space are implemented as classes (Chapter 4). The generic structure of
the VP ODP is put forward in terms of the same graphical notation used by the CPV
ODP generic structure, which allows one to perform a comparative analysis between the
two patterns (Table 4.2, and 4.3). One of the outcomes of this analysis reveals that an
instantiation of version (b) of the VP ODP is in fact, an instantiation in disguise of
version (b) of the CPV ODP. That is, the generic structure of the VP ODP, in which
the values of the feature space are implemented as classes, is actually a renement (due
to additional restrictions), of the generic structure of the simplied CPV ODP, in which
the the meaning of a class used as a property value is preserved. Once again, these
ndings brings to the forefront aspects regarding the applicability and usage of these
two distinct patterns that have not been previously considered, and align to Research
Question 2 of Section 1.4.
A similar rationale is followed to revisit the the Normalisation ODP (Chapter 5). A
generic structure for the pattern in terms of the same graphical notation employed by
the CPV and the VP ODPs, is presented, which is capable of accommodating mul-
tiple modules or semantic axes. The generic structure of the three patterns allows a
comparative analysis among the three (Table 5.2). The structural comparison reveals
that an instantiation of the Normalisation ODP, in which a module (or semantic axis)
is represented using a class subsumption hierarchy, is in fact: (a) an instantiation of
the simplied CPV ODP, in which the meaning of a class used as a property value is
preserved; or (b) it may be an instantiation of the VP ODP, in which the values of the
feature space are implemented as classes. Once again, the inter-dependencies and the
existing structural and semantic alignments among these three patterns, has not been
discussed before. In essence, three patterns that are aimed at three dierent modelling
scenarios, are ultimately implemented by a similar set of OWL idioms. This raises the
awareness regarding their intended usage in line with Research Question 2 of Section 1.4.
In Library and Information Science, a simplied methodology of facet analysis to develop
a Faceted Classication Scheme (FCS) is examined, containing the conceptualization of
various classication criteria (facets) of a specic target domain concept (Chapter 6). A
series of mappings between the elements of a generic FCS and the Normalization ODP
have been identied that allow to convert a given FCS into an OWL DL ontology model
following a consistent and systematic approach (Table 6.2). The resultant ontology
model includes the representation of the various classication criteria of the domain
concept considered in the original FCS. An existing FCS example in the domain of
\Dishwashing Detergent" is used to illustrate the main steps of the conversion procedure.
This transformation guidelines of a non-ontological resource, a FCS, into an ontological
one, an OWL DL ontology model, have been packaged into a re-engineering pattern
referred to as Faceted Classication ODP (Figure 6.1). The Faceted Classication ODP
does not cover yet, all existing types of generic structures of FCSs, and does not eliminate162 Chapter 10 Conclusions and Future Work
all opportunities for potentially hazardous ad-hoc decisions in the development process.
However, it is a consistent, systematic and t-for-purpose approach that allows to signi-
cantly reduced them. It provides evidence that Facet Analysis and Faceted Classication
can indeed have an important role in Ontology Engineering when the modelling of mul-
tiple classication criteria of domain concepts is involved. Arriving to this conclusion
was one of the key questions set out by Research Question 1 of Section 1.4, for which
the Faceted Classication ODP is put forward as a partial solution.
10.1.3 Pizza and Wine Will Never Be the Same
To put to the test the various aspects of the research presented, two well-known ontology
model examples in the ontology development literature in the context of the W3C stan-
dard OWL language, are examined from a reverse engineering standpoint. They are the
ontology models of \Pizza" and \Wine", and the topics studied include the following:
 The existing multiple classication criteria being implicitly conceptualised, rather
than explicitly.
 The applicability of the generic structure of the three ODPs presented.
 The validity of the alignments identied among the various versions of the three
ODPs.
 The composition of patterns that can take place in the instantiation of the Nor-
malisation ODP with respect to the Class As Property Value and Value Partition
ODPs.
 The bidirectionality of the transformation guidelines inherent in the Faceted Clas-
sication ODP.
The examination shows for the case of the \Pizza" example (Chapter 7), that the on-
tology schema aligns to an instantiation of the Normalisation ODP, where four modules
(or semantic axes) of \Pizza" are considered: country of origin, type of base, type of
toppings, and level of spiciness. Each one of these four semantic axes corresponds to a
distinct classication criterion of \Pizza" and is a candidate to become a facet in a hy-
pothetical application of the Faceted Classication Schema ODP as per the alignments
characterized in Chapter 6.
The examination of the \Pizza" ontology model reveals furthermore that the instanti-
ation of the Normalisation ODP with multiple modules, includes instantiations of the
Value Partition and the Class As Property Value ODPs as per the alignments charac-
terized in Chapter 5. Speci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feature space (spiciness) are represented as classes, and two instantiations of the sim-
plied version of the CPV in which the meaning of the classes used as property values
(those that represent a pizza base and a pizza topping respectively) is preserved.
Lastly, our examination shows another interesting aspect in the structural composition
of the Normalisation ODP, which is the possibility of having nested instantiations. It
can be observed that the main instantiation of the Normalisation ODP for the \Pizza"
domain concept, includes another instantiation of the Normalisation pattern at a lower
level of scope for the concept of \Pizza Topping".
A similar evaluation procedure was followed for the case of the \Wine" ontology model
example (Chapter 8). The analysis shows that the \Wine" ontology also aligns to an
instantiation of the Normalisation ODP. In this case, the pattern consists of six dierent
modules (or semantic axes), namely: the type of grape, the region of origin, the color,
the body, the avor, and the level of sugar. Each one of these semantic axes can be seen
as a classication criterion of \Wine", which means that it can constitute a facet in a
hypothetical application of the Faceted Classication Schema ODP as per the alignments
characterized in Chapter 6.
In terms of instantiations of the VP or the CPV patterns as part of the Normalisation
ODP, there are four occurrences of the Value Partition ODP only, in which the values of
the feature space (wine color, body, avor and sugar level respectively) are represented as
individuals. There are no instantiations of the CPV pattern as part of the Normalisation
ODP, given that the conceptual elements used to represent the other two semantic axes
(type of grape and region of origin) are individuals and not classes.
In both cases, \Pizza" and \Wine", the alignments identied with respect to the Nor-
malisation ODP, bring to the forefront the implicit multiple classication criteria that
are part of the conceptualisation of these two domain concepts. This information ts
within the goals of Research Question 2 of Section 1.4 by characterizing further the
structural and semantic implications and applicability of the patterns considered in the
context of modelling multiple classication criteria.
All alignments and instantiations identied of these three patterns, in conjunction with
the transformation guidelines inherent in the Faceted Classication ODP, allows one to
propose a hypothetical FCS for \Pizza" and \Wine" that in theory, would produce re-
spectively the ontology models being considered initially (Figure 7.1, and 8.2). Nonethe-
less, the FCS reconstruction process in both cases, unveils aspects of the transformation
process between a FCS and a ontology schema that require further research, suggesting
the need to support more complex structures of FCSs, such as those including subfacets
for example.
At the same time, the construction of a hypothetical traditional FCS (in the Library
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using the outcome of the evaluation process in each case, reinforces one of the main
ideas captured by Research Question 1 of Section 1.4: that Facet Analysis and Faceted
Classication can increase the consistency and systematic guidelines for the representa-
tion of multiple classication criteria of domain concepts in ontology models suitable for
deployment in the Semantic Web.
10.1.4 So Whose \Fault" Was It in the End?
Lastly, and going back full circle, the most interesting evaluation of the work produced,
consists on the creation from scratch of the ontology model to represent the multiple
classication criteria intrinsic to the characterisation of the \Fault" domain concept in
the context of the ReSIST Project.
In the case of \Fault", the Faceted Classication ODP from Chapter 6, is applied in
its entirety throughout Chapter 9. This use case represents an ideal example of the
systematic and consistent guidelines that this research aims to propose to mitigate the
opportunity for ad-hoc practices, when building an ontology model from scratch of a
domain concept that is naturally conceptualise in terms of multiple classication criteria.
Based on the classication criteria of the \Fault" concept found in Avizienis et al.
(2004) and summarized in Section 1.1, a simple FCS is readily created that cover the
whole scope of the relevant domain of discourse (Table 9.1). Applying the Faceted
Classication ODP, the \Fault" FCS is practically automatically transformed into a
corresponding OWL DL ontology model, by virtue of the identied alignments to the
Normalisation ODP (Figure 9.1, 9.2, and 9.3). This systematic transformation from a
non-ontological FCS of \Fault" into an OWL DL ontology model, is put forward as a
partial answer to Research Question 1 from Section 1.4. Moreover, it addresses directly
the requirements set out in Scenario (a) of the \Fault" ontology for ReSIST described
in Section 1.1.3.
Secondly, the Class As Property Value ODP is applied to the ontological representation
of \Fault" in the context of the overall ontology model used by the RKB Explorer
application of the ReSIST project at large. More specically, it is the most generic
version of the CPV ODP that is applied, in which the meaning of the classes used as
property values is re-interpreted. In this case, the ontological representation of \Fault"
provides a terminology to be used as the value for various properties with respect to
other concepts in the overall ontology, such as publications, people's research interests,
or the capabilities of resilience mechanisms in computer systems.
Using the CPV ODP in this fashion (Figure 9.4), implies that anonymous instances of
\Fault", are re-interpreted as: (a) the topic of a publication when used as the value of a
property intended for subjects of publications, (b) a research interest when used as the
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tolerance when used as the value of a property intended for resilience capabilities of
computer systems. This application of the most generic version of the CPV ODP,
addresses directly the needs captured in Scenario (b) of the \Fault" ontology for ReSIST
as described in Section 1.1.3.
The development of the \Fault" ontology model throughout this evaluation, demon-
strates how both version of the Class As Property Value ODP outlined in Chapter 3
coexist within the same model. On one hand, instances of the simplied version of the
CPV ODP (Figure 3.2), in which the meaning of the classes used as property values are
preserved, occur as part of applying the Faceted Classication ODP to the \Fault" con-
cept. On the other hand, instances of the generic version of the CPV ODP (Figure 3.8),
which re-interprets the semantic of the classes used as property values, are applied to
re-use the representation of a real world \Fault" as a terminology or keyword index for
other domain concepts in the ontology model. These clarications in terms of applicabil-
ity and interdependencies among the various patterns involved in the representation of
multiple classication criteria, cover part of the objectives outlined in Research Question
2 from Section 1.4.
10.1.5 Summary
As the title states, this work has presented a quest, at times fascinating, at times utterly
frustrating and at times everything in between, \Towards Ontology Design Patterns to
Model Multiple Classication Criteria of Domain Concepts in the Semantic Web". With
the idea of bringing together all the material covered, the conclusions itemized in the
previous sections of this chapter, could be expressed in terms of the research questions
advanced at the beginning of this work.
In that sense, Research Question 1 from Section 1.4, raised the following concerns:
- Are there consistent and systematic techniques and guidelines to represent multiple
classication criteria (or to some extent multiple inheritance) of domain concepts
in ontology models suitable for deployment in the context of the Semantic Web?
Our survey of the Ontology Engineering landscape, indicates that such guidelines are
not readily available. The representation of multiple classication criteria does not seem
to have a very prominent role in the Ontology Engineering literature. It is not a case
scenario being proactively and regularly considered and analyzed as part of the ontology
design and modelling process. Thus, there is not a sense of awareness or consensus in
the Ontology Engineering community, in terms of best practices on how to approach it.
- What could be learnt from elds such as Object-Oriented Design and Faceted Clas-
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criteria conceptual models for much longer than Ontology Engineering?
Our survey also noticed that the design scenario of multiple classication criteria is in
fact, known within the Object-Oriented Design and Library Information Science elds.
Object-Oriented Design can count on specic patterns to address: (a) the case of nested
generalizations, which is one of the modeling problems that multiple classication criteria
can lead to; and (b) the case of view inheritance, which is essentially a manifestation of
multiple alternative classication criteria. In LIS, there is a specic classication system
whose main purpose is to actually support the classication of resources according to
multiple viewpoints. That is, Faceted Classication and Facet Analysis as part of it. The
transformation guidelines to convert a given FCS into an ontology model that resulted
into the creation of the FCS ODP, come to corroborate that indeed, Facet Analysis and
Faceted Classication can play an important role \Towards Ontology Design Patterns
to Model Multiple Classication Criteria of Domain Concepts in the Semantic Web".
This claim is further illustrated with the creation (or decomposition) of ontology models
of \Dishwashing Detergent", \Pizza", \Wine", and \Fault".
At the same time, Research Question 2 from Section 1.4, referred to these other ques-
tions:
- Are there ODPs that could be applied to represent multiple classication criteria
of domain concepts?
No single ODP was found to be explicitly aimed at the modelling of classication criteria
as part of our survey, which included the two public ODP catalogues known to date.
Although one pattern emerged as a possible starting point, that is, the Normalisation
ODP. A closer examination of the Normalisation ODP revealed that an instantiation of
the pattern required the instantiation of at least one avour of a dierent pattern, the
Class As Property Value, and could possibly include an instantiation of the Value Par-
tition ODP. This relationship among the three patterns prompted us to review in detail
the structural and semantic denition of the three. In the end, the alignments identied
between the generic structure of a FCS in LIS and the Normalisation ODP, served the
basis to introduce the FCS ODP, specically designed to represent classication criteria
of domain concepts in Semantic Web ontology models.
- If so, are they fully detailed or is there opportunity for ambiguity?
The three patterns identied, Normalisation, CPV, and VP, are properly detailed for
their original purpose. It is when their denition is stretched in an attempt to accom-
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explicitly documented, opening an opportunity for ambiguity. For example, it is impor-
tant to know that the CPV ODP can be applied so that the original meaning of the
classes acting as property values can be preserved (what has been referred to as the
simplied version of the CPV) and do not need to be re-interpreted (as it is the case
in Approach 4 of Noy (2005) and what hereto has been referred to as the most generic
version of the CPV). In fact, this distinction, together with the comparative analysis
carried out among the Normalisation, VP, and CPV ODPs, revealed the implications
and interdependencies that an instantiation of one of these patterns could have in terms
of instances of the others.
- In the case of having several ODPs, how do they relate to each other and what
could be learnt from this?
As detailed already in previous sections of this chapter, yes, there are interdependencies
and implications between the use of the Normalisation ODP, and the VP, and CPV
ODPs. An interesting corollary that emerges from the outcome of the structural and
semantic comparative analysis of the aforementioned patterns is that, in essence, three
patterns that are by denition aimed at three dierent modelling scenarios, can ulti-
mately be implemented in some cases, by a similar set of OWL idioms.
In closing, this thesis was set out to seek a signicant advancement in the current
Ontology Engineering landscape, when representing multiple classication criteria of
domain concepts. To that end, the work presented throughout this thesis, provides
evidence to claim that indeed, Facet Analysis and Faceted Classication principles should
receive a prominent role as part of the Ontology Engineering tool-set. This statement
does not imply that the artifacts of Facet Analysis and Faceted Classication alone,
suce to account for all conceptual elements that should be considered when creating
an ontology model that includes various classication criteria of a domain concept. This
research aims to convey however, the reverse implication. That is, that an ontology
model that requires representing classication criteria, should consider all conceptual
elements derived from the artifacts that result from the process of Facet Analysis and
Faceted Classication.
Even though, these contributions do not solve all challenges of the modeling problem
considered, they make explicit many modeling decisions previously taken implicitly in the
ontology development eld providing a valuable resource available to ontology engineers
when dealing with this particular and very recurrent modeling scenario. There are still
several opportunities for improvement and open concerns to pursue, which are outlined
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10.2 Future Work
The following sections cover opportunities for improvement of the work performed
throughout this research, and topics open for further investigation.
10.2.1 Automation of the Faceted Classication ODP
Perhaps the most appealing opportunity in the short-term, is the automation of the
required steps to create the normalised ontology model. Provided a source FCS and
the mappings identied here, an application could automatically or semi-automatically
generate the corresponding normalized ontology artifact.
Depending on the complexity of the source FCS, user intervention might be required to
disambiguate among several valid design choices available and assist the application to
select the preferred option.
To materialize this application, the development of a plug-in or extension for some of
the most popular open ontology development frameworks is being evaluated.
10.2.2 Multiple FCSs
There are additional design scenarios that present attractive incremental challenges.
Consider the situation where two (or more) dierent domain-specic FCSs are to be
transformed into a single normalized ontology model. For example, a FCS for \Dish-
washer Detergent" and a dierent FCS for \Tooth Cleaning Products". A situation with
two FCSs can lead to the following design scenarios:
 Case 1: FCS1 and FCS2 do not have any element in common (facet or facet term).
 Case 2: FCS1 and FCS2 do have some element in common (facet or facet term).
 Case 3: The domain of discourse (TDC) of FCS1 appears as a facet or as a facet
term in FCS2 (or vice versa).
Case 1 would be the simplest. The Faceted Classication ODP can be applied separately
to FCS1 and FCS2 and the outcome combined into a single ontology model. The only
dierence between Case 1 and having only one FCS, is that the ontology model obtained
will include two : TDC classes, (provided by FCS1 and FCS2 respectively) and the rest
of the ontology elements (: Faceti, : hasFaceti, : FiTermj, etc.) will be populated with
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Case 2 and 3 on the other hand, could potentially lead to a myriad of dierent mod-
eling issues that have not been yet explored. The idea going forward, is to extend the
transformation guidelines to support scenarios such as Case 2 and 3.
Consider another situation where two (or more) dierent FCSs of the same domain
concept are to be transformed into a single normalized ontology. For example, two
FCSs for \Dishwasher Detergent" developed separately.
10.2.3 Complex FCSs
This initial version of the Faceted Classication ODP has considered for now a simple
generic structure of the source FCS to transform into an ontology model. The structure
outlined in Denition 6.1, which is grounded on the FCS example by Denton (2003).
It is the aim in the future, to analyse the support of more complex structures of FCSs,
starting with a thorough examination of FCSs that may include subfacets.
A common aspect of the visualisation of faceted classication systems is the representa-
tion of value intervals, such as prices ranges, age groups, time period intervals, etc. The
representation of these type of value intervals or ranges have not been explored so far
in the current version of the Faceted Classication ODP.
10.2.4 Bidirectionality of the Faceted Classication ODP
As the examples of \Pizza" and \Wine" have illustrated, there can be ontology models
aligned to the Normalisation ODP, that when attempting to be transformed back to the
hypothetical FCS associated to them, do not produce a valid FCS.
This is typically the case, when despite the identied alignments between FCS and
Normalisation ODP, it is not clear how some of the elements in the ontology model
should be placed into the FCS.
The bidirectionality of the Faceted Classication ODP requires further investigation to
account for such situations.
10.2.5 OWL 2 Punning
The release of version 2 of the W3C standard OWL language edited by Kr otzsch et al.
(2009), provides the feature of metamodelling or punning.
OWL 2 punning allows to use of the same identier as an owl:Class and as an owl:NamedIndividual,
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With the punning feature, the example of Approach 1 of the Class As Property Value
ODP by Noy (2005), where classes as used directly as property values, (i.e. the value
of the dc:subject property is the actual class :Lion itself), would be still a valid OWL 2
DL ontology model.
On that basis, it would be relevant to revisit the Class As Property Value ODP, the
version of the Value Partition ODP, in which the feature space is implemented as an
owl:Class; and the Normalisation ODP using the punning feature. Punning would elim-
inate the need of using anonymous individuals in the three patterns as property values,
making it possible to use directly the corresponding classes of those individuals instead.
A thorough analysis of the impact that a punning version of the three patterns would
have in the work presented here, remains as one of the main and more interesting tasks
that requires further investigation in the near future.
10.2.6 Ontology-based Product Data Management
Ontology-based Product Data Management1 (OPDM) is a collaborative research project
funded by the EUREKA's Eurostars initiative within the European Union Seventh
Framework Program. OPDM aims to address one of the most important challenges
in e-commerce, namely the ecient management of product data, data processes work-
ows and the supply of complete and structured product information. The application
framework of the project requires the creation of +70 seed ontologies to represent com-
mon products in a broad range of categories, that are typically purchased on-line via
web-based e-commerce platforms.
Each product ontology of OPDM, is created extending the GoodRelations2 ontology
developed by Hepp (2008) as a baseline. Goodrelations is a well-known ontology that
adheres to the OWL DL prole, tailored for the domain of e-commerce and that supports
modelling of the key elements involved in practically any scenario of buy/sell, oer/de-
mand of product or services over the Web. Documentation available on the ontology
portal2 or Chapter 13 of Allemang and Hendler (2011), provide relevant examples that
illustrate some of the features of GoodRelations.
The extendability of GoodRelations consists of introducing additional conceptual ele-
ments to represent the relevant characteristics of each product in question. The de-
velopment of these product ontologies is currently in progress, although there are some
initial prototypes already available, for domain concepts such as: \Bicycle"3, \DVD/Blu-
1http://opdm-project.org/
2http://purl.org/goodrelations/
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ray Player"4, \Book"5, \Coee Machine"6, \Dishwasher"7, \Garment"8, \Microwave"9,
\Perfume"10, \Printer"11, \Fridge/Freezer"12, \Shoe"13, etc.14, (nal ontology URIs
subject to change - last accessed on April 5th, 2012).
Parts of the Faceted Classication ODP introduced in Chapter 6, are being applied to the
creation of these +70 seed ontologies within the OPDM project application framework.
More specically, the principles of Facet Analysis during the conceptualization phase
and the generic structure of the pattern captured in Figure 6.1.
As more product-specic ontologies are developed, certain alignments between the Good-
Relations ontology and the Faceted Classication ODP seem to emerge. Most notably,
classes that extend the class gr:QualitativeValue15 or gr:QuantitativeValue16 seem to
align to the notion of facet and thus, to the :Faceti element of the FCS ODP generic
structure. For example, the class obcc:BicycleType from the \Bicycle" product ontology,
the class obk:BookFormat from the \Book" ontology, or classes from the \Shoe" product
ontology such as osho:Style, osho:ClosingType, or osho:SizeScale, are all subclasses of
gr:QualitativeValue and seem to align to the notion of facet as a principle of division for
their domain of discourse (their target domain concept :TDC element).
The future road map of this research aims to formalize and characterize all of these
emergent alignments between the Faceted Classication ODP presented in this thesis
and parts of the GoodRelations ontology.
4http://purl.org/opdm/blurayplayer#
5http://purl.org/opdm/book#
6http://purl.org/opdm/coffeemachine#
7http://purl.org/opdm/dishwasher#
8http://purl.org/opdm/garment#
9http://purl.org/opdm/microwave#
10http://purl.org/opdm/perfume#
11http://purl.org/opdm/printer#
12http://purl.org/opdm/refrigerator#
13http://purl.org/opdm/shoe#
14http://purl.org/opdm/
15http://www.heppnetz.de/ontologies/goodrelations/v1#QualitativeValue
16http://www.heppnetz.de/ontologies/goodrelations/v1#QuantitativeValueAppendix A
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classification of Ontology Design Patterns types. (Please, see the aforementioned 
inclusion on page 22 of [1]).
However, in addition to full citation and attribution, the thesis submission 
guidelines of the University of Southampton require to provide copyright clearance 
of all reproduced materials from external sources in order to feature in the final 
hard-bound copy of the archived thesis.
In that sense, I was wondering if you could authorize copyright clearance for the 
figure referred to. Your contribution is greatly appreciated.
Thanks a lot for your time and please, let me know any other information that you 
may need.
Best regards,
Bene Rodriguez-Castro
-- 
Research Associate
E-Business and Web Science Research Group
Department of General Management and E-Business
Bundeswehr University of Munich (Germany)
Phone: +49 89 6004-4850
Email: benedicto.rodriguez@unibw.de
Web: http://purl.org/beroca
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Concepts in the Semantic Web. PhD thesis, University of Southampton.
[2] http://www.neon-project.org/webcontent/images/Publications/neon 2008 d2.5.1.pdf
Valentina Presutti, Aldo Gangemi, Stefano David, Guadalupe Aguado de Cea, Mari 
Carmen Suarez-Figueroa, Elena Montiel-Ponsoda, and Maria Poveda.
A library of ontology design patterns: reusable solutions for collaborative design 
of networked ontologies.
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Clearance for Figure 2.3
Caption
\Comparison of proposed ODPs (left) and previous work (right). Three cri-
teria are used for comparison: application and target spotting methodologies,
documentation and types of formalisms." (Figure 11 of Egana-Aranguren
et al. (2008) p. 11).Subject: Re: Fwd: Copyright Clearance to Reproduce Figure in PhD Thesis
From: Benedicto Rodriguez Castro <benedicto.rodriguez@unibw.de>
Date: 1/4/12 4:14 PM
To: Mikel Egaña Aranguren <megana@ﬁ.upm.es>
Hi Mikel,
Thanks a lot for your authorization and prompt response.
Your email should be enough.
Best regards,
Bene Rodriguez
On 1/4/12 12:14 PM, Mikel Egaña Aranguren wrote:
Hi;
I authorize copyright clearance.
Is this email enough or do I have to fill a form or something?
Regards
On ar., 2012.eko urtren 03a 17:44, Benedicto Rodriguez Castro wrote:
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Subject:     Copyright Clearance to Reproduce Figure in PhD Thesis
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From:     Benedicto Rodriguez Castro <benedicto.rodriguez@unibw.de>
To:     mikel.eganaaranguren@cs.man.ac.uk
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robert.stevens@manchester.ac.uk
Dear Mikel and all,
My name is Benedicto Rodriguez-Castro. Recently, I completed a PhD
degree in Semantic Web Technologies at the University of Southampton.
As part of my thesis [1], I included Figure 11 from your publication [2]
with full citation and attribution, to provide a high-level picture of
an introductory classification of Ontology Design Patterns types.
(Please, see the aforementioned inclusion on page 23 of [1]).
However, in addition to full citation and attribution, the thesis
submission guidelines of the University of Southampton require to
provide copyright clearance of all reproduced materials from external
sources in order to feature in the final hard-bound copy of the archived
thesis.
In that sense, I was wondering if you could authorize copyright
clearance for the figure referred to. Your contribution is greatly
appreciated.
Thanks a lot for your time and please, let me know any other information
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Best regards,
Bene Rodriguez-Castro
-- 
Research Associate
E-Business and Web Science Research Group
Department of General Management and E-Business
Bundeswehr University of Munich (Germany)
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Clearance for Figures 2.5 and 2.6
Caption of Figure 2.5
\Classication of the valid categories of inheritance" (Figure 1 in Meyer
(1996) and Figure in Meyer (2000)(x 24.5, p. 824).
Caption of Figure 2.6
\Classication through views" (Figure in Meyer (2000)(x 24.10, p. 853).Subject: Correction -- RE: Copyright Clearance to Reproduce Figure in PhD Thesis
From: Bertrand Meyer <Bertrand.Meyer@inf.ethz.ch>
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From: Bertrand Meyer [mailto:Bertrand.Meyer@inf.ethz.ch] 
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To: 'Bene Rodriguez'
Subject: RE: Copyright Clearance to Reproduce Figure in PhD Thesis
Dear Benedicto:
 
Please consider this email as my permission for you to use the figures
mentioned in your message, under the conditions that you describe, in your
thesis.
Congratulations on completing this work and best wishes,
-- Bertrand Meyer
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From: Bene Rodriguez [mailto:benedicto.rodriguez@ebusiness-unibw.org] 
Sent: 03 January 2012 18:15
To: bertrand.meyer@inf.ethz.ch
Subject: Copyright Clearance to Reproduce Figure in PhD Thesis
Dear Bertrand,
My name is Benedicto Rodriguez-Castro. Recently, I completed a PhD degree in
Semantic Web Technologies at the University of Southampton.
As part of my thesis [1], I included two figures with full citation and
attribution, to provide a concise depiction respectively of: (a) the
different types of valid inheritance in object-oriented design; and (b) an
example of "View Inheritance".
However, in addition to full citation and attribution, the thesis submission
guidelines of the University of Southampton require to provide copyright
clearance of all reproduced materials from external sources in order to
feature in the final hard-bound copy of the archived thesis.
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- "Classi
cation of the valid categories of inheritance", figure 1 in [2] and the
figure in section 24.5, page 824 of [3].
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cation through views", the figure in section 24.10, page 853 of [3].
Please, see the aforementioned reproduction of the figures on pages 29 and
30 of [1] respectively.
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Caption
\Using members of a class as values for properties" (Fig. 4 in Noy (2005)).Subject: Re: Copyright Clearance to Reproduce Figure in PhD Thesis
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Thanks a lot for your time and please, let me know any other information that you 
may need.
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Bene Rodriguez-Castro
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Research Associate
E-Business and Web Science Research Group
Department of General Management and E-Business
Bundeswehr University of Munich (Germany)
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